
Beijing: China on Tuesday 
hit back at the US with tariffs
on `60 billion worth 
of American goods, in a 
tit-for-tat move that came
hours after President Donald
Trump slapped duties on `200
billion worth of Chinese
imports.

President Trump on
Tuesday slapped 10 per cent
tariffs on `200 billion worth of
Chinese imports and the 
duties will rise to whopping 25
per cent at the end of the year,
escalating the trade war with
the world’s second largest econ-
omy.

Trump alleged China had
been unwilling to change its
unfair trade practices and the
new additional tariff structure
would give fair and reciprocal
treatment to American firms.

China’s Finance Ministry
retorted. “If the United States
insists on raising tariffs even
more, China will respond
accordingly.” Agencies

Detailed report on P13

CAPSULE
` DIPS 47P TO CLOSE AT
RECORD LOW OF 72.98/$ 
Mumbai: The rupee on Tuesday
slid 47 paise to settle at a record
72.98 against the US dollar due
to surging crude oil prices and
trade war worries. 

BARAPULLAH DRAIN TO
GENERATE BIOFUEL 
New Delhi: A first-of-its-kind
technology will be used to treat
sewage from Delhi’s Barapullah
drain to generate biofuel.

KARTI’S ALLOWED
TO TRAVEL ABROAD
New Delhi: The Supreme Court
on Tuesday allowed P
Chidambaram’s son Karti to
travel to the UK from Sept 20.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The cash-starved Congress is
looking for a unique

method to generate funds to
contest the 2019 Lok Sabha
elections. 

Setting a target of `500
crore, the party has decided to
collect money for the cam-
paigning through crowdsourc-
ing from its 10 lakh booths
across the country.

The mass campaign for
fund-collection will start on
October 2 and will end on the
birth anniversary of former
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
on November 19. 

Congress general secretary
Ashok Gehlot said, “The
Congress will start a campaign
from October 2 to reach out to
people, discuss State and
national issues and collect
funds. Our workers will 
visit every booth, talk about
State issues and connect with
people”. 

He said the party has set a
target to collect `500 crore,
which would translate into
`5,000 from every booth com-
mittee.

The party has also instruct-
ed all its workers of booth com-
mittees to go door to door and
collect small amounts, like `5

and `10, from every household.
These workers are also expect-
ed to distribute campaign fly-
ers and pamphlets. This
method, the Congress believes,
would strengthen their hold at
the grassroots level workers and
supporters, who will feel more
connected to the party by mak-
ing direct contributions.

After its complete rout in
the 2014 general elections and
thereafter losing several States
to the BJP in the heat of the
Modi wave, the grand old party
has been trying to do innova-
tive things to connect to the
mass and the grassroots work-
ers and also making efforts to

boost the morale of the party.
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
has personally taken a keen
interest in implementing ideas
like “Shakti” which the party
claimed to be inspired by
Mahatma Gandhi’s 
Abhiyan and Mera Booth Mera
Gaurav.

The Congress general sec-
retary said campaign at the
booth level is aimed to be an
innovative way to motivate the
party workers and strengthen
the party at its core and the
result of which is being wit-
nessed in Rajasthan, where the
Assembly elections are due
shortly. 

PNS n NEW DELHI

Former Defence Minister AK
Antony on Tuesday accused

incumbent Nirmala
Sitharaman of “suppressing
facts” regarding the Rafale deal
and asked why the
Government is not setting up
a joint parliamentary commit-
tee (JPC) to probe it. Antony
also held the Government
“guilty” of “gravely compro-
mising” national security in the
Rafale deal. 

The Congress leader
demanded that the Modi
Government should publish
the price of the UPA
Government’s deal for 126 air-
craft and the current price of
the NDA Government’s 36
Rafale deal, including per air-
craft price, to clear the doubts
and let the nation decide who
is correct. 

“Since, there is a growing
perception that the Modi
Government’s Rafale purchase
deal has more skeletons in its
closet, let there be a joint par-
liamentary probe to bring out
the truth,” Antony said at a
Press conference. 

He also accused the PM of
violating the Defence procure-
ment procedure (DPP), as
according to it only the Defence
Acquisition Council, chaired by
the Defence Minister and com-
prising the three service chiefs,
can decide the number of air-
craft and weapons to be pur-
chased. “Prime Minister Modi’s
decision is a clear violation of
the DPP,” he said. 

“In the JPC, the present
Government has got the major-
ity. Why are they afraid? Let the
JPC go through all the files. The
JPC can call files. A JPC con-
sisting of a majority of persons
from the Government can look
through all the files and come

out with the truth,” the
Congress leader said.

Rejecting the charges lev-
elled by Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman that an
unprecedented intervention by
him in 2013 had put the “final
nail in the coffin” of the aircraft
deal when the cost negotiation
committee was giving final
touches to the deal, Antony
said, “Her allegations are com-
pletely false and she is deliber-
ately suppressing the facts.” 

The former Minister went
on to allege that contract nego-
tiations were almost over and
when the proposal was sent to
the Finance Ministry, it felt that
the life cycle cost concept was
a new concept and they cannot
support it.

Antony also claimed that
the then Congress-led UPA
Government had received
objections and reservations in
written from several leaders,
including a senior BJP MP,
about the life cycle cost calcu-
lation and the Indian Air Force
(IAF) was insisting to finalise
the deal. “Then I directed that
the negotiations should con-
tinue, but take it to the Cabinet
Committee on Security only
after disputes are settled,”
Antony said.

The former Defence
Minister accused Sitharaman of
trying to tarnish the image of
public-sector Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL)
both nationally and globally. He
also asked if the price of the
Rafale fighter jets were cheap-
er than that negotiated by the
UPA Government, and why the
Government bought 36 aircraft
instead of 126 from the French
company.

“While Law Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad had claimed
that in the new agreement, the
price is nine per cent cheaper

than it was in the UPA deal,
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
said it is 20 per cent cheaper
and an IAF officer said it is 40
per cent cheaper, then why they

didn’t buy more than 126 if it
was cheaper?” Antony asked.

He claimed that before the
UPA demitted office, the nego-
tiations were almost over, and

after the NDA came to power,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
announced a unilateral deci-
sion on April 10, 2015 to pur-
chase 36 aircraft. “When the
IAF demanded 126 aircraft,
who authorised the PM to
reduce the number to 36?” he
asked. 

The requirement for 126
aircraft was made by the IAF in
2000. In 2018, the threat per-
ception from our border
nations has increased than
what it was in 2000, Antony
claimed. The Congress leader
claimed that if the UPA 
deal was not cancelled, the
HAL would have acquired
state-of-the-art technology
through transfer-of-technolo-
gy and would have gained
experience to manufacture
fighter aircraft. India lost this
opportunity, he said.

Continued on Page 7

PNS n NEW DELHI

Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman has blamed

the previous UPA Government
for ignoring the interests of 
the Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) and Indian Air
Force (IAF) and claimed that
the NDA Government is 

getting 36 Rafale fighter jets 
at a rate nine per cent 
cheaper than what was agreed
upon by the then UPA
Government.  

Speaking at the Indian
Women’s Press Corps,
Sitharaman reacted to former
Defence Minister AK Antony’s
allegations, saying, “The deal
didn’t happen during the UPA.
What also didn’t happen dur-
ing the UPA was that the HAL
and the Dassault couldn’t agree
on production terms. So the
HAL and Rafale couldn’t go
together. Doesn’t that very
clearly say who didn’t go with
the HAL? Under which
Government did that happen?
So saying that the NDA
Government did not take care
of HAL is absolutely misplaced.
Neither the HAL nor Air
Force’s interests were taken
care of by the UPA.”

Refuting the Congress’
charge that the Government
preferred Reliance Defence to
collaborate with Dassault over-
looking the HAL, Sitharaman
said the rules framed by the
previous Congress-led coalition
Government had allowed the
foreign companies to enter
into deal with private compa-

nies. Sitharaman also accused
the UPA Government of not
finalising the Rafale deal for
years. “Why didn’t the agree-
ment happen,” she asked.

The Defence Minister said,
“The UPA Government could
have strengthened the HAL.
Every question should actual-
ly go to them. They didn’t take
care of the HAL.” 

She said Antony is a very
senior leader, and having been
in the Ministry before her, he
understands the negotiations.
Sitharaman added the Rafale
negotiations were not “over
the counter” purchases. 

This assertion came after
Antony questioned why the
Centre did not buy 126 aircraft.
Sitharaman said 126 jets will
also have to be bought on order
and, therefore, will have a time-
line and follow all related con-
ditions like escalation costs.

Responding to questions
on the Congress’s allegations
against the Government 
over the Rafale deal, the
Minister said, “We have
responded saying your basic
price and the basic price that I
am getting at, when compared
with all the escalation and other
things, is 9 per cent cheaper.”

‘Cong Govt ignored
HAL, IAF interests’ 

KESTUR VASUKI n BENGALURU

The atmosphere at
Bengaluru-based defence

public sector undertaking
Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) is sombre. The
statement of Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman question-
ing the capability of the ace
PSU in the context of Rafale
deal controversy has dampened
the spirit of the staff, scientists
and officials of the PSU.

In her defence of the
Rafael’s `37,000-crore offset
contract not going to the PSU,
the Minister had said the HAL
didn’t have the capability to
produce 4.5 generation French-
made Rafale fighter jets. 

Speaking to a news chan-
nel, Sitharaman had said,
“There are questions which…
why didn’t you prefer the
HAL... I will answer that too...
In fact, if anything, I would
question the Congress
party...Your love for the

HAL...The noise that is being
made now, the HAL is being
ignored… If they were more
interested in the HAL, why did-
n’t they sit with the French
(company) and talk it out to see
what is deficient about the
HAL’s offer and what can be
done to improve it and how the
HAL indeed gets it. 

If they really had a love for
the HAL, at least LCA pro-
ductions should have been
increased. If you genuinely
had a love for the HAL, you

could have increased that
capacity, which is what we
have done. We are quite active-
ly engaged with the HAL. For
the love of the HAL... UPA, Shri
Rahul Gandhi doesn’t just help
talking.”

The officials and staff at the
HAL, the country’s only
defence aerospace company
established over seven decades
ago, feel insulted by Minister’s
remarks and point out that the
HAL has been the backbone of
the Indian Air Force and has

the capabilities to produce any
fighter with technology trans-
fer. They also feel the HAL has
become a pawn in the political
slugfest.

Another retired executive
pointed out that this has killed
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s dream of “Make in
India”. He also pointed out
that the Government started,
what is called buyback of
shares, and took about ̀ 5,000-
6,000 crore each year for last
three years from the HAL. He
said with this the order book
position of the HAL came
down drastically.

Regarding design and
development of new aircraft/
helicopter/aircraft engines, an
official said as of now Indian
private sector companies do
not have expertise, patience,
and perseverance to pursue a
design which may take any-
where between 6 years and 20
years. 

Continued on Page 7

MOHIT KANDHARI n JAMMU

ABSF jawan was killed by
the Pakistan Rangers on

Tuesday in sniper firing from
across the International Border
in Ramgarh sector of Samba.
The jawan was part of the BSF
area domination patrol. 

The attack took place less
than 24 hours after Union
Home Minister Rajnath Singh
inaugurated SMART fence
pilot project across two 
locations of Jammu frontier 
to check rising incidents of
infiltration through the tradi-
tional routes.

Throughout the day, spec-
ulation was rife about the fate
of injured jawan as he or his
body could not be traced by the
patrolling parties in the for-
ward area. 

Situation also remained
tense following “unconfirmed”
reports that the Pakistan
Rangers had abducted the
injured jawan on Tuesday
morning.

“In response to firing from
across the International Border,
BSF troops took positions and
retaliated. One of the BSF
jawans was hit by enemy bul-
lets,” said the BSF spokesman.

The BSF spokesman also
clarified that locating the body
of the injured BSF jawan
proved difficult due to undu-
lating marshy terrain on the
Indian side.

He said the jawans on
“ground zero” were still
engaged in the task of clearing

the area of any likely IEDs and
booby-traps to ensure safety of
patrolling parties.

According to ground
reports, at least four BSF jawans
were present in the forward
area of Ramgarh sector in
Samba around 11.30 am on
Tuesday when one of them, sit-

ting atop a tractor was hit by a
“sniper” fire from across the
International Border. 

The injured jawan 
was engaged in the task of
clearing wild growth of grass
across the barbed wire fencing
to ensure clear vision in the for-
ward area. 

Govt hiding Rafale truth: Antony

US slaps duties 

on $200 billion  

goods, Beijing 

gives tit for tat

Ex-Defence Minister seeks JPC probe
into ‘grave compromise’ on national
security, rues HAL image assassination

Cong launches Mission 500 to fund ’19 campaign
Mass drive for
crowdsourcing
from its 10 lakh
booths to raise
`500 crore will

start on October
2 and will end on

the birth
anniversary of
former Prime

Minister Indira
Gandhi on

November 19

Former Defence Minister AK Antony addresses a Press conference on the
Rafale deal in New Delhi. Senior Congress leader Randeep Surjewala is also
seen Alwin Singh | Pioneer

Union Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman addresses a Press conference on the
issue of the Rafale deal in New Delhi Alwin Singh | Pioneer

Sitharaman claims

Rafale deal 9%

cheaper, UPA Govt

framed rules for 

pvt players’ role 

Pigeonholed HAL scientists riled

BSF jawan martyred in Pak firing
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PNS n VARANASI

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday said

Varanasi is fast emerging as a
gateway of development for
eastern India as the city is
developing a hub of medical,
educational and integrated
transport systems with world-
class facilities. 

Modi was addressing an
impressive gathering at the
amphitheatre ground in the
Banaras Hindu University
(BHU) here on Tuesday. He
also launched nearly a dozen
projects worth over `557
crore.

“Today, the roads of the
city are glittering with LED
lights, adding not only beauty
to the city but also helping
Nagar Nigam (municipal cor-
poration) save crores being

spent by it on the street light-
ing system,” he said. Adding
that apart from development of
integrated transport system, a
multi-nodal terminal is being
constructed here linking rail,
road and water transport sys-
tems and construction of the
ring roads.

“Since long, the files of the
ring road project were gather-
ing dust in the Government
offices but when I was voted to
Parliament by the city about
four years ago and the country
had given me responsibility as
PM, the work on this long-
pending project was re-started,”
he said, while making an indi-

rect attack on Akhilesh
Government, adding, “but the
work could not get speed as the
previous State Government
had created a lot of hurdles so
that the BJP would not take
credit for it.”

During his comparatively
long address, the PM concen-
trated in highlighting the pro-
jects launched in the city since
2014; however, Modi  indirectly
replied to many issues raised by
the Opposition.

Praying to Baba
Vishwanath (Lord Shiva) and
Maa Ganga (Goddess Ganga)
to continue their blessings on
him to serve the people of the
city, he indicated that he would
contest parliamentary election
from Varanasi again in 2019 as
against doubts of many that he
may change his parliamentary
seat.

The PM also made an
indirect attack on those who
are raising their voice against
the Kashi Vishwanath Temple
Corridor project, stating that 

Continued on Page 7

PM: Varanasi emerging as

gateway of development 

Modi launches

development

projects of `557 cr 
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Office of the Cantonment Board
64, Subhash Chandra Bose Marg, Cantt Kanpur -208004 

NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Dated : 18.09.18

Online tender for the financial year of 2018-19 through two bid system are invited from expe-
rienced supplier and /or registered eligible contractor of Cantt. Board Kanpur through the Government
e-procurement portal http://eprocure.gov.in/epro cure/app by the Cantonment Board Kanpur.   

Sl. NIT NO. Name of work Estimated cost 
No. of tender 
1 CBK/SK/K-1576/1 Supply of Bleaching Powder  Rs. 10,00,000/-  

2 CBK/SK/K-1576/2 Supply of  Misc. Bazar Items Rs. 25,00,000/- 

3 CBK/SK/K-1576/3 Supply of Electricals Items Rs. 25,00,000/- 

S.NO. ACTIVITY DATE TIME 
1. Date of publication of e-tender 24- 09-2018 1000 hrs. 

2. Last date of submission of online bids (Technical 15-10-2018 1500 hrs. 
as well as financial) on e-tender portal 

3. Opening of technical bid (cover 1) 16-10-2018 1600 hrs . 

4. Opening of Financial bid (cover 2) Tenderers qualified in technical bid 
will be intimated separately

The CEO/Board reserves the right to increase/decrease the estimated cost of supply and to
accept or reject any or all the tenders without assigning reasons thereof. 

Further details may be obtained from www.eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app. For any clarifi-
cation contact Cantonment Board Kanpur office on any working day during office hours. Tenders
will be accepted via online mode only. 

(Harendra Singh) 
Chief Executive Officer, 

Cantonment Board, Kanpur

CHANGE OF NAME 

I Imkongsenla Pongen is
legally wedded spouse of No
4427660N Rank Sepoy Name
Imsumeren presently residing
at ViII - Aoyimti Dist - Dimapur
PO - Dimapur Teh - Dimapur
State - Nagaland, have
changed my Name from
Imkongsenla Pongen to
Imkongsenla vide affidavit No
61 AD 182972 and affidavit
dated 10 Sep 2018 before
Notary Govt of Uttar Pradesh
(Lucknow).

CHANGE OF NAME 

I, No 4375608N Rank Lnk
Name Yumam Surjit Singh is
presently residing at ViII -
Yumnam Khunou Mamang
Leikai PO - Nambol PS -
Nambol BPO - Keinou Dist -
Bishnupur State - Manipur Pin
- 795134, have changed my
name from Yumam Surjit Singh
to Yumnam Surjit Singh, vide
affidavit No 61AD 688632
dated 10 Sep 2018 before
Notary Govt of Uttar Pradesh. 

CHANGE OF NAME 

I Yumam Omila Devi is
legally wedded spouse of No
4375608N Rank Lnk Name
Yumnam Surjit Singh present-
ly residing at ViII - Yumnam
Khunou Mamang Leikai PO -
Nambol PS - Nambol BPO -
Keinou Dist - Bishnupur State
- Manipur Pin - 795134, have
changed my name from
Yumam Omila Devi to
Yumnam Omila Devi, vide affi-
davit No 61AD 688631 dated
10 Sep 2018 before Notary
Govt of Uttar Pradesh. 
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UP govt declares new

paddy purchase policy

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Setting up a target to pur-
chase 50 lakh metric ton of

paddy in this kharif season, the
Uttar Pradesh government
announced a new paddy pur-
chase policy giving emphases
on the RTGS (Real Time Gross
Settlement) mode of payment
to farmers. The government
also announced that Kumbh
Mela area would be declared as
ODF zone. The decisions were
taken in the Cabinet meeting
held on Tuesday.

Government spokesman
Srikant Sharma said that the
Cabinet approved a new paddy
policy under which a common
variety of paddy would be pur-
chased at `1,750 per quintal
while grade A paddy would be
purchased at `1,770 per quin-
tal. Besides, ̀ 20 per quintal will
be paid for winnowing and
cleaning the paddy. 

“The government has set
a target to purchase 50 lakh
metric tons of paddy this sea-
son while it was 45 lakh met-
ric tons last year. The purchase
centres will start working in
Terai and parts of western
UP from October 1 while in
central and eastern UP it will
open from November 1,”

Sharma, who is also Power
Minister in the government,
said.

He said all the transactions
would be online and farmers
would get payment through
RTGS within 72 hours. “If the
rice mills prepare rice within
30 days of purchase, they will
get `20 per quintal as incen-
tive but if it takes more than
45 days, Re 1 per quintal per
day will be charged from the
mill,” he said.

In another decision, the
government announced
Kumbh Mela zone as ODF
where 1.22 lakh toilets would
be constructed. “The National
Mission for Clean Ganga
(NMCG) will construct 43,500
toilets while the rest will be
constructed by the state gov-
ernment,” the spokesman said
adding that the total project
will cost `252.85 crore. He
added that 11,400 labourers
would be employed to clean
those toilets.

The Cabinet also
approved the proposal of
accelerated economic devel-
opment project under which
guidelines for expansion of
infrastructure projects had
been approved. The

spokesman said that projects
related to infrastructure like
roads, electricity, bridges,
drinking water schemes, con-
struction of buildings for
schools and colleges would be
approved through consulta-
tion with the district admin-
istration and people’s repre-
sentatives. “The government
has allocated a budget of
`1,850 crore for this project,”
he said.

In another decision, the
government handed over the
guesthouse at Ramabai
Ambedkar Sthal to Estate
department. In 2015, the said
guesthouse was handed over to
Civil Aviation from Estate
department. The Cabinet
rescinded the order on Tuesday.

Farmers to get payment online The Cabinet also
approved the
proposal of
accelerated
economic

development
project under

which guidelines
for expansion of
infrastructure
projects had

been approved

Members of the Jat community welcoming Chief Minister Yogi Agityanath and Deputy Chief Minister Keshav Prasad Marya with a huge garland at a meeting organised by
the BJP at Vishverraiya Hall on Tuesday                                                                                                                                                                                 Pioneer

Shivpal dubbed
as BJP agent
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Afortnight after miffed
Shivpal Yadav launched

Samajwadi Secular Morcha and
announced to contest all 80 Lok
Sabha seats in the 2019 poll, the
Samajwadi Party on Tuesday
retaliated terming him a 'BJP
agent' out to destroy the unity
of all secular parties. The SSM
was launched in Lucknow on
August 29 and poses the biggest
threat to the SP as the core vote
bank of both are the same.

Former SP MLA from
Ayodhya Pawan Pandey
accused Shivpal of working at
the behest of the BJP to dam-
age secular forces in Uttar
Pradesh. "He is an agent of the
BJP and his relevance in state
politics is that how much dam-
age he can inflict to secular
forces in the 2019 Lok Sabha
elections."

“It was because of Shivpal
Yadav that the development of
Ayodhya could never take off.
As PWD and Irrigation minis-
ter, he never cleared projects for
the development of the temple
town even after they were
sanctioned by then Chief
Minister Akhilesh Yadav,"
Pawan claimed in Faizabad on
Tuesday.

The former minister
alleged that Shivpal Yadav held
important portfolios in the
Akhilesh government but never
cared for the execution of pro-
jects for Ayodhya as announced
by Akhilesh Yadav. 

Mayawati keeps

SP guessing

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Repeated assertion of ‘respectable share of
seats’ as a condition for joining the secular

'mahagathbandhan' by Bahujan Samaj Party
chief Mayawati has placed the Samajwadi Party
in a quandary. 

Soon after Rajya Sabha election in March
and later on last Sunday, Mayawati asserted that
her party would join the anti-BJP secular front
only if it was given a respectable number of seats
to contest. “Earlier, we felt that she was pressur-
ing the Congress for Assembly seats in poll-
bound Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh. Now, it appears that Mayawati has
national ambitions and wants to have a nation-
wide alliance with the Congress, while the
Samajwadi Party will be a partner only in Uttar
Pradesh,” said a Samajwadi Party leader.

The SP leader clarified that SP chief
Akhilesh Yadav was not concerned about
Mayawati’s stance as he had made up his mind
to offer a larger share of seats to the SP. “Akhilesh
has already said that of the 80 Lok Sabha seats
in UP, he will offer 36 seats to the BSP and con-
test only 32 seats,” he reminded.

The SP leader added that the Congress,
which had expressed interest in joining the grand
alliance, asked for at least 9 seats.  For the
Congress, Amethi and Rae Bareli seats repre-
sented by Rahul Gandhi and Sonia Gandhi
respectively are non-negotiable. In addition, the
Congress wants to contest from Kushinagar and
Saharanpur. The fourth partner ally in the equa-
tion is the Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) is likely to
get three seats - Muzaffarnagar, Baghpat and
Kairana. The last seat was wrested by the RLD
from the BJP in a bypoll recently. A source close
to RLD chief Ajit Singh said: “Initially, when nei-
ther the Congress nor RLD were in the picture,
Mayawati suggested that the SP and BSP would
contest 40 seats each. But after Kairana bypoll,
she ceded some space for the Congress but made
it clear that any seat for the RLD or other par-
ties like Nishad Party would have to be given
from SP’s kitty.”

Youth bobbitised by

GF's family members

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

In a bizarre case, a youth was
bobbitised by the family

members of his girl friend
after the couple was caught in
a compromising position in
Gorakhpur late on Monday
night. The youth is battling for
his life at a local hospital.
Interestingly, the victim's fam-
ily did not lodge a case though
the local police made an entry
of the incident in the General
Diary (GD) on the basis of the
doctor’s report.

As per reports, Shreya
Gupta (name changed) of
Mahuadabar hamlet of Khajni
police station area entered the
house of his girlfriend in the
same locality late on Monday
night. As the lovers became
intimate, the girl's family mem-
bers woke up and caught them
in a compromising position. 

The indignant family
members nabbed the youth
and chopped off his private
part after which the critically

injured youth rushed out
shouting for help. Later, he was
shifted to the district hospital
by his family for treatment. 

However, to avoid embar-
rassment, the youth's family
members did not register a
case. The police said that they
were aware of the incident and
had asked the youth's family
members to lodge a complaint
for legal proceedings to be ini-
tiated. 

Meanwhile, in Gonda, an
eight-year-old girl was kid-
napped from her house and
raped by an unidentified per-
son. The girl was kidnapped on
Monday night when she was
sleeping in her house, taken to
a secluded spot and raped.
While the girl had to be shift-
ed to Lucknow for treatment,
efforts were on to identify the
perpetrator. A case was regis-
tered and the police were inves-
tigating.

Elsewhere, in Rae Bareli,
half a dozen persons were
injured when two families

came to a head over a petty dis-
pute late on Monday night.
Ram Khelawan of Jyona ham-
let under Kotwali police station
area complained to the police
that he was sitting outside his
house late on Monday night
when Ajay Kumar aka Kallu
Yadav and his brother Ram
Kumar Yadav reached there in
a drunken state and started
hurling expletives. When he
objected, they took out knives
and attacked him. As his wife
Geeta rushed out to help, she
was attacked too. Later, Ram
Khelawan's family members
reached there and both the
sides were engaged in a clash,
which left two persons from the
other side injured. All the
injured were taken to a prima-
ry health centre from where the
seriously injured Geeta and
Ram Khelawan were referred to
the district hospital. The police
registered cross cases in which
five persons were named.
While no one was arrested, a
probe was on. 

NR to deploy RPF at all

level crossings in state

PRABHA SHANKER n LUCKNOW

Alarmed over an incident in
the national capital, where-

in a gateman was attacked for
asking miscreants to stop at a
level crossing, Lucknow
Division of Northern Railway
has decided to temporarily
deploy Railway Protection
Force (RPF) personnel at level
crossings in remote areas in its
jurisdiction.

“The Delhi incident is a
serious issue. We are sending
RPF cops at different railway
crossings of UP falling under
our division temporarily. They
have been asked to prepare
ground report on hindrances
that a gateman faces while
manning crossings. After a
report is submitted, we will
chart out a plan,” senior divi-
sional commercial manager
(DCM) Jagtosh Shukla said.

The railway official said
that the Lucknow division
would discuss the issue with
the district administration and
police and seek help for protec-
tion of gatemen. “Incidents of
verbal spat and manhandling
of gatemen have been report-
ed in the past at several places
but not in Lucknow,” Shukla
added. 

“Since the Indian railways

did not have adequate number
of RPF cops, hence they could
not be deployed permanently
at all level crossings of the
Lucknow Division (NR). The
RPF personnel inspect level
crossings falling in urban
areas,” Shukla said.  

Gatemen working at level
crossings in remote areas dur-
ing night are prone to attack or
manhandling by public, who
insist on crossing even when a
train is approaching. Most of
these incidents go unreported
or top officials ignore it. The
RPF cops are usually deployed
at railway stations or at work-
shops where their job is usu-
ally to stop trespassing and
protect railway property. In
case of any exigency, they are
sent to level crossings but

these issues are mostly handled
by local police.

A top railway official chose
to play down the murderous
attack on the gateman in Delhi
terming it as a ‘purely law and
order situation’. “The case is
being investigated by the Delhi
police,” he said. 

On what measures the
Lucknow division officials are
mulling to take in light of the
Delhi attack, PRO of North
Eastern Railway Alok
Srivastava said that a strategy
would be chalked out to meet
such challenges. 

Interestingly, the maxi-
mum number of incidents in
which gatemen were
bullied/manhandled or
attacked by the public are from
Lucknow division of NER. 

Sengar's brother 
throws tantrums

Lucknow (PNS): Rape
accused and BJP legislator
Kuldeep Singh Sengar's brother
Atul Sengar created a ruckus in
Unnao district jail after officials
prevented him from carrying
personal stuff and eatables into
the jail on Monday evening. 

Lodged for the murder of
the rape victim's father, Atul and
his cohorts manhandled the jail
staff. 

Interestingly, senior jail
superintendent Premnath
Pandey denied any such inci-
dent.

On Monday evening, Atul
Singh Sengar and an aide
returned after being produced in
a local court. As they were
entering the jail, they were
found carrying a bag containing
personal belongings and eata-
bles. When the jail staff stopped
them, the duo abused them
and later manhandled them.
However, the officials seized
the belongings and then only
allowed entry to them. 

NOTICE

I have changed my younger
brother name from Salman
Khan to Sharoof Khan and he
will be knowned by this name-
only from now onwards.
Naushad Khan S/o Akhlaq
Ahmad Khan Gram: Nindura
(medu purwa) Tehsil:
Karnailganj, District : Gonda,
U.P. 
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Lucknow University
hostellers created a ruckus

at the central mess on Tuesday
afternoon, alleging that there
was an insect in the lunch
served to them. As per LU offi-
cials, the issue escalated when
the students manhandled the
mess incharge and a servant.

Police also reached the the
spot to bring the situation
under control. Incidentally,
there had been reports of
insects found in meals in the
past few days.

Talking to The Pioneer, LU
proctor Vinod Singh main-
tained that it was a  deliberate
effort on the part of the stu-
dents to create a ruckus. He

said he would submit a com-
plaint against two students
who manhandling the mess
staff. “Even a person who is
working as a servant has dig-
nity and cannot be manhan-
dled. If there was any problem,
the students should have dis-
cussed it,” Singh said. In the
evening, the issue was sorted
out, he added. A meeting with
the coordination committee
of students from hostels was
also held to sort out the prob-
lem. “The students have also
pointed out in the meeting that
there are 10-15 per cent stu-
dents who want to derail the
central mess because they want
meals to be served in hostels as
in the previous years,” he said. 

Singh said it was decided in

the meeting that two students
selected by the students them-
selves would check the food
once it was cooked and before
it was served. “Once the food
is served, an insect may possi-
bly fall in it. If this happens,
only that particular serving
bowl will be removed and not
the entire food,” he asserted. He
said the students had problems
with the previous mess
incharge and through a tender,
a new mess incharge was

brought in, but the problem
was still there. Chief provost
Sangeeta Rani said when she
reached the spot after the
ruckus, the students took up
other issues instead of insect in
food. “They wanted an RO sys-
tem for drinking water and
they talked about refund of the
caution fees instead of focusing
on the issue of food,” she said.

However, LU media
spokesperson NK Pandey said
one could not say that there
was an element of mischief
from the side of students until
it was properly looked into.
“The insect may have dropped
in the food because of the pre-
vailing weather conditions. We
will see that this does not
occur in the future,” he added.

Lucknow (PNS): Recovery of the mutilated body
of an unidentified man near railway tracks in Chinhat
and another from Gomti river near Samta Mulak cross-
ing on Tuesday ratcheted up pressure on the Lucknow
police passing through a trying phase due to recovery
of bodies from Sharda Canal. As per reports, a railway
employee employed in track patrolling work spotted the
body lying close to railway tracks between Malhaur and
Dilkusha railway station in the morning. On being
informed, a police team, led by sub-inspector Shiv
Narayan Singh, reached the scene. 

Police said the body was cut into pieces and the vic-
tim had head injuries. “The man died while crossing the
tracks,” the police said. However, they failed to explain
why he reached there. The identity of the deceased could
not be ascertained. The police said he was aged around
28 years. In another incident, the body of an unidenti-
fied man was recovered from Gomti river near Samta
Mulak crossing on Tuesday morning. Reports said a man,
identified as Mohammed Furqan of Mahanagar, spot-
ted the body and informed the police. The deceased was
aged around 45 years. Meanwhile, the Chinhat police
succeeded in ascertaining the identity of the man whose
body was recovered from the canal on Monday. The
police said the deceased was identified as Santosh (25)
of Kamlapur locality of Sitapur. He was missing for last
three days. He was identified on the basis of a bank’s pay-
in slip, which was recovered from his purse. Interestingly,
police spokesman had said that the body of the victim
was several days’ old and was in a highly decomposed
state. However, the police failed to ascertain the iden-
tity of the woman whose body was recovered from the
canal in Chinhat on Monday. The police have yet to
ascertain the identity of the bodies recovered in the past.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Exposing police laxity in
providing security to
financial establishments

in the state capital, a group of
burglars broke into a Bank of
India branch in Maal police
area sometime on Monday
night, stayed there for several
hours while searching for the
cash and left after they failed to
break open the locker. There
were reports that the miscreants
made off with some loan doc-
uments.  On Tuesday morning,
some of the villagers spotted a
big cut in the south side wall
of bank’s office and alerted the
police. Later, the police con-
tacted bank manager
Shailendra Verma, who
reached the spot.

The bank officials and
police team checked the rooms
at the bank’s office to find out
the damages. It surfaced that
the alarm system did not work
when the thieves entered the
bank, displaced some of the
almirahs and other goods, and
even tried hard to break open
the locker. Later, the bank
manager lodged an FIR, stat-
ing that the miscreants broke
into the bank by cutting the
south wall of the office and
attempted to break the locker.
However, he added that the
thieves could not steal any-
thing from the bank. 

Contrary to the police

claim, sources said some doc-
uments on loan were missing.
“Some of bank-related docu-
ments were found abandoned
in a mango grove and the
police suspect that the thieves
took a halt there,” the sources
said. The bank officials said the
same was being verified and the
police would be informed if
anything of that sort surfaced
during internal investigation.   

The incident exposed
police alacrity as well. The

bank office is located close to a
police picket and on the main
road linking Malihabad with
Itaunja. “The police vigil was
stepped up during the night as
the road links to neighbouring
districts after the incidents of
dacoities which took place in
Kakori, Maal and Malihabad
were reported some time back.
The order has been in place
ever since. It is strange that the
cops could not get a whiff of the
theft till morning,” the sources

said. Police spokesman Arun
Kumar Singh said a case of theft
attempt was registered against
unidentified miscreants. He
said the thieves could not suc-
ceed in their plan and the
reports about theft of loan doc-
uments were not verified, when
cross-checked. He gave a virtu-
al clean chit to the Mall police,
saying no laxity on their part
surfaced. Singh failed to give
details of the number of cops
deployed at the police picket. 

Burglars spend hours in bank, 

unable to break open locker

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

After the theft attempt at
Bank of India’s Maal

branch on Monday night, SSP
Kalanidhi Naithani has asked
the ‘UP 100’ personnel to
patrol fringe areas and main-
tain a vigil near banks. Police
spokesman Arun Kumar
Singh said the orders were
issued by the SSP office on
Monday and the same had
been circulated to the ‘UP 100’
officials and local police.

Interestingly, the Lucknow
police had conducted a num-
ber of mock drills in the state
capital and at around financial
institutions following the dar-

ing robbery and murder of a
security guard outside Axis
Bank in Hazratganj on June 30.

The drill was aimed at sen-
sitising the policemen about
safety of the financial institu-
tions in Lucknow. “The drill
proved to be a 9-day wonder
in due course of time. The SSP
conducted drills outside Axis
Bank, in Hazratganj and
Gomti Nagar to check police
alacrity and response time.
Some of the cops were given
punishment for failing to per-
form. However, the drills
which started with much ado
were shelved later,” the sources
said, adding that it was just an
image-building exercise.

SSP for ‘UP 100’ vigil in 

fringe areas, near banks

The alarm

system did not

work even when

the thieves

entered the bank,

displaced some

of the almirahs

and other goods,

and tried hard to

break open 

the locker 

LU hostellers create ruckus after 

insect found in mess food

2 bodies recovered
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Aman, said to be a relative of an MP,
threatened a businessman, and

demanded Rs 10 lakh as extortion when the
latter was coming out of a bank in
Hazratganj on Monday afternoon. A case
was registered in this connection late
Monday night. As per reports, the victim,
identified as Mohammad Mushfiq of
Shalimar Apartment (New Hyderabad) in
Mahanagar police area, had gone to a pri-

vate bank to deposit cash. He alleged that
when he came out around 3:30 pm, Sajid
and five his aides stopped him. “They
dragged me to the other side of the road and
asked me to cough up the extortion money
or they would kill me,” he told the police.

He said he instantly called the police
control room, but a police team reached
there after the miscreants had fled the scene.
“Sajid is a relative of an MP and is a close
relative of a corporator of Old City,” he said.
Sources said Sajid was named in several

crime cases in the past, and he and his aides
were in the extortion business. “Sajid’s rel-
ative, who is a corporator, is close to police
officials presently posted in the Old City and
could be seen hobnobbing with them in
meetings which took place with residents
in the past,” the sources said. 

Police spokesman said a case under sec-
tions 504/506/386 of IPC (threatening and
demanding extortion) had been registered
with the Hazratganj police. “A manhunt has
been launched for the accused,” he said.

Bizman threatened, extortion demanded
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U.P. POWER TRANSMIS-
SION CORPORATION LTD.
E-TENDER TIME EXTEN-
SION Opening date of Electy.

Trans. Circle, Azamgarh E-Tender No.
125/AETC/ 2018-19 for for Procurement of
36 KV 1250 Amp. RAMA make Male mov-
ing blades and Femal fixed Jaw assembly
suitable for 36 KV RAMA make Isotator for
132 KV S/S Shahganj under ETD. Jaunpur
& E-Tender No. 168/AETC/2018-19 for
Annual routine maintenance & minor
break down works at 132 KV S/S Mariyahu
under Electy. Trans. Division. Jaunpur is
hereby extended upto 05.10.2018 at 12-
30 hrs. 13.30 hrs. respectivity. Tender Bids
of this E- Tendcr can be uploaded & sub-
mitted by 17:00 hrs. on 04.10.2018 and the
same will be opened on 05.10.2018 at
12.30 hrs. & 13.30 hrs. respectivily. Please
visit web site www.etender.up.nic.in for
details/down load and for any other correc-
tions/ amendments. /modification extension
till the date of sumbmission of tender. In
case the tender opening date is holiday, the
date of submission and opening of tender
will stand extended to next working day.
Undersigned has the right to reject/divide
any tender without assigning any reason
thereof. Conditional tenders shall not be
accepted. Other terms & conditions of this
tender wil l  remain unchanged.
Superintending Engineer (Trans.)
Hafizpur Azamgarh No. 2142 Date
17.9.2018 Save Electricity in the interest
of nation.

dk;kZy; v/kh{k.k vfHk;Urk
fo|qr ikjs"k.k e.My] xks.Mk
bZ&VsUMfjax fufonk lwpuk
vuqHkoh QeksZ a@Bsdsnkjksaaa ls

fuEufyf[kr dk;Z gsrq lhycUn fufonk;sa nks
Hkkxksa esa fnukad 11-10-2018 dks 14-00 cts
rd vkefU=r dh tkrh gSA ¼1½ bZ&fufonk
la[;k 99@bZ0Vh0lh0¼xks.Mk½@2018&19%
fo|qr ikjs’k.k [k.M] cgjkbp ds vUrxZr
132 ds0oh0 fo|qr midsUnz cgjkbp ij ykWu
ds okf’kZd vuqj{k.k lEcU/kh dk;ZA /kjksgj
jkf”k :0 2000-00 fufonk Hkkx&1 [kqyus dh
frfFk 12-10-2018 dks 12%00 cts] fufonk izi=
ewY; :0 236-00 ¼dj lfgr½A ¼2½ bZ&fufonk
la[;k 100@bZ0Vh0lh0¼xks.Mk½@2018&19% %
fo|qr ikjs’k.k [k.M] xks.Mk ds vUrxZr 132
ds0oh0 mrjkSyk&Mqefj;kxat ykbu gsrq
gkMZos;j fQfVaXl dh vkiwfrZ lEcU/kh dk;ZA
/kjksgj jkf”k :0 2000-00 fufonk Hkkx&1
[kqyus dh frfFk 12-10-2018 dks 12%00 cts]
fufonk izi= ewY; :0 236-00 ¼dj lfgr½A
¼3½ bZ&fufonk la[;k 101@bZ0Vh0lh0
¼xks.Mk½@2018&19% % fo|qr ikjs’k.k [k.M]
cgjkbp ds vUrxZr 132 ds0oh0
cgjkbp¼220½&ikjys ykbu ,oa 132 ds0oh0
cgjkbp¼220½&cgjkbp ykbu ds iSVªksfyax
lEcU/kh dk;ZA /kjksgj jkf”k :0 2000-00
fufonk Hkkx&1 [kqyus dh frfFk 12-10-2018
dks 12%00 cts] fufonk izi= ewY; :0 236-
00 ¼dj lfgr½A ¼4½ bZ&fufonk la[;k
102@bZ0Vh0lh0¼xks.Mk½@2018&19% fo|qr
ikjs’k.k [k.M] xks.Mk ds vUrxZr 132 ds0oh0
midsUnz duZyxat ij ?kkl dVkbZ lEcU/kh
dk;ZA /kjksgj jkf”k :0 2000-00 fufonk
Hkkx&1 [kqyus dh frfFk 12-10-2018 dks 12%00
cts] fufonk izi= ewY; :0 236-00 ¼dj
lfgr½A ¼5½ bZ&fufonk la[;k 103@
bZ0Vh0lh0¼xks.Mk½@2018&19% fo|qr ikjs’k.k
[k.M] xks.Mk ds vUrxZr 132 ds0oh0 midsUnz
cyjkeiqj ij 132 ds0oh0 ,oa 33 ds0oh0
esu cl ckj ¼fV~ou ewl½ gsrq gkMZos;j
fQfVaXl dh vkiwfrZ lEcU/kh dk;ZA /kjksgj
jkf”k :0 2000-00 fufonk Hkkx&1 [kqyus dh
frfFk 12-10-2018 dks 12%00 cts] fufonk izi=
ewY; :0 236-00 ¼dj lfgr½A ¼6½ bZ&fufonk
la[;k 104@bZ0Vh0lh0¼xks.Mk½@2018&19%
fo|qr ikjs’k.k [k.M] cgjkbp ds 132 ds0oh0
midsUnz cgjkbp ij cSVjh lsV ,oa ,0lh0
lIykbZ flLVe ds okf’kZd vuqj{k.k lEcU/kh
dk;ZA /kjksgj jkf”k :0 2000-00 fufonk
Hkkx&1 [kqyus dh frfFk 12-10-2018 dks 12%00
cts] fufonk izi= ewY; :0 236-00 ¼dj
lfgr½A  fufonk izi= “kqYd ,oa bZ0,e0Mh0
vf/k”kklh vfHk;Urk] fo|qr ikjs’k.k [k.M]
xks.Mk ds cSad [kkrs esa ¼cSad dk uke& iatkc
uS”kuy cSad] [kkrk la& 0181002100120697]
vkbZ,Q,llh dksM& PUNB0018100½
vkj0Vh0th0,l@,ubZ,QVh ds ek/;e ls
tek djkbZ tkuh gS rFkk cSad esa tek fd;s
tkus dk lk{; ;Fkk ;ksT; ;wVhvkj la[;k]
[kkrs dk uke] fuxZrdrkZ cSad vf/kdkjh }kjk
gLrk{kfjr ,oa fufonknkrk }kjk
izfrgLrk{kfjr is&bu fLyi dh LdSUM dkih]
bZ,eMh ds fy, cSad xkj.Vh dh LdS.M dkih]
tkjhdrkZ cSad ds dUQjes”ku esy dh izfr
bZ&Vs.Mj izi=ksa ds lkFk vkWu ykbu viyksM
dh tk;sxh] vU;Fkk fd fLFkfr esa fufonknkrk
}kjk izLrqr fufonk dks Lor% fujLr le>k
tk;sxkA lkFk gh fufonk ds Hkkx&1 esa
rduhdh fcM ¼iSu dkMZ] bUdeVSDl fjVuZ]
th0,l0Vh0 iathdj.k dh Lo;a izekf.kr
Nk;kizfr ,oa rduhdh vuqHko bR;kfn½]
layXu djuk vfuok;Z gSA /kjksgj jkf”k@
fufonk “kqYd tek u gksus vFkok fdlh izdkj
dh =qfV gksus ij fufonk dk Hkkx&2 ftlesa
njsa nh tkuh gS] ugha [kksyh tk;sxhA Hkkx&2
esa njsa ,oa okf.kT;d fu;e o 'krsZ gksuh
pkfg;sA rFkk gkMZ dkih dk;kZy; esa tek
djus dh vko”;drk ugha gksxhA fufonk dk
Hkkx izFke ,ao f}rh;%&¼izkbtfcM njsaa ,oa
“krsZ½ fnuakd 11-10-2018 dks 14-00 cts rd
www.etender.up.nic.in ij viyksM dh tk
ldrh gSaA fufonk dk izFke Hkkx fnukad
12-10-2018 dks 12-00 cts ,oa Hkkx&2 ¼izkbt
ikVZ½ fufonk “kqYd ,oa /kjksgj /kujkf”k izkfIr
dh iqf’V gksus ds i”pkr lkoZtfud :i ls
[kksyh tk;sxhA fufonk [kqyus dh frfFk ij
vodk”k gksus dh fLFkfr esa fufonk vxys
dk;Z fnol ij fu/kkZfjr le; ij [kksyh
tk;sxhA fufonkvksa dks fcuk dksbZ dkj.k
crk;s fufonk@fufonkvksa dks vLohdkj@
foHkkftr djus dk vf/kdkj v/kksgLrk{kjdrkZ
ds ikl lqjf{kr jgsxkA /kjksgj@fufonk jkf”k
jfgr o l”krZ fufonk;sa Lohdkj ugh dh
tk;sxhA Ñi;k foLr̀r tkudkjh] Mkmu yksM]
vU; la”kks/kuksa ,oa fufonk izLrqr djus ds
fnukad rd foLrkj vkfn ds lEcU/k esa Ñi;k
www.etender.up.nic.in dh osclkbZV ij ykWx
vku djsaA v/kh{k.k vfHk;Urk] fo|qr ikjs’k.k
e.My xks.Mk la[;k&1337@fo0ik0e0@
xks.Mk@bZ&Vs.Mj ua0&99 ls 104@2018&19
Dt: 17-09-2018 **jk"Vª fgr esa fctyh cpk;sa**

U.P. POWER TRANS-
MISSION CORPORA-
TION LIMITED  TIME

EXTENSION NOTICE Due to some
unavoidable circumstances opening
date of  Short term E-Tender No.
41/2018-2019/ETC/VNS is extended
upto 28-09-2018. Other terms & con-
ditions shall remain unaltered.
SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER
ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION
CIRCLE UPPTCL, D.L.W.,
BHIKHARIPUR, VARANASI No.
746 Date 18.9.2018  Save energy in
the interest of Nation.

mRrj izns'k ikoj
Vªk¡lfe'ku dkjiksjs'ku
fyfeVsM] vfr
vYidkyhu bZ&fufonk

lwpuk fuEufyf[kr bZ&fufonk
ftudk laf{kIr fooj.k uhps fn;k
x;k gS bZ&fufonk dh osclkbZV
www.etender.up.nic.in ij
viyksM dj nh xbZ gSA vfr
vYidkyhu bZ&fufonk la[;k %
Vh&95@132 ds0oh0 midsUnz
esgjoku flag dk iqjok] dkuiqj esa
okrkuqdwyu rFkk blds lg;ksxh
midj.kksa dh vkiwfrZ rFkk LFkkiuk
dk dk;ZA v/kh{k.k vfHk;Urk] fo|qr
ikjs"k.k e.My f}rh;] iudh]
dkuiqj i=kad% 494 fnukad
18-09-2018 ^^jk"Vªfgr esa fctyh
cpk;sa**

U.P. POWER TRANSMIS-
SION CORPORATION LTD.
E- TENDER NOTICE e-ten-
ders in two separate parts on
prescribed tender forms are

hereby invited from the experienced con-
tractors/ suppliers/ manufacturers on U.P.
Govt. etendering website "www.etender.up.
nic.in" for execution of following works/sup-
plies of following material up to the date
and time mentioned against each. The
etender Part -I/Technical Bid will contain
cost of tender document and earnest
money deposited through RTGS/NEFT
(PNB, Sultanpur A/c No.
3126002100003334, IFSC Code:
PUNB0312600) duly pledged to the under-
signed in official capacity and photo-
copies of GST Registration, PAN, 'A'
class Electrical License, ESI & EPF
Registration, Latest Income Tax Clearance
Certificate, experience/ work completion
certificate under UPPTCL/ PGCIL and 2nd
Part rates and other terms and conditions.
For the proof of electronically deposits,
U.T.R. No:, A/c No., scanned copy of duly
countersigned Pay- in-Slip and in case of
EMD deposited in form of Bank Guarantee,
scanned copies of Bank Guarantee and em
ail copy of confirmation issued by the con-
cerning bank should have to be got
uploaded by the contractor along with ten-
der documents on the above etendering
portal. The original Bank Guarantee shall
be submitted within a week after opening
of Part 1/ Technicl Bid or before the sched-
uled date of opening of Part -II i.e. Price
Bid. Tenders without having proper earnest
money will not be accepted. In case the
office remains closed or undersigned
remains out of headquarters on the noti-
fied tender opening date, tenders will be
opened on the next working day at sched-
uled time only. The undersigned reserves
the right to accept or reject any or all the
tenders without assigning any reason
thereof. Intimation regarding opening of
Tender Bid Part-Il i.e. Price Bid will be given
on above website in due course oftime.
Please visit U.P. Govt. etendering website
"www.etender.up.nic.in" for details/ douwn-
load and for any correction / amendment/
modification/ extension till the date of sub-
mission of tender. e- Tender No. 149-
ETCS/2018-19:- Work:- Fabrication and
erection of protection cage for 63MVA
transformer - II at 132V S/s Gauriganj
(Amethi) under jurisdiction of Electy.
Transmission Division Sultanpur. Earnest
Money Rs. 2,000/-. Cost of Tender docu-
ment Rs. 236/- (including GST). Tender
Documents may be downloaded up to
12:00PM on 22.10.2018. Uploading of
Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00 PM on
22.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid Part -
I at 11:00 AM on 23.10.2018. e- Tender No.
150- ETCS/2018-19:- Supply of male
moving contact blades and female fixed jaw
assemblies for 36KV M/s Rama make
Isolators at 132KV S/s  Jagdishpur under
jurisdiction of Electy. Transmission Division
Sultanpur. Earnest Money Rs. 2,000/-. Cost
of Tender document Rs. 236/- (including
GST). Tender Documents may be down-
loaded up to 12:00 PM on 22.10.2018.
Uploading of Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00
PM on 22.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid
Part-l at 11:30 AM on 23.10.2018. e- Tender
No. 151- ETCS/2018-19:- Work:
Maintenance and repairing of electrical
wiring of ground floor, committee room and
cable hall of 220KV control room building
at 220KV S/s Sultanpur under jurisdiction
of Electy. 400KV Sub-station Division
Sultanpur. Earnest Money Rs. 2,000/-. Cost
of Tender document Rs, 236/- (including
GST). Tender Documents may be down-
loaded up to 12:00 PM on 22.10.2018.
Uploading of Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00
PM on 22.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid
Part -I at 12:00 PM on 23.10.2018. e-
Tender No. 152- ETCS/2018-19:- Work:
Overhauling, painting & refilling of fire extin-
guishers at 132KV Sub-stations Salon &
Sareni under ETD Raebareli. Earnest

Money Rs. 4500/-. Cost of Tender docu-
ment Rs. 590/- (including GST). Tender
Documents may be downloaded up to
12:00 PM on 22.10.2018. Uploading of
Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00 PM on
22.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid Part -
I at 12:30 PM on 23.10.2018. e-Tender No.
153- ETCS/2018-19:- Supply of male and
female contact assemblies for 132KV
Isolators installed at 132KV S/s Tanda
under ETD Faizabad. Earnest Money Rs.
2000/-. Cost of Tender document Rs. 236/-
(including GST). Tender Documents may
be downloaded up to 12:00 PM on
22.10.2018. Uploading of Tender Bid Part-
I up to 05:00 PM on 22.10.2018. Opening
of Tender Bid part -I at 01:00 PM on
23.10.2018. e- Tender No. 154-
ETCS/2018-19:- Supply of Blade and Jaw
assemblies for 33KV M/s Rama make
Isolators at 132KV S/s Jalalpur under ETD
Faizabad. Earnest Money Rs. 2000/-. Cost
of Tender document Rs. 236/- (including
GST). Tender Documents may be down-
loaded up to 12:00 PM on 22.10.2018.
Uploading of Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00
PM on 22.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid
Part -I at 01:30 PM on 23.10.2018. e-
Tender No. 155- ETCS/2018-19:- Supply
of rubber matting at 132KV S/s Aalapur and
Jalalpur under ETD Faizabad. Earnest
Money Rs. 2000/-. Cost of Tender docu-
ment Rs. 236/- (including GST). Tender
Documents may be downloaded up to
12:00 PM on 23.10.2018. Uploading of
Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00 PM  on
23.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid Part -
I at 11:00AM on 24.10.2018. e- Tender No.
156- ETCS/2018-19:- Work: Repairing
and overhauling of 145KV Line, Bus and
Tandem Isolators at 132KV S/s Mikipur
under ETD Faizabad. Earnest Money Rs.
2000/-. Cost of Tender document Rs. 236/-
(including GST). Tender Documents may
be downloaded up to 12:00 PM on
23.10.2018. Uploading of Tender Bid Part-
I up to 05:00 PM on 23.10.2018. Opening
of Tender Bid Part -I at 11:30AM on
24.10.2018. e- Tender No. 157-
ETCS/2018-19:- Work: Repairing and
painting of security fencing of 132KV S/s
Akbapur under ETD Faizabad. Earnest
Money Rs. 2000/-. Cost of Tender docu-
ment Rs. 236/- (including GST). Tender
Documents may be downloaded up to
12:00 PM on 23.10.2018. Uploading of
Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00 PM on
23.10.2018. opening of Tender Bid Part -
I at 12:00PM on 24.10.2018. e- Tender No.
158 - ETCS/2018-19:- Work: Construction
of 33KV Khadbhadia Bay (Hybrid Bay) at
132KV S/s Milkipur under ETD Faizabad.
Earnest Money Rs. 1500/-. Cost of Tender
document Rs. 236/- (including GST).
Tender Documents may be downloaded up
to 12:00 PM on 23.10.2018. Uploading of
Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00 PM on
23.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid Part
-I at 12:30PM on 24.10.2018. e- Tender
.No, 159 - ETCS/2018-19:- Work:
Replacement of HPSV lamp fittings with
40W LED Flood Light at 132KV S/s
Bikapur under ETD Faizabad. Earnest
Money Rs. 2000/-. Cost of Tender docu-
ment Rs. 236/- (including GST). Tender
Documents may be downloaded up to
12:00 PM on 23.10.2018. Uploading of
Tender Bid Part-I up to 05:00 PM on
23.10.2018. Opening of Tender Bid Part
-I at 01:00PM on 24.10.2018. e- Tender
No. 160 - ETCS/2018-19:- Work: Supply
of fiber glass ladder extension and fiber
glass ladder platform at 132KV S/s Tanda
and 132KV S/s Akbarpur under ETD
Faizabad. Earnest Money Rs. 2000/-
Cost of Tender document Rs. 236/-
(including GST). Tender Documents may
be downloaded up to 12:00 PM on
23.10.2018. Uploading of Tender Bid
Part-l up to 05:00 PM on 23.10.2018.
Opening of Tender Bid Part -I at 01:30PM
on 24.10.2018. Superintending Engineer
Electricity Transmission Circle
Sultanpur No. 1280  Date 18.9.2018
"Save Energy in national interest."

HINDI FORTNIGHT
All 18 campuses of City

Montessori School are observ-
ing ‘Hindi Fortnight’. CMS
Gomti Nagar (Campus II)
organised ‘Hindi ceremony’ in
which the students showed the
importance of Hindi through
thoughts, street play, current
affairs, poems etc. The students
pronounced new words to
showcase their knowledge of
Hindi and staged street play
‘Save Energy, Spread Light’
and associated Hindi with the
social cause. The students recit-
ed several poems and present-

ed thoughts on energy. 

CMS STUDENT SELECTED 
IN THREE AUS UNIVS

Devyani Ganguly, a student
of City Montessori School
(Kanpur Road), has secured
selection in three prestigious
universities of Australia. The
Monash University, Deakin
University and University of
Queensland selected Devyani
for her academic excellence,
assiduity and talent. CMS chief
public relations officer Hariom
Sharma said meritorious CMS
students had been selected in

several top universities of the
world. “As many as 61 CMS
students have been selected this
year in the
prestigious
universities
of America,
E n g l a n d ,
C a n a d a ,
Au s t r a l i a ,
J a p a n ,
Singapore,
Hong Kong etc. CMS is the
only SAT test centre in Uttar
Pradesh that is helping students
to take that important first step
on the road to study abroad.

PNS n LUCKNOW

The Traffic department
has announced diver-

sions in view of 8th
Moharram procession to be
taken out on Wednesday
from Dariya Wali Masjid to
Imambada Ghufranma’ab in
Chowk. The procession will
be taken out at 8 pm and it
will culminate at around 3
am. Traffic officials said that
the diversions would be
enforced from 7:30 pm till
the time the procession
ended.

Traffic coming from
Sitapur road won’t be allowed
to move towards Pucca Pul
and Bada Imambada. It will
be diverted towards Daliganj
crossing overbridge and
Kapoorthala and IT crossing.

All vehicles coming from
Hardoi Road won’t be
allowed to move towards
Koneshwar crossing, Chowk
and Medical College trisec-
tion. These vehicles will be
diverted towards Durga Devi
trisection and Kudia Ghat
and then the new bridge.

Vehicles moving from
Kaiserbagh towards Sitapur
road won’t be allowed to ply
over Pucca Pul. These vehi-
cles will be diverted towards
Daliganj bridge and IT cross-
ing, Kapoorthala and
Madiaon. No traffic will be
allowed from Shahmina tri-
section towards Pucca Pul,
Jinnato Wali Masjid and
Bada Imambada. It will be
diverted towards Daliganj
bridge and Medical College
crossing. Heavy vehicles
moving from Kaiserbagh to
Hardoi road will not be
allowed to move towards

Pucca Pul. They will be
diverted  towards Daliganj
Pul, Madiaon and  Dubagga.

Traffic won’t be allowed
to move from Chowk cross-
ing towards Khun Khunji
Girls’ Degree College, Nimbu
Park and Kamla Nehru
crossing. These vehicles will
be diverted towards
Koneshwar crossing.

Vehicles won’t be allowed
to move from Kamla Nehru
crossing towards Nimbu
Park and Nakkhas, and will
be diverted towards Medical
College crossing. Vehicles
won’t be allowed to ply from
the Medical College crossing
to Kamla Nehru crossing,
and will be diverted towards
Shahmina trisection and
Rakabganj. Traffic won’t not
be allowed to move from
Nakkhas crossing towards
Victoria Street. It will be
diverted towards Rakabganj.
No traffic will be allowed
from Kamla Nehru crossing
towards Victoria Street, and
will be diverted towards
Rakabganj bridge.

All the vehicles coming
from Khadra won’t be
allowed to move towards
Jinnato Wali Masjid and
Bada Imambada. They will
be diverted towards Bandha
road. The vehicles won’t be
allowed to move from Kudia
Ghat trisection to Nimbu
Park crossing. This traffic
will be diverted towards the
new overbridge. Traffic will
be prohibited between
Akbari Gate and Kamla
Nehru crossing, from Jinnato
Wali Masjid to Pucca Pul,
Nimbu Park, Kamla Nehru
crossing and Bada
Imambada. 

‘NO CAR BUDHWAR’ AT KGMU
King George’s Medical University will be observing ‘No

Car Budhwar’. Head of the Surgery department, Trauma
Centre, Sandeep Tewari said that doctors, including the Vice-
Chancellor, would be cycling their way to the campus on
Wednesday. “This is being done to lessen air pollution and
work in the direction of clean environment since this is also
our responsibility,” said Tewari. He added that it was impor-
tant in view of the fact that the levels of pollution were con-
stantly increasing and several organisations were working
to fight the menace. “We are also sensitive to the needs of
patients who need a healthy environment on the campus.
We are appealing to all the students, employees and teach-
ers to pedal for the cause on Wednesday,” he added.

EXHIBITION
With a view to creating new design interventions in the

existing furniture, Amity School of Architecture and
Planning, Amity University, organised an exhibition on
‘Multi-Utility Furniture Design’ on Tuesday. Students dis-
played how one can add multiple functional utilities in a sin-
gle unit within the spaces having area constraints. Eminent
architects, professors and students from various institutions

of the city have visited and
appreciated the efforts made
by students of Amity School
of Architecture and
Planning. Many eminent
Architects practicing at
Lucknow visited the exhibi-
tion and also appreciated the
work of students.

Lucknow (PNS): The
Monday noon showdown
between a traffic constable and
traders took an interesting turn
when the accused lodged a case
against constable Dharamveer
Singh and two policemen,
including a traffic sub-inspector,
accusing them of threatening
and loot at gunpoint.

As per complainant
Gagandeep Singh Bagga, he
had gone to Awadh Nursing
Home on Monday to see his
grandmother, who is admitted
in ICU. He alleged that
Dharamveer deflated the tyre of
his car which he had parked
outside the nursing home as
there was no other parking
arrangement. “My car was
parked close the nursing home
and it was not encroaching

upon the road. Instead, there
were several other cars obstruct-
ing the traffic. I was checking
the tyre when Dharamveer
reached there and asked me why
had I parked the car there. I told
him my car was not on the
road,” he told the police. He
alleged that Dharamveer called
his colleagues — constable Anil
Rai and TSI Ajay Singh. “They
thrashed me and dragged me to
the other side of the road. Later,
the TSI whipped out his service
weapon and trained it on me,”
he stated in his complaint. He
further alleged that the cops
looted his gold chain during the
brawl. Police spokesman AK
Singh said a case for loot and
threatening had been registered
against TSI Ajay Singh, and con-
stables Dharamveer and Anil

Rai. “The police have been
asked to cross-check the allega-
tions,” he said. The Lucknow
police were left red-faced after
the news leaked on Tuesday. On
Monday night, the cops had
tried to hush up the case.
Around midnight on Monday,
the media cell of Lucknow
police had said no case had been
registered against policemen.

Interestingly, the case was
registered on Monday night,”
sources said. They said the
complainant reached the SSP
office to meet the top cop to tell
him his side of the story on
Tuesday evening and it spoiled
the police attempt to hush up
the case as mediapersons
approached him and got a copy
of the FIR registered at Manak
Nagar police station.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

The residents of different hous-
ing schemes of  the UP

Housing and Development Board
in the city accused its authorities
of  not taking any step for protect-
ing their lives if perchance any
mishap occurred. 

The high-tension transmis-
sion lines are passing in between
the four towers of the Bhagirath
Apartments of the Avadh Vihar
Yojana located on Sultanpur Road.
Besides, the poor electricity fittings
at the Vrindavan Apartment and
the fire extinguishers  at the
Mandakini Apartment, both sit-
uated on Rae Bareli Road, are

causing concern.  Interestingly,
the prices of the flats in these
apartments vary  from Rs 80 lakh
to Rs 1.25 crore.  In such cases the
Board authorities should take
additional precautions to provide
excellent facilities to them, they
said. It is said that the Residents’
Welfare Association (RWA) of the
Bhagirath Apartments had lodged
a complaint with the UP Chief
Minister, Yogi Adityanath, recent-
ly complaining to him about the
potential risk to their lives. There
are 750 flats in this particular
apartment of which 70 per cent
are occupied. An agreement was
signed between the Board author-
ities and the buyers at the time of
taking possession that the high-
tension transmission cable pass-
ing through these towers would
be shifted to another site as a
security measure.  Housing
Commissioner, AK Chauhan said
that there would not be any
compromise with the security of
the residents at any cost and
added that the shortcomings, if
any, would be removed in the
shortest possible time, if detect-
ed. Another example of ignoring
the security norms was the poor

condition of the fire-fighting
equipment at the Mandakani
Apartments which was a multi-
storeyed housing complex. No
provision has been made to evac-
uate its residents or to extinguish
a fire if perchance it was a big one
broke out there. It is said that the
Board authorities were not taking
any initiative to shift the transmis-
sion cable to some other place as
it was supplying electricity to the
VIP areas. Its officials would not
like to annoy the big bosses come
what may. However, the Housing
Commissioner refuted the
charges of the RWA and said that
the shifting of the transmission
cable was delayed due to some
unavoidable circumstances. He
said that the issue had been
taken up with the authorities con-
cerned and the transmission cable
would be shifted to a safer place
soon. The Housing
Commissioner claimed that no
major anomaly was found in any
housing scheme so far which
could endanger the lives of the
residents or cause any harm to
them. He claimed that the Board
authorities were working day
and night for safeguarding the
lives of the residents and ensur-
ing their welfare.

Housing Commissioner 

refutes charges of RWA

SCHOOLSCANCITYBRIEFS

Traffic diversions for 8th
Moharram procession

‘Mehndi ka Juloos’ being taken out from Asafi Imambara on the seventh day of Moharram, in Lucknow on Tuesday Pioneer

Cops accused of loot, threatening

An MiG-21 being installed at the gate of Central Command Headquarters in Lucknow on Tuesday Shalabh Saxena

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

The single window portal
launched by the UP gov-

ernment in February has
issued 2,721 clearances with-
in specified timeline in the last
six months. This is 78 per cent
of the total applications
received so far from investors
and entrepreneurs. Presently,
742 applications are being
processed. The single-win-
dow portal, an important com-
ponent of 'ease of doing busi-
ness’ (EODB), was launched
during UP Investors' Summit
in Lucknow in February.

Special Secretary,
Infrastructure and Industrial
Development department,
Arun Kumar on Tuesday
chaired a meeting of nodal

officers of 20 departments,
nominated for the efficient
implementation of the portal. 

Kumar asked nodal offi-
cers to ensure that applications
for issuing clearances were
accepted through the portal
exclusively and entrepreneurs
were not made to run around
departments. Nodal officers
were directed to assist appli-
cants in filling the form
through phone. The Special
Secretary said that the depart-
ment concerned could ask
entrepreneurs for a review or
any query over the application
within seven working days
after submission.  

All nodal officers were
directed to identify non-haz-
ardous services for which
deemed approval could be

issued. The single window
portal has been improved and
strengthened to facilitate 69
services of 20 departments
which include Labour, Stamp
& Registration, Forest,
Environment, Public Works,
Food Safety & Drugs
Administration, Energy,
Urban Development, Housing,
Revenue, Excise, Legal
Metrology, Registrar – Firms,
Societies & Chit Fund,
Electrical Inspectorate, Fire,
and UP State Industrial
Development Corporation
(UPSIDC), Pradeshiya
Industrial & Investment
Corporation (PICUP),
NOIDA, Greater Noida and
Yamuna Expressways
Industrial Development
Authority (YEIDA).

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Public sector undertaking
Bharat Electronic Limited

(BEL) is the first company to
approach UP government for
the allotment of land for the
proposed Bundelkhand
Defence Corridor project.  

With the BEL move, the
Defence Corridor project will
get off to a start. The
Bundelkhand Defence
Corridor project is one of the
two announced by the Centre,
the other being in Tamil Nadu. 

The nodal agency for the
project, Uttar Pradesh
Expressways Industrial
Development Authority
(UPEIDA), has identified more
than 5,000 hectares of land for
the corridor in six UP districts
and farmers will be compensat-
ed at four times the circle rate. 

A top UPEIDA official
said: "While the BEL is the first
to approach us for land allot-
ment, 40 other companies have
approached the government.” 

The project is crucial for
the electoral prospects of the
BJP in the 2019 Lok Sabha poll
in Bundelkhand, Agra and
Kanpur, where the Samajwadi
Party and Bahujan Samaj Party
have enjoyed good support in
the last three decades. In the
2017 Assembly poll, the BJP
bagged all 19 seats in
Bundelkhand region. 

The proposed Defence

Corridor will encompass six
districts, namely, Agra, Aligarh,
Jhansi, Chitrakoot, Kanpur and
Lucknow. These districts have
a good ancillary base to support
defence manufacturing and
ability to supply raw material
and labour. Land availability
too is not an issue in
Bundelkhand. “The state
Cabinet is likely to give its nod
for the beginning of land pro-
curement this month. We have
already identified 5,000
hectares of land in Jhansi (3,025
ha), Aligarh (285 ha), Jalaun
(200 ha), Agra (100 ha),
Chitrakoot (500 ha) and
Kanpur (1000 ha),” said the
official.  

The official added: “We
have assured availability of
water near the identified land.
Besides, there is easy rail and
air connectivity to the identi-
fied sites."

UPEIDA will give a pre-
sentation at the annual gener-
al meeting of Society of Indian
Defence Manufacturers on
September 26. “We have
approached 40 top companies
from among public and private
defence manufacturers,” said
the official. These include Goa
Shipyard Limited, Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL),
Hindustan Shipyard Limited,
and Airbase group, Bharat
Forge Limited, Boeing,
Honeywell, L&T, MKU
Limited and Wartsila.

Defence Corridor:

BEL seeks land

from government

UP portal benefiting investors
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CENTRE ASKS BENGAL TO
REPEAL ITS HOUSING ACT
New Delhi: With West Bengal
notifying its own Housing and
Industrial Regulation Act, 2017
(HIRA) instead of implementing
the Real Estate (Regulation and
Development) 2016 Act enacted
by Parliament, the Centre has
asked the State Government to
repeal its Act, as there is already a
Central law on the same subject.
Union Minister Hardeep Singh Puri
on Tuesday made it clear that
there is no ambiguity when it
comes to implementation of the
Central law and States have to
conform to it.  

NAVY CHIEF TO VISIT US
FOR SEAPOWER MEET
New Delhi: Navy chief Admiral
Sunil Lanba is visiting Rhode
Island, USA on a bilateral visit
from September 18 to 22
September for attending the 23rd
edition of the International
Seapower Symposium (ISS)
organised by the US Navy. He is
scheduled to present his views on
the topic ‘Defending the Maritime
Commons: Safeguarding the Free
and International Order’ and
participate in panel discussion
during the symposium. Lanba will
also meet the US Navy top brass
during the visit, officials said here
on Tuesday.

RAHUL APPOINTS JHA AS
BIHAR UNIT CONG CHIEF
New Delhi: Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday
appointed Madan Mohan Jha as
president of the Bihar unit of the
party. The post was lying vacant
since former PCC chief Ashok
Kumar Choudhary was sacked last
year by Sonia Gandhi and Kaukab
Qadri was appointed the acting
president.

OZ ENVOY LAUNCHES 
6-MONTH LONG FEST 
New Delhi: Seeking to engage
Indians with the Australian culture,
spanning food, music, theatre and
heritage, a six-month-long mega
festival was Tuesday launched by
the country’s envoy here, who
emphasised that people-to-people
ties would be the “defining
feature” of the Indo-Australia ties.
Australia Fest, which builds on the
Oz Fest held in 2012, will be
hosted across 20 cities in India
involving over 75 events.

HOUSING MIN TO HOLD
REVIEW WORKSHOP
New Delhi: The Ministry of
Housing and Urban Affairs will
hold a review workshop with the
Urban Development Ministers of
all States in next three months for
effective implementation of the
Street Vendors Act. Speaking at a
convention of National Association
of Street Vendors of India
(NASVI), the Minister said that
issues pertaining to
implementation of the Act will be
addressed during the workshop.

AICC FOREIGN DEPT VICE
CHAIRMEN APPOINTED
New Delhi: Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday
appointed Bhubaneshwar Kalita
and Pratap Singh Bajwa as vice
chairmen of the AICC Foreign
Affairs department. Former
ministers Manish Tewari and M M
Pallam Raju have been made
general secretaries of the
committee, which is headed by
former Union minister Anand
Sharma. 

AMITY BAGS SOUTH ASIA
EDUCATION AWARD

New Delhi: Vice President M
Venkaiah Naidu has conferred the
‘South Asia Legal Education
Excellence Award’ upon Schools of
Law, Amity Group of Universities
during the 10th Law Teacher’s
Day.  Ashok K Chauhan, Founder
President, Amity Group of
Education accepted the award.
Naidu  emphasised upon change
in quality and content of legal
education in the country. 

22 LAKH DECADE-OLD
CASES PENDING 
New Delhi: Over 22 lakh cases,
which are over a decade old, are
pending in various subordinate
courts of the country. These cases
constitute 8.29 per cent of the
total nearly 2.50 crore cases
pending in the lower courts.
According to the National Judicial
Data Grid, as on Monday,
September 17 evening, a total of
22,90,364 cases, which are 10
years or older, are pending in the
lower courts. Of these, 5,97,595 or
nearly 5.97 lakh cases are civil in
nature and 16,92,769 or 16.92
lakh are criminal in nature.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The BJP on Tuesday
accused Congress leader

Navjot Singh Sidhu of
demeaning India, speaking as
an agent of Pakistan and
demoralising the soldiers of
the country by attempting to
“justify” hugging Pakistani
Army chief Qamar Javed
Bajwa and claiming that
Pakistan is willing to allow
Sikh pilgrims access to a
gurudwara on its territory.

Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said, “Sidhu has a
lot of admirers...Somebody of
that stature going there and
then hugging the chief of the
army, an army about which, in
India, we have very clear feel-
ings. It certainly has an impact
on soldiers and people in the
(defence) ministry. The public
response is also similar. It is

demoralising. I wish Sidhu had
avoided it.”

BJP spokesperson Sambit
Patra also demanded a
response from Congress pres-
ident Rahul Gandhi over the
issue, saying Sidhu has been
speaking on the matter with
his permission as Punjab
Chief Minister Amarinder
Singh has already condemned
him over his conduct in
Pakistan during the swearing-
in ceremony of Imran Khan
recently.

He also accused Sidhu of
meeting External Affairs
Minister Sushma Swaraj decep-
tively as she had given appoint-
ment to former Union minis-
ter M S Gill with whom, Patra
alleged Sidhu tagged along.

Patra said Swaraj repri-
manded Sidhu in their meeting
on Monday for his conduct in
Pakistan.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Rajya Sabha Chairman M
Venkaiah Naidu on

Tuesday reconstituted 24
Departments related to
Parliamentary Standing
Committees. Eight of them
are serviced by the upper
House, beginning this month. 

While the Committee of
Home Affairs will be chaired by
former Home Minister P
Chidambaram, his Cabinet col-
league in UPA Anand Sharma
will head the Science and
Technology Department. TMC
member Derek O’ Brien has
been appointed Chairman on
Committee of Transport,
Tourism and Culture.  

A Rajya Sabha Press com-
muniqué said the tenure of the
reconstituted Committees is
one year and each Committee
has 10 members from Rajya
Sabha and 21 from Lok Sabha.
The Committee on Commerce
will be chaired by Naresh
Gujral with Rajya Sabha mem-
bers Vayalar Ravi, Kapil Sibal,
Roopa Ganguly, MP Virendra
Kumar, Rakesh Sinha and Lok
Sabha MPs Abhishek Banerjee,
Jitendra Chaudhury, Bijoya
Chakravarty, Kavitha
Kalvakauntia, Dr Hari Babu
Kambhampati as its members. 

The Committee on Health
and Family Welfare will be
chaired Prof Ram Gopal Yadav
with Jai Ram Ramesh, Dr CP
Thakur and others from Rajya
Sabha as members and likewise
few MPs from Lok Sabha
including Arjun Lal Meena, Dr.
Mahendra Nath Pandey,
Chirag Paswan and Dr.
Shrikant Eknath Shinde. 

The Committee on Home
Affairs will be chaired by P
Chidambaram and members
from Rajya Sabha — Pratap
Keshari Dev, Dr V Maitreyan,
Manas Ranjan Bhunia, Dr.
Abhishek Manu Singhvi, R.K.
Sinha and Members from Lok
Sabha Prem Singh

Chandumajra, Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury, Dr Sanjeev Kumar
Balyan, Mallikarjun Kharge,
Kirron Anupam Kher, Ashwani
Kumar, Faizal PP Mohammad,
Jagdambika Pal, Ashok
Gajapathi Raju Pusapati, Dr
Prasanna Kumar Patasini as
members of the panel. 

The Committee on Human
Resource Development will be
chaired by veteran leader Dr.
Satyanarayan Jatiya while
Committee on Science and
Technology, Environment and
Forest will be headed by Anand
Sharma. The other members of
Sharma’s panel are Sharad
Pawar, Prasanna Acharya, Anil
Baluni, Raj Kumar Dhoot,
Sushmita Dev, Ninong Ering,
Dr. K. Gopal and others. 

The Committee on
Personnel, Public Grievances,
Law and Justice is to be chaired
by Bhupender Yadav with
prominent MPs of both hous-
es — Swapan Das Gupta,
Prabhat Jha, Majeed Memon,
D. Raja, Sukhendu Sekhar Roy,
Dr. Subramaniam Swamy,
Tariq Anwar, Meenakhsi Lekhi
and Kalyan Banerjee as the
panel’s members. 

The Committee on
Transport, Tourism and
Culturewill be chaired by
Derek O’ Brien with Praful
Patel, Dr Sonal Mansingh,
Rewati Raman Singh, Subrata
Bakshi, Rajeshbhai Naranbhai
Chudasama, Arpita Ghosh,
Major General BC Khanduri
and Shatrughan Prasad Sinha
as its members comprising
from both the house of
Parliament.

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Tuesday stayed a
Patna High Court order to set
up a fresh CBI team to probe
the Muzaffarpur shelter home
sexual abuse case, saying such
a move would not only be
detrimental to the ongoing
investigation but also to the
interests of the victims.

The apex court, while
staying the high court’s order
directing the CBI’s special
director to put in place a fresh
team to probe the case, said
there was no reason now to
change the existing investi-
gating team which was set up
the CBI Director.

The high court had on
August 29 ordered that a
fresh team of investigators be
constituted by the CBI’s spe-
cial director in the case in

which incidents of alleged
rape and sexual assault of
women inmates over a peri-
od of time had come to light
in an NGO-run shelter home
at Muzaffarpur in Bihar.

A bench of Justices

Madan B Lokur and Deepak
Gupta also noted that no
allegations were made against
the team probing the case
with regard to the manner in
which the investigation was
being conducted. PTI

RAKESH K SINGH n BASTAR
(CHHATTISGARH)

The menace of Naxalism
will be wiped out from the

State “soon”, Chhattisgarh Chief
Minister Raman Singh said
here even as he emphasised
that dialogue is always a prefer-
able channel for resolution of
conflicts.

Talking to The Pioneer,
during the ongoing Atal Vikas
Yatra that is underway from
September 5 and will continue
till October 5 across the State,
Singh said, “I could not have
said this 15 years back but now
I can say it with conviction that
the problem will be finished
soon. The development push
by the State Government, par-
ticularly, in the affected regions
like Bastar, and the exposure of
duplicity of the ultras’ ideolo-
gy coupled with the security
action have created favourable
conditions for elimination of
violence.”

The Chief Minister said he
is even open to a dialogue with
the Naxals to resolve the issue.
“We are on a path to develop a
new Chhattisgarh with rapid
development of the State, espe-
cially areas freed from the
influence of the ultras.”

On a question on admin-
istrative vacuum in
Dandkaranya region still under
the Naxal influence, he said,
“Rapid development of the
areas will be undertaken once
they are freed from the ultras’
stranglehold. The focus of the
Chhattisgarh Government is
now on the Dandkaranya
region both from the stand-
point of security action as well
as developmental push.” 

On a question if a timeline
for wiping out Naxalism can be
fixed, Singh said, “It is an inter-
State problem and the ultras
often engage in guerilla tactics
in one State and take shelter in
another State. But the situation
has significantly improved and
we have even reduced the num-
ber of affected districts from 16
to 13. The violence is now

restricted to the Dankaranya
region and the tri-junction of
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra
and Chhattisgarh. The securi-
ty forces are seized of the mat-
ter and appropriate strategy is
in place as part of counter-
action against insurgents.
Naxalism has failed in Andhra
Pradesh and it will fail in
Chhattisgarh too.”  

The CM’s emphasis on the
Bastar region can be gauged
from the fact that he has begun
his Atal Vikas Yatra from the
area where he addressed pub-
lic rallies and meetings from his
especially designed “Rath”. The
improvement in the security
situation in Bastar was clearly
visible as the CM even mingled
with the crowd at the rallies in
Bhanupratappur in Kanker,
Makdi in Kondagaon besides
Sargipal and Asna in Jagdalpur
district.

Highlighting the develop-
ments undertaken by his
Government including con-
struction of state highways
besides the national highways
and roads constructed for rural
connectivity under the PMGSY
and a host of Government
schemes to cater to the require-
ments of the tribal population
right from birth (allowance for

pregnant and lactating moth-
ers) to death (Government pro-
vides `2,500 for facilitating
cremation), he pitched for sup-
port for another term.

In a clear indication that the
Government intends to exploit
the improved security situation
for development, the CM said
the works undertaken in the
next five years will be four-fold
than what has been achieved
during the last 15 years.  

For a better communica-
tion interface, the Chhattisgarh
Government has launched a Rs
500-crore plus scheme Sanchar
Kranti Yojana (SKY) in the
ongoing fiscal for distribution
of 50 lakh smart phones out of
which 15 lakh handsets have
already been distributed, he
said.

The Bastar region has now
emerged as an educational hub
with the establishment of inte-
grated education facilities right
from school education to voca-
tional institutions like the poly-
technic colleges and institutions
of higher learning like medical
and engineering colleges, the
CM said adding the time is not
too far when the tribal students
from the region will become
collectors and superintendants
of police in Bastar region.

TALK DURING ATAL VIKAS YATRA

Will wipe out Maoism soon: Raman

DEEPAK K UPRETI n NEW DELHI

Seeking to put the records
straight and allay appre-

hensions regarding its ideolo-
gy, RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat
on Tuesday defined Hindu as
one who seeks to accepts all
and integrates with all even as
he affirmed that excluding or
rejecting any community like
Muslims would deprive the
term Hindu of its essence.

Speaking on the second
day of the lecture series organ-
ised by the RSS here, Bhagwat
said the concept of Hindu is all-
encompassing — seeking
everyone to walk together and
wishing ‘Kalyan’ (well being) of
the entire universe.

“Hindu Rashtra hai isliye
Musalman nahin chalega isse
Hindupan nahin rahega
(thinking that a Muslim has no
place in a Hindu Rashtra will
kill the essence of Hinduness),”
the RSS leader made it clear
while giving a liberal exposition
of  the Hindu concept.

He said though the term
Hindu was first used in the 9th
century, it carried with it the
substance of ‘Sanatan Dharm’
(eternal religion) that guides
‘Bharat’ since ancient times.

“‘Bharat celebrates diversi-

ty and follows it, this is the
Hindu message,” he said. 

In a significant comment,
the Sangh leader said, “The RSS
will first organise Hindus and
then organise all other com-
munities.”

He said it is like in an exam
where one first attempts easy
questions and thereafter, takes
up tough questions. “None is
our enemy,” he said in a clear
message to remove any mis-
giving that it was anti-Muslim.

The RSS chief said Indian
philosophy and thought sees
truth in all religions and it is
this strength and substance
that had sustained us through
the centuries “even when we
were invaded”.

Bhagwat said Indian unity
is reflected in the Constitution
and Sangh respects it. 

Seeking to define its rela-

tion with the BJP, Bhagwat
asserted that RSS never asks its
volunteers to work for any
particular party but does advise
them to back those working in
the national interest.

He said there is a percep-
tion that the RSS plays a key
role in the functioning of a par-
ticular party, a reference to the
BJP, because of the presence of
many of its workers in that
organisation, but it is wrong.

“We never ask swayamse-
vak (volunteer) to work for a
particular party, we do ask
them to back those working in
national interest. RSS keeps
away from politics but has views
on issues of national  interest,”
Bhagwat said adding the Sangh
believes the centre of power
should remain as envisaged in
the Constitution and that it con-
siders it wrong if it is not so.

Naidu reconstitutes
24 House panels

Rejecting Muslims will kill the
essence of Hinduism: Bhagwat

PNS n NEW DELHI

The number of infant deaths
in India came down from

8.67 lakh in 2016 to 8.02 lakh
in 2017 — the lowest in five
years. Nevertheless, it was the
highest in the world followed by
China at 3,30,000, according to
a UN report released recently. 

The report prepared by
United Nations Inter-agency
Group for Child Mortality
Estimation (UNIGME), said of
8 lakh deaths in India, 6,05,000
were neo-natals while the num-
ber of deaths among children
aged 5-14 was 1,52,000. Infant
deaths were reported highest in
the world in India, followed by
Nigeria at 4,66,000, Pakistan
3,30,000 and Democratic
Republic of Congo 2,33,000
(DRC), the report said.

Dr Gagan Gupta, Chief of

Health at the World Health
Organisation, said India is mak-
ing good progress in combat-
ting reasons leading to infant
deaths through a number of
Government-led initiatives.

“It has to be taken into con-
sideration that India has a birth
rate of 25 million every year and
the number of infant deaths has
come down and is lowest in five
years. This is also the first time
that the number of deaths under
five is equal to number of births.
The next step would be reduc-
ing the number of deaths,” he
said.

“About 18 per cent of chil-
dren born globally are from
India,” he added. The main rea-
sons behind infant deaths
remain to be lack of access to
water, sanitation, proper nutri-
tion or basic health services,
Gupta said.

India registers lesser
IMR but it’s highest
in world: UN reportPNS n NEW DELHI

The Defence Acquisition
Council (DAC) chaired by

Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Tuesday
approved procurements worth
over ̀ 9,100 crore including two
additional regiments of indige-
nously-developed Akash sur-
face to air missile besides water
breathing apparatus and test
equipment for guided weapon
systems of T-90 tanks.

The Akash missile to be
procured is an upgraded version
of the previously inducted Akash
missiles and will include seeker
technology, possess 360 degree
coverage and will be of compact
configuration with reduced sig-
nature. The upgraded Akash
weapon system is operationally
critical equipment which will
provide protection to vital assets,
defence ministry officials said.  

The Army has already
inducted two regiments of

Akash and last year two more
regiments which are in the
process of being delivered. The
Akash system has since been
upgraded and the DAC has
given approval for the 3rd and
4th regiments to be of the
upgraded variant.

Akash was developed by
the Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO) as part of the
Integrated Guided Missile
Development Programme ini-
tiated in 1984 and is manufac-
tured by public sector Bharat
Dynamics Limited (BDL).  The
two additional regiments of
Akash will also be supplied by
BDL under ‘Buy Indian,’ cate-
gory, they said adding the
objective is to give a fillip to
indigenisation and self-reliance.

The tactical missile has a
range of 25 kms and can simul-
taneously engage multiple tar-
gets in all weather conditions
and has a large operational

envelope from a low altitude of
30 metres to a maximum of up
to 20 km. Each regiment con-
sists of six launchers with each
launcher having three missiles.

Meanwhile, the DAC, the
apex body for clearing weapon
acquisition proposals of the
three Services, also accorded
gave the nod for progressing
design and development of
Individual Under Water
Breathing Apparatus (IUWBA)
for T 90 Tanks. 

Developed by Defence
Bioengineering and
Electromedical Laboratory
(DEBEL) of DRDO, the
IUWBA is used by the crew of
tanks as a safety gear and is
required by the tank crew for
emergency escape when nego-
tiating water obstacles while
deep fording. The DAC also
accorded approval for design
and development of Test
Equipment for Guided
Weapons System of T 90 Tank. 

ARCHANA JYOTI n NEW DELHI

Paucity of funds and inef-
fective management —

reflecting the Government’s
apathy — have hit hard the
functioning of the National
Trust (NT), a statutory body of
the Union Social, Justice and
Empowerment Ministry for
the welfare of persons with
autism, cerebral palsy, mental
retardation and multiple dis-
abilities in the country.  

While the Government has
merged various NT schemes to
cut down recurring grants
being doled out to the NGOs,
the Trust also doesn’t have a
full-time chairperson for the
last three years. If this was not
enough, the Union Finance
Ministry is yet to look into the
sector’s repeated requests to
enhance the corpus fund,

which continues to be just
`100 crore since it was set up
in 1999.

“Several letters have been
written to the Finance Ministry
to enhance the NT’s corpus
from `100 crore to `500-1000
crore for better management
and welfare of the sector, but in
vain,” lamented a senior NT
official.

“It is not a happy state of
affairs (insufficient funds). We
are spending more than our
income (interest accrued on the
corpus). If funds are limited,
then we have to reduce the
recurring grants under various
schemes, some of them now
merged.  Unless we get suffi-
cient funds there cannot be bet-
ter situation for the sector,” he
said.

Till April, this year, the NT
had overall 10 schemes. Post
April, Disha, Vikash, Samarth
and Gharaunda schemes have
been merged. While the num-
ber of beneficiaries will remain
same as in the scheme guide-

lines i.e. Disha - 20, Vikaas - 30,
Gharaunda - 20 and Samarth -
30, the maximum number of
BPL beneficiaries funded by
NT will be limited to 20 BPL
beneficiaries for Disha and
Vikaas Schemes and 15 BPL
beneficiaries for Samarth and
Gharaunda.

Ignorance and fund short-
age have been a regular affair.
For instance, under Prerna
scheme, , the budgeted `10
lakh for 2017-18 was unspent
as the Government found “no
proposal up to the mark”.
Similar was the case with the
Sambhav scheme. These
schemes are run through reg-
istered organisations (ROs)
with National Trust.

ROs too are not happy. Said
Dr Alok Kumar Bhuwan of
Delhi-based Manovikas, an
RO, “We are the link between
the Government and the ben-
eficiaries. However,  we were
not consulted before revis-
ing/merging the schemes. Not
only the Government is non-

serious in running the schemes,
it is also making excuses that
proposals are either not up to
the mark or NGOs are not
sending proposals.

“A look at the annual report
of the Trust reveals that fund
spent on seminars and work-
shops is on increase while it is
decreasing when it comes to
the schemes. Moreover, now
the Government has drawn a
line within the disability sector
itself by categorising them into
BPL and APL,” he said. 

It has been revealed that
most of the Trustee Board
members who are not below
the rank of Joint Secretary
representing the Ministries or
Departments of Social Justice
and Empowerment, Women
and Child Development,
Health, Finance, Labour,
Education, Urban Affairs and
Employment and Rural
Employment and Poverty
Alleviation have never attend-
ed Board meetings for the last
fifteen years, while the NT

officials have been taking key
decisions on their own without
keeping in loop the Board
members, thus defying the
mandate of the statutory body.

The said Ministries too
did not bother to ensure any
welfare activities for the bene-
fit of the sector in all these
years.

An expert in the sector
summed up, “Ironically, at a
time when the Trust should
have gradually increased its
schemes and widened its ambit
to reach out to many more
people with the special needs,
it is, on the contrary, reducing
the expenditure and schemes. 

Since its inception, the
interest rates have dropped
significantly and it is apparent
that the reduction on earnings
from the NT corpus has result-
ed in a reduction in expendi-
ture on welfare schemes.”

We need to have a cess-like
method which can assure a reg-
ular source of income, he sug-
gested.

DAC clears procurements of

defence buys over ` 9,100 cr

BJP accuses Sidhu
of demeaning India

SC stays Patna HC order for new CBI team
MUZAFFARPUR SHELTER HOME CASE

New Delhi: Mules operating on
the Katra-Vaishno Devi shrine
track in Jammu will soon be
implanted with radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags to
ensure that no illegal or
unauthorised animal is pressed
into service, the Supreme Court
was informed Tuesday.
In a report placed before the
apex court, the sub-committee
of the state advisory council has

recommended that the cap on
registered mules operating on
the track would be reduced
from 4,600 to 2,500 over a
period of 10 years and 175
animal would be phased out
every year starting 2018-19.
A copy of the sub-committee’s
report was placed before a bench
of Justices Madan B Lokur and
Deepak Gupta, during the
hearing on Tuesday. PTI

Mules on Katra-Vaishno Devi
track to get RFID tags, SC told

New Delhi: Taking note of almost
3,600 deaths reported last year
alone due to potholes on roads
across the country, the SC on
Tuesday said it was “unfortunate”
that some States were disputing
the data published by the Centre
on such accidental deaths. A
bench of Justices Madan B Lokur
and Deepak Gupta expressed
“surprise” that the States were
disputing the data provided by
them to the MoRTH on the
ground that the figures were not
verified by the transport
departments of the respective
States. PTI

SC terms some

States disputing

accidental deaths

data ‘unfortunate’
PNS n NEW DELHI

The Centre on Tuesday assured the
southern States of providing all help in

recovering from the damage caused by rain
and floods during the monsoon season.
This was conveyed at the Southern Zonal
Council meeting, chaired by Home
Minister Rajnath Singh, here, according to
a Home Ministry statement.

The day-long meeting, attended by
chief ministers of Karnataka and
Puducherry, deputy chief minister of
Tamil Nadu, Lieutenant Governor of the
Anadaman and Nicober Islands and one
Minister each from Andhra Pradesh and
Kerala, expressed deep sorrow over the loss
of lives and property in the floods caused
by monsoon fury in the southern States.

Govt assures all

help to southern

States ravaged

by rain, floods

Nat’l Trust headless
for last 3-4-years

Govt disregards ‘Trust’ of persons with disabilities
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OMER FAROOQ n HYDERABAD

One after the other, three
opinion polls by media

outlets have put the ruling
Telangana Rashtra Samiti
clearly ahead of its oppo-
nents in the coming
Telangana Assembly elections. 

But the good news for the
Congress is that its president
Rahul Gandhi registered
higher popularity rating com-
pared to Prime Minister
Narendar Modi. 

The separate surveys by
India Today-Axis, TV5 l-
Flash Team and VDP
Associates have forecast that
TRS will return to power for
a second term with over-
whelming majority. 

While India Today poll
has said that the TRS had 43%
approval rating against 18%
for the Congress and 15% for
the TDP, the other two polls
have given projections of seats
in the 119-member Assembly. 

According to the TV5-
Flash Team the TRS may bag
90 seats while the Congress
will be reduced to 15 seats
down from 21 in 2014. 

While MIM may retain all
its seven seats the survey said
that BJP's strength will come
down from 5 to 3. Telugu
Desam Party had also
emerged as a big loser in 
this poll. 

Another interesting find-
ing in TV5 Survey was that
41.33% people in Telangana
prefer Rahul Gandhi as Prime
Minister against only 33.1%
supporting Narendra Modi. 

Survey by VDP Associate
has projected 80 seats for
TRS, 20 for Congress, 7 for
the BJP and 12 for others. 

However, TV5 added an
important rider that its survey
was conducted before the
Congress, TDP and other
smaller parties agreed to form
a Grand Alliance against the
TRS. 

But the survey findings
were in consonance with the
general perception that the
TRS was clearly ahead of 
its rivals.  There were also a
near consensus that both the
BJP and TDP were not in the 
reckoning. Commenting on
the findings of the polls,
senior TRS leader K Taraka
Rama Rao said, "People of
Telangana have made up their
mind. It’s KCR Garu again as
CM". 

The Election Commission
is likely to announce the poll
schedule for Telangana
Assembly anytime next
month.

OMER FAROOQ n HYDERABAD 

Congress president Rahul
Gandhi on Tuesday

declared that after Congress
comes to power at the Centre
its first step will be to accord
Special Category Status to
Andhra Pradesh. 

Rahul Gandhi who was on
a day-long visit to Kurnool in
Andhra Pradesh today said that
the Centre had promised SCS to
the State at the time of bifurca-
tion. “We will fulfil the promise
made by the then Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh. It is
the right of Andhra Pradesh", he
said, taking part in an interac-
tive session with students. He
regretted that the promise of the
then Prime Minister was not
fulfilled by the present Prime
Minister Narendar Modi. 

Replying to a question
from the students, Rahul
Gandhi expressed his deep
concern over an aggravating
situation of unemployment
and pointed out that in neigh-
bouring China 50,000 jobs
were created every day against
only 450 in India. 

Soon after his arrival
Rahul visited the home of
former Chief Minister of
Andhra Pradesh Damodaram
Sanjeevaiah at Pedapadu vil-
lage and also met his family
members. Sanjeevaiah's small
house was in dilapidated and
neglected condition. He was
the only Dalit Chief Minister

of the State. 
Later, Rahul had another

meeting with the minority
leaders of Congress party and
discussed the issues facing the
community. Kurnool is among
the districts of the country with
the biggest concentration of
Muslim community. 

Addressing a public meet-
ing at STBC Grounds in the
evening, Rahul said that there
was always a special relationship
of love between the Congress
party and Andhra Pradesh. 

He charged the BJP with
cheating the State by not ful-
filling the promises made by
Manmohan Singh in the
Parliament. 

Recalling the special bond

between AP and Congress, he
recalled that for the first time in
the history of the country a Dalit,
D Sanjeevaiah, had become the
Chief Minister of a State during
the Prime Ministership of Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru. 

He told the people about
his experience of visiting
Damodaram Sanjeevaiah's
house earlier in the day to pay
respects to him. 

Describing Sanjeevaiah as
an honest and sincere leader,
Rahul narrated an incident.
"When some people alleged
before Nehruji that Sanjeevaiah
was corrupt, the Congress party
sent a team to his village. When
the team saw a small house
where an elderly lady cooking
on a smoke chullah they asked
her where was the house of
Sanjeevaiah. The team was
shocked when the lady replied
that this was his house and she
was his mother. Sanjeevaiah
was made CM a week later". 

Rahul said that today AP
needs a Chief Minister like
Sanjeevaiah and Andhra
Pradesh has set an example
for the entire countr y 
long ago that a person who
works honestly to serve the
people should become the
Chief Minister. 

N Raghuveera Reddy,
State Congress president, said
that the visit of Rahul Gandhi
will be a shot in the arm for
the party and galvanise the
rank and file.

KUMAR CHELLAPPAN n

CHENNAI 

Tamil Nadu is the most cor-
rupt and unsafe State in the

country, according to MK
Stalin, president, DMK.
Addressing a mammoth rally
organised by the DMK as part
of its State-wide agitation
against the “corrupt” AIADMK
Government, at Salem on
Tuesday, Stalin unleashed a
series of attacks on the
Edappadi Palaniswamy-led
Tamil Nadu Government.

In his first address at a
public meeting after getting
elected as the party chief fol-
lowing the death of his father
M Karunanidhi on August 7,
Stalin described Tamil Nadu
as the worst administered
State in India. His tirade
against the AIADMK
Government could make
investors and entrepreneurs
think many times about their
plans to invest in Tamil Nadu.

“The economy of the State
is in a shambles. There are no
employment opportunities for
the youth in Tamil Nadu.
Farmers are committing sui-
cide and entrepreneurs are
leaving the State in search of
greener pastures because of
the greed of AIADMK politi-
cians and rampant corruption.
All Ministers in the Edappady
Palaniswamy Cabinet are fac-
ing corruption charges,” said
Stalin.

Stalin’s attack on the EPS-
led Government came a day
after the Madras High Court
asked the Advocate-General

to submit a detailed report
about the major contracts on
infrastructure works awarded
by the Tamil Nadu
Government. The DMK in a
petition to the Madras High
Court had charged the Tamil
Nadu Governement with vio-
lating all norms while  award-
ing the contracts of five major
highway projects funded by the
World Bank.  

He said there has been a
total breakdown of the law and
order in Tamil Nadu. “We saw
the State police chief himself
being raided by the CBI.
Women and children are not
safe even in their homes. The
woman superintendent of
police who was in charge of
protecting women herself was
sexually abused by her seniors,”
lambasted Stalin.

Stalin warned the IAS/IPS
officers in the State whom he
accused of being hand in glove

with the AIADMK Ministers in
massive corruption and viola-
tion of all norms in awarding
big contracts of the
Government. “The DMK
through our secret network has
collected all details of the mis-
deeds perpetrated by the offi-
cials and the politicians. We
have the entire data of how
much money was collected by
the officials and the AIADMK
Ministers and politicians. We
also have proof of the money
handed over to the party MLAs
to ensure their support to the
Edappadi Palaniswamy
Government,” warned Stalin.

Stalin charged that the
Tamil Nadu Government was
reluctant to appoint the Lok
Ayukta, the super sleuths with
power to probe and prosecute
corrupt Ministers and offi-
cials. “Chief Minister Edappadi
Palaniswamy and Deputy Chief
Minister O Panneerselvam

know well that they would be
the first politicians to go to the
jail once they appoint the Lok
Ayukta. I warn the politicians
and bureaucrats in Tamil Nadu
who have been counting cur-
rency notes till now would
soon start counting the bars in
jails,” said Stalin in a no-holds
barred attack on the AIADMK
as well as the BJP.

The entire Karunanidhi
clan barring estranged son M
K Alagiri was out in the streets
on Tuesday addressing anti-
corruption rallies from sever-
al venues in the State. While
Udhayanidhi, son of Stalin,
led the demonstration in a
Chennai suburb, Kanimozhi,
the late Karunanidhi’s daugh-
ter from his third wife, inau-
gurated the rally at
Tindivanam.  Dayanidhi
Maran, grand nephew of
Karunanidhi who is an accused
in the multi-crore illegal tele-
phone exchange case, declared
in Chennai that corruption
could be wiped out only if
Stalin becomes the Chief
Minister of the State.

Meanwhile, Sellur Raju,
Minister for cooperation
termed the DMK rally against
corruption as a comic drama.
“The DMK speaking about
corruption is akin to the butch-
er quoting the scriptures. The
Ranjit Singh Sarkaria
Commission which probed
corruption charges against the
then Chief Minister
Karunanidhi had described
the latter as a man of scientif-
ic corruption. Stalin is defam-
ing a honest Govt,” he said.

PNS n PATNA

After a wait of almost one
year, the Bihar Congress got

a full-time president. AICC
chief Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday
appointed 62-year old Madan
Mohan Jha as the new president
of the PCC. A notification was
also issued for nomination of
four working presidents and
members of the working com-
mittee and the advisory com-
mittee. Akhilesh Prasad Singh,
who was a claimant for the post
of president, has been appoint-
ed chairman of the election
campaign committee.

Jha’s nomination came as a
surprise among the Congress
rank and file here since nobody
ever speculated about his ele-
vation. He also did not make
rounds of AICC headquarters
like some other leaders who
wanted to grab this position.
Jha, a former Minister, is said to
be a non-controversial figure
who likes to stay away from
media glare. His father
Nagendra Jha was also a
Minister.

The appointment of a
Brahmin is seen as Congress’
attempt to win back the support
and confidence of the upper
castes as the party’s bid to nom-
inate backward castes or dalits as
party chief did not yield much
result. It is after a gap of a dozen

years that a leader from the
upper caste has been given this
office. The last Brahmin to hold
this office was Dr Jagannath
Mishra. Anil Sharma, a
Bhumihar, was PCC chief for a
brief period in early 2000.

Kaukab Quadri, who served
as caretaker president for about
one year was also claimant for
the post. Ashok Choudhary
served as PCC president for a
long time and demitted the
office last year after Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar severed
ties with grand alliance.
Choudhary was a Minister in
Nitish Cabinet and he did not
only quit the party chief ’s post
but also resigned from the
Congress and joined the JD(U)
amid speculations that he might
be appointed president of Bihar
unit of JD(U) in view of his close-
ness to Nitish. Quadri is among
the four working presidents as
others are Ashok Kumar,
Sameer Kumar Singh and
Shyam Sundar Dhiraj.

The 23-member state work-
ing committee has, among oth-
ers, Amita Bhushan, Shakil
Khan, Prem Chandra Mishra,
Brajesh Pandey, Md Jawed and
Kirpanath Pathak. The 19 mem-
ber advisory committee has
Meira Kumar, Sadanand Singh,
Shakeel Ahmad, Nikhil Kumar,
K K Tewari, Jyoti, Asrarul Haq,
Ranjeet Ranjan and others.

Rahul: Special status to AP

if Cong comes to power

Surveys show TRS

miles ahead of

Opp in race for

Assembly polls

TN most corrupt State in India: Stalin

DMK leader MK Stalin addresses party members during a protest rally against
ruling AIADMK party in Salem on Tuesday PTI 

Madan Mohan Jha is
Bihar Cong chief

OMER FAROOQ n HYDERABAD 

Amrutha Varshini, who
became widow after the

honour killing of her husband,
has taken her fight against the
curse of casteism to the social
media. 

Amrutha has opened a
Facebook page, “Justice for
Pranay,” to launch a social
movement against the caste dis-
crimination and said she will
dedicate her life to build a
“caste-free society”.

Amrutha, who hails from
Vysya family, had married a
Dalit-Christian youth, Pranay
Kumar, in January last. But in
a shocking incident 25-year old
Pranai was killed on Friday last
in Miryalaguda town of
Nalgonda district in Telangana,
sparking a massive public out-
rage. Police have arrested
Amrutha’s father T Maruti Rao,
uncle Shravan and five others
on the charges of hiring con-
tract killers to eliminate Pranay
as all their attempts to separate
the young couple through
threats had failed.

In her first post on the

Facebook page Amrutha wrote,
“don’t worry Pranay….U r not
alone..Not only me u are in the
heart of crores of people..Many
people are fighting for justice..”

She appealed to the people
to cooperate with her in
installing a statue of her depart-
ed husband in Miryalaguda
town as a symbol of fight
against caste discrimination.

Amrutha, who is 7-month
preganant, said that after deliv-
ering the baby she will dedicate
her entire life to build a soci-
ety which will be free of caste
violence and repression.

Apart from numerous pho-
tos of protests and candlelight
vigil to demand justice for
Pranay, the Facebook page also
has several video clips of the
young couple in love.

Another post on the page
demanded that on the line of
“Nirbhaya act” against rape
there should also be a “Pranay
act to give stringent punish-
ment to those who victimise
the young couple and indulge
in so-called honour killing of
those who marry persons of
other castes.

Honour killing: Widow

takes her fight for

justice to social media

TN RAGHUNATHA n MUMBAI

In an effort to preserve
wildlife habitat along the

now under-construction
Nagpur-Mumbai Maharashtra
Samruddhi Mahamarg (MSM),
the State-run Maharashtra State
Road Development
Corporation (MSRDC) has
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with
Dehradun-based Wildlife
Institute of India (WII).

Under this MOU, the WII
will undertake a study of
wildlife habitats, through which
the MSM passes, as part of the
MSRDC's initiative to protect
wildlife. Apart from making
recommendations to the
MSRDC through a report,  the
WII will guide the State under-
taking on the steps required for
protecting wildlife habitats.

After construction of the
Nagpur Mumbai Super
Communication Express way
(NMSCEW), the MSRDC
plans to ensure that there is free
movement for wild animals in
their habitats. “When the con-
struction of expressway is com-
plete, proper care will be taken

so that there is no threat to the
wildlife,” a MSRDC spokesper-
son said.

The WII, which comes
under the Ministry of
Environment and Forests
(MoEF), will partner with the
MSRDC till the completion of
the Maharashtra Samrudhi
Mahamarg. This is for the first
time in the country that any
infrastructure development
project will focus on wildlife
conservation work.

“MSRDC is sensitive
towards the issue of conserv-
ing wildlife and committed to
maintain their habitat. We are
determined that Maharashtra
Samruddhi Mahamarg will
serve as a model project for the
protection of wildlife.
Therefore, we are extremely
keen to develop the interest of

wildlife in the sanctuaries
falling along the expressway,”
MSRDC’s Vice Chairman and
Managing Director,
Radheshyam Mopalwar said.

According to Mopalwar,
development of infrastructure
projects involves a thorough
study of the social and envi-
ronmental impacts. “Proper
care needs to be taken to
maintain environmental bal-
ance. As part of the exercise,
we will address the effect of the
project on wildlife habitats
along the Nagpur-Mumbai
expressway,” he said.

Two wildlife sanctuaries
fall within 26 talukas and
390 villages that will be con-
nected through NMSCEW,
also known as MSM, a project
that will three major cities of
Nagpur, Aurangabad and
Mumbai. “Many wildlife habi-
tats are in these sanctuaries.
We are taking the assistance
from the Wildlife Institute of
India to see to it that the
wildlife does not suffer from
vehicular traffic and pose any
problem due to construction
of the expressway,”  
Mopalwar said.

MSRDC, WII team up to protect
wildlife along MSM e-way

This is for the first

time in the 

country that any

infrastructure

development project

will focus on wildlife

conservation work

HE CHARGED THE BJP
WITH CHEATING THE

STATE BY NOT
FULFILLING THE

PROMISES MADE BY
MANMOHAN SINGH 
IN THE PARLIAMENT

OMER FAROOQ n HYDERABAD 

More than 500 students of
Azan International School

were staring at an uncertain
future as Telangana Government
has ordered its closure following
the incident of a school employ-
ee raping a minor girl on the
school premises.

The four-year-old student
was sexually abused in a bath-
room of the school on Saturday,
sparking an outrage among the
parents and others.  Another
school on the same premises
with 1,100 children is also facing
uncertainty as people are
demanding action against it too
as both are run by the same man-
agement.

The management of Azan
International school, where
most of the students are NRI
children paying exorbitant
fee, has sent a message to par-
ents, “The school will remain
closed until further notice as
there is an ongoing police
investigation taking place

regarding the unfortunate 
incident”.

The police have arrested
school supervisor Jeelani in
connection with the incident
while the girl was discharged
from the hospital after a
surger y last  evening.
Golkonda police station has
booked a case of a rape of
minor against the arrested
person.

The school located at
Tolichowki area faced the fury of
the local people as a mob
attacked its property and pelted
stones after the news about the
heinous crime spread. The inci-
dent came to light late on
Saturday evening as the girl did
not return home and worried
parents reached the school to
inquire as all other children had
returned. 

The management tried to
cover up the incident saying the
girl was attending a special class.
But when the mother came to
know that the girl was lying
unconscious inside and the

school staff was trying to hide
something she raised an alarm
and people started gathering
there. 

Hyderabad Member of
Parliament Asaduddin Owaisi
and area MLA Kausar
Mohiudidn took up the issue
with the higher officials
including the Hyderabad
Police Commissioner Anjani
Kumar and district Collector
Yogita Rana demanding strin-
gent action againt the man-
agement and closure of the
school  t i l l  probe 
is over.

According to the officials of
the Education department
notice was issued to the school
management and an order for
its closure was serve. They
said that the alternate schools
were being identified where the
students will be shifted soon.

The management was also
facing other charges including
running a primary school with
218 students without permis-
sion from the government. 

PATNA: Marking the birth
anniversary of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, the Bihar
health department on Tuesday
extended health services to
the doorsteps of the ailing
poor across the State.

Health Minister Mangal
Paandey said, “As the Prime
Minister belongs to a poor
family and has dedicated him-
self to the welfare of the peo-
ple belonging to the lower
strata of the society, the depart-
ment thought to dedicate the
occasion to the suffering mass-
es of Bihar.”

The health department
held 604 health check-up
camps covering all the blocks
in the State, where around
1.65 lakh people were exam-
ined for various health prob-
lems. The camps were special-
ly organised to examine the
health of all those living in the
slum localities. In each camp,
on an average 270 patients
had turned up.

In the state capital, deputy
CM Sushil Kumar Modi and

health Minister Pandey inau-
gurated a health camp. Road
construction minister Nand
Kishore Yadav was also present
on the occasion. In addition to
this, more such camps were
organised in Patna. In the
camps, people were not only
examined of their various ail-
ments, but were also provided
necessary medicines. Those
who were found to be suffering
from serious ailments were
referred to nearby health cen-
tres for follow-up treatment. 

The people, who thronged
the camps with all enthusiasm,
were also informed about the
preventive aspects of the dis-
eases. They were also told
about the Prime Minister’s
ambitious programme,
“Swachh Bharat Abhiyan”, and
asked to maintain cleanliness in
their surroundings. As per the
directive issued by health min-
ister Pandey, the department
had deployed adequate number
of doctors, nursing and para-
medic staff to attend to all those
who turned up at the camps. 

PNS n GANDHINAGAR 

More than 300 Congress
leaders and workers,

including Gujarat Pradesh
Congress Committee (GPCC)
president Amit Chavda and the
party's Gujarat unit incharge
Rajiv Satav, were detained after
they marched towards the State
Assembly in Gandhinagar rais-
ing farmers' issues on Tuesday.

The Congress workers
shouted slogans for waiver in
farmers' loan and tried to gher-
avo the State Assembly com-
plex. A large posse of police-
men were on guard in the State
Capital as the Congress had
threatened to take siege of the
Assembly House after the gath-
ering of farmers and party
workers at Satyagraha Chhavni
nearby under the aegis of rel-
atively sparsely attended
‘Khedut Aakrosh Rally’. The
rally was ahead of the two-day
monsoon session of the
Assembly.

Addressing the Congress
workers, Chavda said that the
march towards Assembly rais-
ing the voice for farmers should-
n't stop even if the police resist-
ed. Except for minor skirmish-
es and stone throwing, the
march later on, however, turned
out to be a damp squib as the
Congress leaders walked in to
police vans stationed getting
detained without much protest. 

Among the other senior
Congressmen detained include
former State party chief Arjun
Modhvadia and legislator
Harshad Ribadia.

However, the Gujarat
Congress chief claimed that
thousands of farmers apart from
Congress workers were present
at the rally.  Satav said that with
the farmers rally was just begin-
ning there would be more such
agitation across the State against
the BJP-ruled Government in
coming days.

Meanwhile, Congress leg-
islator Virji Thumar was seen
grappling with a lady police
official and pushing her as she
tried to nab him. On this
Thumar said that he was

unaware of pushing a lady cop.
According to him, despite his
MLA identity card being shown
he was not allowed inside the
Assembly. 

On Congress party's
protest Deputy CM Nitin  Patel
said that the Opposition party
has done nothing for the farm-
ers but fired upon them. It was
under BJP rule that the Sardar
Sarovar project progressed
rapidly and farmers got their
dues, Patel said.

The first day of the two-day
Assembly session was
adjourned after paying tribute
to former Prime Minister the
late Atal Bihari Vajpayee. On
Wednesday, the Congress
would raise the issues.

300 Guj Cong men detained, ‘Assembly
gherao’ march over farmers’ issues fizzles out

Police detain Congress party leaders and supporters during their 'Khedut Aakrosh
rally' and 'Assembly gherao march' in Gandhinagar on Tuesday PTI

Rape of minor girl by employee:
Govt orders closure of school  

Health camps held across

Bihar to mark PM’s birthday

Over 22 L cases pending in lower courts for over a decade: Official data
PTI n NEW DELHI

Over 22 lakh cases, which are
over a decade old, are pending
in various subordinate courts of
the country, latest official data
shows. These cases constitute
8.29 per cent of the total near-

ly 2.50 crore cases pending in
the lower courts. According to
the National Judicial Data Grid,
as on Monday, September 17
evening, a total of 22,90,364
cases, which are 10 years or
older, are pending in the lower
courts. Of these, 5,97,595 or

nearly 5.97 lakh cases are civil
in nature and 16,92,769 or
16.92 lakh are criminal in
nature. Civil cases usually
involve private disputes
between persons or organisa-
tions.  Criminal cases involve
an action that is considered to

be harmful to society as a
whole, according to a definition
available on Find Law. The
National Judicial Data Grid
(NJDG) is a part of the on-
going e-Courts Integrated
Mission Mode Project. The
NJDG works as a monitoring

tool to identify, manage and
reduce pendency of cases.

The e-Committee of the
Supreme Court had launched
the National Judicial Data Grid
to provide data on cases pend-
ing in the district courts across
the country.
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Office of the Superintending Engineer, PMGSY
Circle, PWD, Allahabad, Circle- Allahabad,

Address- Kasturba Gandhi Marg(in frot of SSP office) Katra, Allahabad
NOTICE INVITING TENDER (NIT)

Letter No:- 3292/11Prakird(Pratap)-PMGSY Circle Alld/18                     Dated:- 12-09-2018

The  Superintending   Engineer,   Allahabad   Circle,  PWD,  Allahabad  on  behalf
of Governor of Uttar Pradesh invites the Percentage rate bids, in electronic tendering sys-
tem, for construction of roads under Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana PMGSY-1(Batch-
1) for each of the following works including their maintenance for five years from the eli-
gible and approved contractors registered with eligible and approved Contractors regis-
tered with UP PWD/UP RED, in appropriate class (A, or B as per limit) or equivalent cat-
egory in CPWD/ MES/ P&T/ Railways and other State Govt. and Central Govt. Departments.
Non-registered bidders may submit bids; however, the successful bidders must get reg-
istered in appropriate class with appropriate authorities before signing the contract.

Sl. District Package Name of Estimated Cost Total Period of Cost of Bid
No. No the work (Rs. Lakh) Cost Comp- Bid Sec-

Constru- Meinten- (Rs. letion Document urity
ction ance Lakh) including (Rs.

(Exclud- (Includ- all taxes Lakh)
ing GST) ing GST)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 Pratapgarh UP 57136 Amamau to 517.83 62.39 580.22 08 Month Rs. 3500/= 11.60
Jagesharganj including

Benipur rainy 
Berua Road season

2 Pratapgarh UP 57137 U.F.A. Rd. to 241.83 29.19 271.02 08 Month Rs. 3500/= 5.42
Khajurni including

rainy
season

2. Date of release of Invitation for Bids through e-procurement:- 24.09.2018
3. Cost of Bid Form: Rs 3500.00 per package (non-refundable) only in form of Demand Draft in favour

of Chief Executive Officer, UPRRDA, Lucknow payable at Lucknow.
4. Availability of Bid Document and mode of submission: The bid document is available online and

bid should be submitted online on website www.pmgsytendersup.gov.in.   The bidder would be required
to register in the web-site which is free of cost.  For submission of bids, the bidder is required to have
valid Digital Signature Certificate (DSC) from one of the authorized Certifying Authorities (CA). “Aspiring
bidders who have not obtained the user ID and password for participating    in   e-tendering    in   PMGSY
may   obtain    the   same    from    the    website: www. pmgsytendersup.gov.in
Digital signature is mandatory to participate in the e-tendering. Bidders already possessing the valid
digital signature issued from authorized CAs can use the same in this tender.

5. Submission of Original Documents: The bidders are required to submit (a) original Demand Draft
towards the cost of bid document and (b) original bid security in approved form and (c) original  affi-
davit  regarding  correctness  of  information  furnished  with  bid  document  as  per provisions of
Clause 4.4B(a) (ii) of ITB with  Office of the Superintending Engineer, PMGSY Circle, PWD,
Allahabad,Circle- Allahabad, Address Kasturba Gandhi Marg(in frot of SSP office) Katra, Allahabad
on a date not later than three working days after the opening of technical qualification part of the Bid,
either by registered post or by hand.

6. Last Date/ Time for receipt of bids through e-tendering: 15.10.2018 up-to 12.00 Noon
7.  The site for the work is available.
8. Only online submission of bids is permitted, therefore; bids must be submitted online on website

www.pmgsytendersup.gov.in. The technical qualification part of the bids will be opened online at 12.30
PM (time) on 15.10.2018 (date) by the authorized officers. If the office happens to be closed on the
date of opening of the bids as specified, the bids will be opened online on the next working day at the
same time.

9. The bidder is not required to quote his rate for routine maintenance.   The rates to be paid for
routine maintenance are indicated in the Bill of Quantities.   Further, the payment for routine
maintenance to the contractor shall be regulated based on his performance of maintenance
activities.

10. The bids for the work shall remain valid for acceptance for a period not less than ninety days after the
deadline date for bid submission.

11. Bidders may bid for any one or more of the works mentioned in the Table above. To qualify for a pack-
age of contracts made up of this and other contracts for which bids are invited in the same NIT,  the
bidder  must  demonstrate  having  experience  and  resources  sufficient  to  meet  the aggregate of
the qualifying criteria for the individual contracts.

12. Other details can be seen in the bidding documents. The Employer shall not be held liable for any
delays due to system failure beyond its control. Even though the system will attempt to notify the bid-
ders of any bid updates, the Employer shall not be liable for any information not received b y the bid-
der. It is the bidders’ responsibility to verify the website for the latest information related to the tender.

(Sanjay Kumar Srivastava) 
Superintending Engineer, 

PMGSY Circle, PWD 
Allahabad

UP 132070 Date 15.9.2018
foKkiu osclkbV www.upgov.nic.in ij miyC/k gSA

STAFF REPORTER n NEW DELHI

The Delhi Police Crime
Branch has busted a gang

who were cheating youths seek-
ing jobs in Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation (ONGC) by
employing a unique modus
operandi.  

The gang was being run by
seven members in active collu-
sion of two employees of the
Ministry of Rural Development,
who were posted with multi-
tasking section of the Ministry.
The duo was instrumental in
getting the keys of the rooms of
officers, who were on leave,
posted with Krishi Bhawan.
The  prospective candidates
were called in those rooms to
give impression that interview
was genuine and they readily
agreed to pay a whopping sum
of ` 22 lakh for being appoint-
ed as Assistant Engineer with
ONGC.

The police have recovered
27 mobile phones, two laptops,
10 cheque books, fake voter ID
card and 45 mobile sim cards
used by the accused persons for
cheating.

“The accused have been
identified as Jagdish Raj (58),
Sandeep Kumar (31), Wasim
(28), Ankit Gupta (32), Vishal
Goel (28), Suman (32) and
Kunal Kishore (32). A case
was registered after a com-
plaint received from Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC) alleging fake recruit-
ment by unscrupulous per-
sons,” said Rajiv Ranjan,
Additional Commissioner of
Police, Crime Branch. 

“During investigation, it
was revealed that the victims
received e-mails from  ONGC's
official mail account and they
were interviewed at Krishi
Bhawan. The victims were intro-
duced to a man named Randhir
Singh alias Kunal Kishore who

took ̀ 22 Lakhs from the victims
for getting them jobs in ONGC.
But later on, all the contacts of
Randhir Singh went off the
radar,” said Ranjan. 

“The mastermind Kishore
was nabbed by police from
Laxmi Nagar. Based on
Kishore's revelations, other six
accused were also arrested
including Sandeep and Jagdish,
the two employees of  Ministry
of Rural Development who are
in government job,” said Ranjan. 

Explaining the modus
operandi, Additional CP said
that Ravi Chandra, who runs a
consultancy firm in Hyderabad
used to choose victims who
were ready to pay money to
secure Government jobs and
introduced them to Kishore

who enticed victims by claim-
ing that his brother-in-law is an
ONGC employee and has good
influence on ONGC hierarchy. 

“He collected the education
certificates and money from
them and prepared fake inter-
view call letters with the help
of his associate Wasim who is
an expert web designer. Wasim
also prepared fake voter cards
for Kishore who assumed the
identity as mentioned in the
fake ID card. These emails
were sent with the help of
Vishal Goel who is a software
engineer and has prepared an
email spoofing system for the
gang,” said Ranjan.

“The gang used to call
victims at Krishi Bhawan so
that there is no doubt created

among the victims. Jagdish
Raj, an employee in ministry of
Rural Development would
arrange the office of any such
officer who was on leave and
his other associate Sandeep
Kumar ensured the entry of
victims. Suman and Ankit
Gupta who posed as employ-
ees of ONGC used to conduct
fake interview and after that
they used to give joining letters
to the victims. Kishore used to
collect money from victims
after they have received join-
ing letter,” said Ranjan. 

“Considering the modus
operandi and the interrogation
conducted there is a possibili-
ty of more victims of this syn-
dicate. Further investigation is
going on,” Ranjan added. 

The 2 employees of Ministry

of Rural Development were

instrumental in getting the

keys of the rooms of

officers, who were on leave,

posted with Krishi Bhawan.

The  prospective

candidates were then

called in those rooms to

give impression that

interview was genuine and

they readily agreed to pay a

whopping sum of ` 22 lakh

for being appointed as

Assistant Engineer with

ONGC

Seven cheats were
hand in glove with
2 staffers of Min of
Rural Development

Fake ONGC recruitment gang busted

TN RAGHUNATHA n MUMBAI

Senior Congress legislator
and former Minister

Naseem Khan found himself
in an embarrassing situation
on Tuesday, after a video clip
showing him being show-
ered with currency notes at a
community Ganesh
Chaturthi event went viral on
social media.

The video clip showed
some Ganesh mandal
activists showering currency
notes on Khan when he
entered the venue of a Ganesh
festivities event organised by
the Bhanushali festival com-
munity at Chandivli locality
of Andheri (east) in north
Mumbai last week.

A few activists standing
on either side welcomed the
former minister by showering

him with new currency. One
of the activists was seen hold-
ing a wad of new currency
notes. The showering of cur-
rency notes went on for a few
minutes.

Quickly seizing the issue,
Maharashtra’s BJP spokesper-
son Madhav Bhandari
demanded an inquiry into the
showering of currency notes
on the former Congress min-
ister. “How can anyone throw
so much of cash freely on the
former Minister?. It is an
ugly display of wealth,”
Bhandari said, as he rooted
for an inquiry into the inci-
dent.

Seeking to clarify matters
relating to the incident, Khan
said:  “I  had gone to
Ganeshostav event organised
by the Bhanushali communi-
ty. Two members of the

Ganpati mandal showered
currency notes on me. I tried
to prevent them but in vain.
...Every community has dif-
ferent traditions and cus-
toms. How can I challenge
these customs?”

"What was surprising was
that even leaders of the BJP
and MNS from the
Bhanushali community were
openly showering cash to
welcome the guests," Khan
claimed.

On their part, the Mandal
functionaries said that the
money showered on the min-
ister and other guests would
be distributed among poor
people. 

Khan said that the cash
thus collected was donated
for religious activities like
construction or maintenance
of  cow shelters.

Ex-Cong Min stirs row over

cash shower video clip

From Page 1
In any case, he said, Indian

private sectors have not shown
stomach for innovation. They
don’t seem to have faith that
technology innovation could be
profitable in the long run
unlike their western counter-
parts. Pharmaceutical and
biotechnology sectors are per-
haps an exception. On the
other hand, it could be argued
that India may not have
reached that time in history,
which gives confidence to
entrepreneurs to invest in R&D,
he said.

Another expert said,
“When it comes to manufac-
turing of Aero engines, aircrafts
and helicopters, private sector

and even Indian Government
should be ready for a long haul.
It takes anywhere between 20-
25 years to reach maturity in
this otherwise risky industry”.

He said private sector
should start with becoming
Tier-1, Tier-2 and Tier-3 sup-
pliers of big players like Airbus,
Boeing, Embreaer and HAL
etc. That will help in establish-
ing skills, processes, quality cer-
tificates and human resources
and management capabilities.

In terms of prototypes
flight testing, only the HAL has
the unique experience. LCA,
IJT, HTT, ALH, LCH and LUH
are good examples.

The HAL has also pro-
duced Su 30, Hawk, Tejas and

many helicopters to defend
the borders.

A defence expert
remarked, “The reluctance
of the Indian Government to
fund LCA MarkII, AMCA,
Aero engines development,
IMRH helicopter is ill-con-
ceived. At the end of the day,
no country can defend its
borders  with imported
machines.”

“It is one thing to import a
few to address inescapable
emergency, but in the long
term Indian defence and secu-
rity policy should encourage
design, development and man-
ufacturing of indigenous
designed ones. Make in India
in the long term should come

to mean “Design in India and
Make in India,” he added.

Given the reluctance of
Indian industry to innovate and
build new aircraft, there is still
room for more than one indus-
try in addition to the HAL, in
the manufacturing of air-
craft/Aero engines and heli-
copters. Twenty-five years from
now, one can visualise export
of parts, assemblies, sub-
assemblies and even fully flight
worthy aircraft, Aero engines
and helicopters.

It is in the national inter-
est that the Indian Government
should tread carefully, to
encourage private industries,
certainly not at the expense of
DPSU HAL.

Pigeonholed HAL scientists riled
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“Instead of seriously trying to resolve those

teething issues, Prime Minister Modi went to
Paris and announced the unilateral purchase of
36 Rafale aircraft under the inter-governmen-
tal agreement on April 10, 2015,” he said.

Antony said Sitharaman claimed that HAL
does not have the capability to manufacture
these aircraft, but it is the only aerospace com-
pany in India having the capacity and has been
awarded the Navaratna status. He said HAL has
manufactured 4,660 aircraft of 31 types, includ-
ing the Sukhois and the MiG. During the UPA
rule, HAL was a profit-making company, but
under the Modi Government, HAL, for the first
time in its history, has taken approximately
`1,000 crore loan from various banks, Antony
claimed.

Govt hiding 
Rafale truth...

Independent India’s first
woman IAS officer
Anna Malhotra dead 

RAJESH KUMAR n NEW DELHI

In a move to pare its debt, Air
India has asked the National

Building Construction
Company (NBCC) to prepare
a detailed project report
(DPRs) on monetisation of its
prime properties located at
Baba Khadak Singh Marg in
Connaught Place and Vasant
Vihar in the national Capital. 

The property at Vasant
Vihar is spread on 30 acres and
it houses Air India’s staff colony.
The property at Baba Khadak
Singh Marg is spread across
16,000 square metres. Air India
is expected to raise `3,000-
4,000 crores through this mon-
etisation process. 

These two properties were
surrendered by Air India to the
Ministry of Housing and Urban
Affairs last year. 
The Government wants to
expedite monetisation of Air
India’s immovable assets to
reduce its debt burden in a bid
to make the airline attractive
for privatisation.

Top sources said Air India
has come up with a fresh
roadmap on asset monetisation
to tackle its fiscal woes. “At a
high-level meeting held last
week, Air India asked the
NBCC to make separate
roadmap for each properties,”

sources added. As per the plan,
the NBCC will make residen-
tial projects in the Vasant Vihar
property, while it will raise
commercial projects on the
Baba Khadak Singh Marg
property. 

“These properties were on
perpetual lease of 99 years and
can’t be monetised directly by
Air India due to land title
issues. The Government will
monetise the properties and the
proceeds will be transferred to
the Consolidated Fund of
India. From there, the
Government will transfer the
money to the airline for reduc-
ing debt,” said officials of the
Ministry of Civil Aviation. The
Cabinet Committee on
Economic Affairs had given in-
principle approval for disin-
vestment of the Government’s
stake in Air India and five of its
subsidiaries, based on the 
recommendations of the NITI
Aayog. 

Air India has a total debt of
around `52,000 crore which
comprises `22,000 crore as
aircraft loan and the rest as
working capital loan and other
liabilities. The property at Baba
Khadak Singh Marg is just a
plot with no construction. It
was meant to house the 
national carrier’s city terminal
office. Both these properties
were allotted to Indian Airlines
Ltd, which was merged with
Air India.

Both the NBCC and Air
India have agreed on some
common terms regarding asset
monetisation over the nation-
al carrier’s properties in Vasant
Vihar and at Baba Khadak
Singh Marg. Sources added
the NBCC has already started
planning for these projects. In
the second phase, Air India will
reportedly monetise three other
assets.

Earlier, in a reply to
Parliament, the Ministry of
Civil Aviation had stated that
Air India has mopped up Rs
543.03 crore so far from mon-
etisation of its assets in prime
locations such as Mumbai and
Chennai. The monetisation
included the sale of six flats at
Sterling apartment, Mumbai to
the State Bank of India with
each of these flats fetching Rs
22 crore. 

Assets monetisation to lift
AI visage to tempt buyers
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old temples were being demolished.

Modi said, “I always want that all mod-
ern facilities be given to this ancient city
maintaining its original heritage.” 

“Kashi is fast being developed as a
hub of medical facilities not only in
Purvanchal (eastern UP) but also in
adjoining States where patients come even
from Nepal for better treatment,” he said,
highlighting the Regional Institute of
Ophthalmology (RIO) for which he laid
the foundation stone.

Modi surprised many by naming most
of the projects, names of places, stations

and others in his address. “Today the faces
of Varanasi Cantt, Manduadih and
Varanasi City stations have been changed
and train connectivity with different parts
of the country increased. With the con-
struction of Babatpur-Kutchery four-lane
road, tourists’ flow from airport has
increased sharply from about eight lakhs
four year ago to 21 lakhs,” he said.

“This attempt of making changes in
the city through tourism has become pos-
sible as the approaches to famous temples,
Sarnath and other heritage places have
become easy and four famous ponds have
been renovated, apart from betterment of

facilities to weavers and artisans by pro-
viding better marketing through trade
facilitation centre and others,” he said.
Modi also highlighted the projects
launched for betterment of farmers. 

Earlier, welcoming the PM, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath highlighted the
projects done under the IPDS apart from
the rural electrification work going on in
full swing under the Deen Dayal Rural
Electrification Scheme, giving benefits of
power supply to 54 lakh families under the
Soubhagya Scheme. The function was also
addressed by State BJP chief and MP from
Chandauli Dr Mahendra Nath Pandey.

PM: VARANASI EMERGING AS GATEWAY OF DEVELOPMENT 

PTI n NEW DELHI

President Ram Nath Kovind
Tuesday launched the logo

and the web portal to be used
for commemoration of the
150th birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi, an official
statement said.

The logo was released in
the presence of Minister of
State for Culture (Independent
Charge) Dr Mahesh Sharma.

“The logo has been
obtained through crowdsourc-
ing. Logo branding will be
done in trains, metro rail, Air
India aircraft, state roadways
buses, government websites,
e-mails, government stationery,
calendar and diary, govern-
ment advertisements and pub-
licity material, digital signa-
ture,” the statement from the
Ministry of Culture said.

The logo will also be used
by Public Sector Undertakings,
subordinate or attached offices,
autonomous bodies etc. under

the central government.
The new web portal will

identify visitors from different
geography and serve them per-
sonalised information.

Oganisations and individ-
uals can join the celebration
and submit their ‘Karyanjali’

through an easy upload
process.

It will also provide infor-
mation related to Gandhian lit-
erature, philosophy, audios,
videos and rare photos.

“The web portal is partic-
ipatory in nature and all the

participating organisations will
be able to upload their activi-
ties regarding commemora-
tion on the website. It also has
a unique feature Gandhipedia
which will be a repository of
Gandhian knowledge and will
continue to grow with time,”

the statement said.
The two-year-long cele-

brations from October 2, 2018
to October 2, 2020 will be held
across the country and all over
the globe to mark the 150th
birth anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi. A meeting of the
national committee headed by
the president was held in May
2018 to draw out a plan of
action for the mega celebration
where a total of 92 suggestions
were received.

Further, a total of 33 sug-
gestions were approved by the
executive committee headed by
the prime minister to organise
nationwide and worldwide
commemoration.

Accordingly, all ministries
and departments of the
Government of India and all
state and UT governments
have initiated actions pertain-
ing to their ministries or
departments. These action
plans are being uploaded on the
web portal.

Maj Gogoi shifted out from unit, attached to HQ

Logo, portal launched for Gandhi’s 150th birth anniv

PTI n SRINAGAR

The Army has shifted Major
Leetul Gogoi, who was at

the centre of the ‘human shield’
controversy, out of his unit and
attached to local formation
headquarters after being
indicted by an Army Court of
Inquiry(CoI) for “fraternising”
with a local woman in Srinagar,
officials said Tuesday.

Last month, the CoI insti-
tuted by the army indicted
Gogoi, an officer with 53
Rashtriya Rifles — a spe-

cialised anti-militancy force
for Jammu and Kashmir, on
two counts — “fraternising”
with a local in spite of instruc-
tions to the contrary and
“being away from the place of
duty while in operational area”.
It recommended Summary of
Evidence against him, a step
before court martial proceed-
ings are initiated.

The officials said Gogoi
was shifted out of his unit in
Budgam and “attached” to
Awantipora-based Victor Force
headquarters.

The officer, whose decision
to tie a civilian to the bonnet
of his vehicle in Kashmir on
April 9 last year as a shield
against stone-pelting by a mob
had kicked up a huge contro-
versy, will now face Summary
of Evidence, a process similar
to framing of charges. The
process is likely to take three
months.  Based on the
Summary of Evidence to be
compiled by “competent
authorities”, the Army is like-
ly to decide further action in
the case which may include

General Court Martial (GCM)
or Summary General Court
Martial (SGCM). The GCM is
like a full court whereas the
proceedings in SGCM are con-
ducted in a much shorter time
span and cases are disposed of
quickly. Gogoi, who was com-
missioned as a lieutenant in
December 2008, was detained
by Jammu and Kashmir police
on May 23 following an alter-
cation at a hotel in Srinagar
where he was allegedly trying
to enter with an 18-year-old
woman. 

PTI n MUMBAI

India’s first woman IAS officer post-
Independence, Anna Rajam Malhotra, died

at her residence in suburban Andheri here on
Monday, her family sources said she was 91. 

The last rites were performed in the city, they
said. She was born as Anna Rajam George in
Kerala’s Ernakulum district in July 1927. She
shifted to Chennai after her schooling in
Kozhikode to pursue higher education at the
University of Madras. 

Malhotra joined the civil services in 1951 and
opted for the Madras cadre. She then served in
the Madras state under Chief Minister C
Rajagopalachari. 

She married RN Malhotra, who served as the
Governor of the Reserve Bank of India from
1985 to 1990. 

She is also known for her contribution in set-
ting up the country’s modern port Jawaharlal
Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) near Mumbai. She was
the chairperson of the JNPT during the execu-
tion.

Malhotra was given the task of JNPT as a part
of her deputation in the Central government.
In 1989, she was honoured with the Padma
Bhushan award. Malhotra had worked under
seven chief ministers of Tamil Nadu. 

She had worked closely with Rajiv Gandhi
when he was in charge of the 1982 Asian Games
in Delhi. 



T

he `470 crore Initial Public Offering (IPO) by miniratna Ircon

International is in the news for full subscription of the quota limit for retail

individual investors. The issue was subscribed 43 per cent till

September 18. The offer for sale (OFS) received bids for 42,24,090 shares

compared with the total issue of 9,905,157 shares and the Government is

looking forward to offload Ircon shares in `470-475 price band. So, should

an investor invest in this IPO? What are the things that a retail investor needs

to know before investing in one?

An IPO is the very first sale of shares issued by a company to the pub-

lic. Prior to an IPO issue, the company is considered private with a relative-

ly small number of shareholders, primarily comprising early investors, such

as the founding members, their families and friends, and then later on pro-

fessional investors, such as venture capitalists or angel investors. The pub-

lic, on the other hand, consists of everybody else — any individual or insti-

tutional investor who wasn’t involved in the early days of the company and

who may now be interested in buying shares of the company. Until a com-

pany’s stock is offered for sale to the public, the latter is unable to invest in

it. One can potentially approach the owners of a private company about invest-

ing but they’re not obligated to sell anything. Public companies, on the other

hand, have sold at least a portion of their shares to the public to be traded

on a stock exchange. This is why an IPO is also referred to as ‘going pub-

lic’.

Why do companies go public? Well, capital is a scarce resource and

companies go public to raise money that can then be used in different ways

like clearing debts, improving infrastructure, investing in research and devel-

opment of new products, introducing new products, among others. Moreover,

the company gets credibility and visibility after it gets listed on the stock

exchange. This can increase scope for mergers and acquisition deals and

also attract top talent in the industry.

Additionally, because of increased scruti-

ny from analysts and investors, public

companies can usually enjoy better, in

most cases lower interest rates, when

they issue debt. A privately held company has some benefits that are for-

feited once it goes public. For example, any private company owner does

not have to disclose much financial or accounting information about the

company. However, once the company goes public or is in the process of

issuing an IPO, its financial information, strategic plans and other policies

are up for scrutiny which can be good in some cases, as increased finan-

cial scrutiny during the process of going public will get them better debt

rates when they are issuing it.

When a company is planning to raise funds from the public, it provides

detailed information about its business operations and financials through

a draft red-herring prospectus or offer document. This includes details about

its promoters; reason for raising money; how the money will be used; risks

involved with investing in the company and so on. Investors should bear

in mind that it does not provide information about the price or size of the

offering.  And how should investors choose an IPO for investment? The

answer is research. The first and foremost thing any investor should do is

to research various aspects of the company. Now, the question is: Why are

funds required? It is obvious that if a company is clearing its debt with the

public’s money, and has no plans to invest and grow the funds, then that

IPO is a bad choice. However, if funds are raised for investing in R&D or

a new product line, which could change the future of the company, invest-

ment in such an IPO is worthwhile. So, it is very important to understand

in what ways the company wants to use its funds. 

In addition, an investor should research about operations of the business,

market share, future growth plans et al. One of the crucial investigations that

any investor should undertake is to understand the management — their hon-

esty, transparency, ethics and values. Honest leadership means that an investor’s

money is in safe hands. Second, try and select an IPO with strong brokers and

underwriters because generally, quality brokerage companies bring quality pub-

lic issues. Scepticism is a positive attribute to cultivate in the IPO market. As

there is always a lot of uncertainty surrounding IPOs, mainly because of the

lack of freely available information, like in other already listed companies, one

should always approach an IPO with caution.

Although it is difficult to identify which IPO is good to invest in, a care-

ful investor may be able to sift through riff-raff and identify potential compa-

nies through a detailed and extensive research. In case, if an investor loses

an opportunity to invest in an IPO, he must follow the company’s progress

and if it is a fundamentally strong company with good operations, transpar-

ent management and robust financials, he must not leave an opportunity to

buy the stock in the secondary market the next time it falls.

(The writer is Assistant Professor, Amity University)

I
t’s the millennial world. Age here is just a number, relevant only for docu-
mentation. Relationships, on the other hand, have graduated to love without
boundaries and marriages of convenience. So, if the man is 30 years or more

in age and his PYT wife doesn’t mind, it’s their world, their decision and their
way of life. That’s individualism, that’s today and that should be accepted. So
putting singer Anup Jalota on the mat for his unconventional relationship with
his muse Jasleen Maruthala can be modestly called uncalled for, even if it was
unfolding in the salacious Bigg Boss House and was meant to be a publicity
marker for the newly started Season 12 of a reality show battling familiarity and
ennui. If the gracefully aged dude Milind Soman could marry Ankita Konwar, 25
years his junior, without anyone raising an eyebrow, why can’t Jalota? Well, the
answer lies in collective societal hypocrisy, double standards and, last but not
the least, the inherent need for human kind to blow hot air over gossip. 

For one, in popular mindset, Jalota lacks the profile for such a relationship.
A bhajan singer from the Hindi heartland is supposed to be strictly conventional
on two counts. One, that he is in worship of God through his songs, and the
other, that he is an old man who was never a dude and is likened to the papas
and the grandpas of our world. He is 65 and his two children from an earlier
marriage are close to the age of his muse and girlfriend Jasleen. But then, Jackie
Kennedy married moneybag Aristotle Onassis when he was 62 and she only a
39-year-old presidential widow. That was a 37-year age gap. Hollywood actor
Alec Baldwin and Hilaria Thomas sport a 26-year age gap. The present French
President has a wife 25 years his senior and who was his teacher in school!
Star Trek actor Sir Patrick Stewart and his wife Sunny Ozell do not cringe about
the 38-year difference and the fact that they tied the knot when he was 82 and
she just 43! Back home there are examples galore and the society doesn’t mind.
Actor Shahid Kapoor has a wife 13 years younger – through an arranged mar-
riage. Saira Bano showcases “eternal love” as a power point presentation of her
long-standing marriage to thespian Dilip Kumar, 22 years her senior. Kabir Bedi
with his velvet voice and his 28 years junior wife Parveen Dusanj never had to
answer questions about what he was up to when he got married at age 70. So
here’s for Jalota in his own bhajan: Aisee Lagi Lagan...!

T
he acknowledgement of a formidable force usually comes from the pesky
antics of the Opposition and its relentless litany of complaints and peti-
tions of injustice. In this respect, both the Congress and the BJP’s reac-

tive behaviour over the last few days is enough to testify that the Telangana
Rashtra Samithi (TRS) chief K Chandrashekhar Rao is not just holding out on
strong ground but building a national relevance for himself by sheer dint of deter-
mination and some shrewd strategy. So if he had foxed everybody by dissolv-
ing the Assembly — thereby necessitating an early election and ensuring the
popular wave of a national election didn’t wash over his personality cult — the
Opposition is clutching for issues with the Election Commission considering
the possibility of clubbing polls in Telangana with that of other States by the
end of the year. For all the BJP chief Amit Shah’s aggressive posturing and fire-
brand bristle, even calling out KCR for ignoring Hyderabad’s merger to the Indian
Union, fact is the party still doesn’t have the requisite base to challenge KCR
at the grassroot level or question his credibility in a State election. The rains
have been good, saving him from drought debts, he seems to have delivered
on most populist promises and has ensured that his State has the highest eco-
nomic growth at 17 per cent in competitive stakes. Perhaps that led to the arro-
gance of him announcing that the State elections could be held in November,
with no less than the Election Commission, which is yet to complete logistical
assessment, taking exception to his over-confidence. 

However, the wily KCR perhaps did it mischievously to kick off a political
storm and sharpen the apprehensions of the Opposition while allowing it no time
to build cogent poll planks. Any semblance of opposition in Telangana, by virtue
of the vestige of an undivided State, is the  Congress. The grand old party has
alleged that there are around 70 lakh discrepancies in the voter list of Telangana,
implying that KCR was trying to manipulate the verdict by deleting Congress
voters under the guise of avoiding overlap with voter rolls of Andhra Pradesh.
But the same was not added on the roll of Andhra Pradesh, it claims. The revised
roll was published only on September 10 leaving not much time for both polit-
ical parties or people to identify these discrepancies. In fact, it completely obfus-
cated the electoral priorities of the Congress. Number-crunching the voter list,
the Congress has yet to mount an agenda-driven campaign here. As it fumbled
and the Opposition scrambled to get its act together, KCR even announced 105
of the 119 candidates. He is positing this as his sincere move to carry on his
goal-oriented growth while exposing the Congress as hungry for political power
and bereft of fresh ideas, not to be trusted, therefore, at the reins. 

Meanwhile, the EC’s training of administrative officials is well under way.
While the EC goes about doing its job according to the rulebook, it is KCR’s
smart posturing which has helped him seize the narrative. Remember, he ini-
tiated the concept of an “anti-Delhi, non-Congress” federal front with Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee, the pitch clearly being to be the kingmaker
with a sizeable booty for any ruling dispensation at the Centre, one that he can
extract for his own gains and one that cleverly keeps all doors open. He would
rather strengthen his regional satrap status if it means keeping the national par-
ties on alert with a thriller-like suspense and ensures he is a key player in the
national narrative without shifting an inch.

KCR still on top

Despite Opposition protests about voters’ list tweaks, the

acting Chief Minister has the more cogent campaign 

Aged whine

Why single out Anup Jalota for his choice of partner? Just

because he isn’t a stud but a god-fearing bhajan singer?

Monsanto pigeons come home to roostwww.dailypioneer.com

P A P E R  W I T H  P A S S I O N

More and more reports and studies suggest a link between GMOs, auto-immune diseases and cancer. Monsanto, the leading producer of GMO, is now on the run

Once the bully on the block, Monsanto
is on the run. Environmentalists will
recall the early years of genetically mod-
ified (GM) crops when wind pollina-
tion contaminated the crops of tradi-

tional farmers and the company forced the victim,
the farmers, to pay for patent infringement, an atroc-
ity upheld by the US judicial system until the hor-
rendous consequences of GM foods became too pal-
pable to ignore.

Victims of Monsanto’s weedicide, Roundup,
scored a major victory in July 2018 when a
California jury awarded $289 million as compen-
sation to a former school groundskeeper who is dying
of cancer due to ingesting the chemical regularly while
spraying. DeWayne Lee Johnson, then 42, contact-
ed Monsanto after developing a rash, but was never
warned it could cause cancer. He was diagnosed with
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma in 2014. The World Health
Organisation’s International Agency for Research on
Cancer classified glyphosate (the key ingredient) as

a “probable human carcinogen” in 2015.
In 2017, California added glyphosate to its list

of chemicals known to cause cancer. The ruling will
impact other cases filed by cancer survivors against
Monsanto, which now have to be faced by its new
owner, Bayer AG. Johnson’s legal team presented
internal emails, showing how the company reject-
ed critical research and expert warnings against
glyphosate’s potential risks. Inspired by the verdict,
Vietnam has decided to seek justice for victims of
Agent Orange, used by the US military during the
Vietnam War. Nguyen Phuong Tra, deputy
spokesperson of the Foreign Ministry, stated, “The
verdict … refutes previous claims that the herbicides
made by Monsanto and other chemical corporations
in the US and provided for the US Army in the war
are harmless. Vietnam has suffered tremendous con-
sequences … especially with regard to the lasting and
devastating effects of toxic chemicals, including Agent
Orange.”

Agent Orange is a defoliant used to strip
Vietnam’s thick forests; it poisoned the soil in large
tracts, causing genetic deformities in generations of
Vietnamese. Nearly three million Vietnamese were
exposed to Agent Orange between 1961 and 1971,
when nearly 12 million gallons were sprayed over
the jungles. Monsanto claimed the chemical was pro-
duced for and used by the Government, and that it
was only one among nine wartime contractors who
produced the toxin.

Amidst rising public awareness, an organisation

called Moms Across America is agitating for a ban
on glyphosate in all 50 States, in the wake of evidence
that gluten foods and too many illnesses are linked
to glyphosate and GMO poisoning. Activists point
out that most European and many other countries
have banned GMOs and Roundup as people and ani-
mals are becoming sick from herbicides/pesticides
in the food, water and air. Europe is emerging as the
next battleground. Reports suggest that the European
Union could withdraw the licence for Roundup this
year. Earlier, the licence was extended for five years,
until 2022, instead of the usual 15 years. The lawyers
involved in the California lawsuit claim to have reveal-
ing documents about Monsanto’s activities in
Europe. Robert Jr Kennedy told Euronews, “…we have
documents now in our possession, several hundreds
of documents, that have not been declassified and
some of those are explosive.” In Brazil, a federal judge
in August 2018 ordered suspension of all products
containing glyphosate until the Government reassess-
es its toxicity. As Brazil has used Monsanto’s GM soy-
bean seeds and herbicide on a large scale for four
decades, the decision is startling and unexpected.

Recently, the Public Library of Science (PLOS)
published research showing that the DNA of GM
foods can enter the human bloodstream intact and
cause many health problems. Researchers collected
blood samples of more than 1,000 participants; “the
results indicated that meal-derived DNA frag-
ments (which were large enough to carry complete
genes) can avoid degradation and ultimately enter

the human body’s circulation system”. Hungarian
researchers observed that these are not just fragments
of DNA but stretches of DNA which are large enough
to pass complete genes of GMO plants (like soy, corn
or canola oil) to humans.

In some blood samples, the relative concentra-
tion of plant DNA was higher than human DNA.
The researchers noted that participants with inflam-
matory bowel disease and auto-immune disease had
the highest concentration of the transgenic gene.
Previous studies have indicated that GMOs could
change the beneficial bacteria in the intestines and
trigger auto-immune diseases and inflammation.
Beneficial bacteria help with food digestion and pro-
tect the human body against foreign invaders.
However, when the DNA of GMO foods enters the
small intestine, it can alter the composition of ben-
eficial gut bacteria and make the body unable to
absorb real nutrients in foods. 

Other studies suggest a link between GMOs and
auto immune diseases. The researchers have
observed that pigs fed on GMO soy and corn suf-
fered from severe inflammation of stomach and intes-
tine; female pigs fed a GMO diet had their uteri
(uterus) enlarged by 25 per cent.

These studies refute the claims made by
biotech and regulatory agencies regarding the safe-
ty of GMO foods. Independent scientists and
researchers have long warned regulatory bodies and
the biotech industry that GMO genes can be trans-
ferred from dairy and animal products to people.

After years of denial, the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA) has reluctantly admitted that
DNA from food (GMO and non-GMO) could end
up in animal tissues and milk and dairy products
consumed by people. The critical issue is GMO, as
it marries a bacterium, a microbial species, with plant
tissue — a hybrid alien to Nature.

In Canada, meanwhile, authorities dis-
covered a patch of an unapproved, genetical-
ly modified strain of wheat in the wild, far from
the old Monsanto test areas. The crop was
found on an access road in Alberta in 2017,
after it survived the spraying of the area with
herbicide. Tests by the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency revealed that the crop was
genetically modified and herbicide-tolerant;
was never approved for commercial use or pro-
duction within Canada; and belonged to a
Monsanto GM wheat line (MON71200) which
was used in multiple confined research field
trials in the late 1990s and early 2000s in
Canada and the United States. It was subse-
quently destroyed. But the fact that the strain
got into the wild more than 100 km away from
any known former test fields, and survived for
nearly two decades thereafter, is a warning of
the dangers posed by GM plants, whether food
or non-food.

(The writer is Senior Fellow, Nehru Memorial
Museum and Library; the views expressed are
personal)

INTER-COMMUNITY PEACE

Sir — This refers to the article, “In
search of a path to integration”
(September 18) by Prafull Goradia. In
his thought-provoking write-up, the
writer has proposed ways to ‘integrate’
two major communities, Hindus and
Muslims, for the welfare and stability
of the country. 

He has tried to examine the ‘sepa-
ratist’ tendencies of the Indian Muslim
community, both before and after the
Partition, saying that the Muslim
minority constituted 25 per cent of the
Indian population before

Independence, and, hence, under
Mohammed Ali Jinnah’s leadership, it
regarded itself as a community in
need of a separate homeland, Pakistan.
Though around 10 million Muslims
migrated to the newly-created Pakistan,
many more stayed on. 

Unfortunately, the ruling Congress
sought to exploit them for political
agenda. Since 2014, when Narendra
Modi-led National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) came to power, inter-commu-
nity peace has largely prevailed. 

Despite initial reluctance, Muslims
are progressively coming forward to
support the Bharatiya Janata Party

(BJP). Prime Minister Narendra Modi
seems to be making vigorous efforts to
impress upon the community that for
India’s growth sabka sath, sabka vikas
(cooperation of all, for development of
all) is the foremost requirement.

M Ratan
Via email

SAVE SCAVENGERS

Sir — Death of manual scavengers is
not new. And it’s not just the National
Capital, the fact is that numerous
scavengers die all across the country but
incidents go unreported. 

At the core of the problem, urban

civic bodies do have sanitary gear
equipment, which includes tank clean-
ing lorries. In practice, most equipment
are in a state of disrepair. Sanitary work-
ers are compelled to do the jobs man-
ually. The civic administration needs to
ensure that all equipment are main-
tained and cleaning work is carried out
under proper supervision.

Shashi
Via email

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Sir — This refers to the article, “The
megacity problem” (September 13) by

Kota Sriraj. Multi-national companies
befool the consumers with new mod-
els every year — consumers are lured
into buying a new product, with sup-
posedly added functions, creating
unnecessary electronic and other asso-
ciated waste. 

The question is: Why can’t the peo-
ple with power and money pool their
sources to find a way to rid the world
of the accumulated waste?

Ashok Mehta
Via Web

Send your feedback to: 
letterstopioneer@gmail.com 

It’s always difficult to differentiate

between good or bad IPOs. A

careful investor must identify

potential companies through a

detailed and extensive research

Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj assured me

that she would write a letter to the Pakistan

Government for opening of Kartarpur passage.

—Congress leader

NAVJOT SINGH SIDHU

Swaraj has reprimanded Sidhu for ‘misusing’ his

personal visit clearance and lowering India’s

reputation as well as causing diplomatic faux pas. 

—Shiromani Akali Dal leader

HARSIMRAT KAUR BADAL

POINTCOUNTERPOINT 

Education systems are under
stress even in educationally
developed societies. This is
inevitable, as by its very
nature, education is a

dynamic process and, hence, it must
keep pace with changing expectations
of the society and emerging aspirations
of the young. In India, as in most
nations that suffered under foreign
yoke for centuries, education received
new impetus in the last five decades,
more prominently after the World
Conference on Education, held in
Jomtien, Thailand, in March 1990, that
resolved to universalise elementary
education in the next 10 years with
extensive global collaboration. 

India can rightly boast of its
achievement in widening access to
education to the remotest, far-flung,
hilly, tribal areas. It required extensive
efforts, plans and programmes to
reach an estimated enrolment per-
centage of over 96, in spite of a pop-
ulation increase of more than three
times. India now has around 1.5 mil-
lion schools and over 230 million chil-
dren enrolled in these schools. This is
not a mean achievement for a coun-
try that began after independence in
extremely tough conditions, with a lit-
eracy rate of less than 20 per cent, and
huge paucity of resources, both in men
and material.  

While the expansion of access
meant opening of more and more
schools, at a pretty fast pace, there was
a serious dearth of trained teachers,
and even States’ capacity to provide
infrastructure support at the optimal
level. Things, however, did move. One
of the biggest and most tangible
achievements was attitudinal trans-
formation: Every community, social
and cultural group, now realises the
importance and value of education; is
keen to give ‘good quality education’
to their children; and this includes
both boys and girls. 

Young people may today find it
strange to comprehend that to prepare
people to send their daughters to
school was a daunting task during the
first four decades after independence.
They may also find it strange that
before the National Policy on
Education, 1968, it was officially
accepted that girls were not fit to study
science and mathematics, and were

generally encouraged to offer such
choices as spinning and weaving,
home science or social science subjects
only. It was possible only because of
the presence of visionary education-
ists under the leadership of Prof DS
Kothari that the National Commission
on Education (1964-66) recom-
mended compulsory teaching of sci-
ence and mathematics to both boys
and girls till they complete 10 years of
schooling. 

This can be one of the historic
examples of dynamism needed in edu-
cation, its policies and implementation.
The shape of schools, laboratories and
also the intent and process of educa-
tion and teaching have undergone sig-
nificant changes. From the Tat-Patti
stage, India is rapidly transitioning to
smart classrooms. 

Dynamic systems, however, never
permit lethargy or systemic slumber
to relax/enjoy and gloat over achieve-
ments. Every issue resolved and every
problem tackled generates new chal-
lenges. Indian education is no excep-
tion and one could list a plethora of
issues and concerns that demand
urgent remediation. It is because of
such imperatives in educational
advancements that the educational
curriculum at every stage is consis-
tently reviewed and revised. It requires
regular execution of surveys, studies
and researches to point out what needs
to be changed, discarded and deleted;
and added and augmented. 

Normally, a five-year cycle is
considered necessary to bring about
curricular reforms in school education.
Text books are revised after the cur-
riculum renewal and formulation of
syllabi for each area. Certain alert sys-
tems do realise that the pace of
change is so fast that a five-year cycle
may be a bit too prolonged and, hence,
provisions for frontline curricula are
also incorporated in broader guide-
lines, and made available to schools
and teachers. This provision takes care
of urgent requirements and students
are not deprived of being made famil-
iar with new  developments. 

In India, with over 50 school
boards authorised to prepare their own
curricula, syllabi and textbooks, the
task becomes complex when it comes
to national-level competitions.
Students from different boards must
come with equality of learning attain-
ments. This requirement led to the cre-
ation of the National Council of
Educational Research and Training
(NCERT), which is mandated to pre-
pare a school curricula in consultation
with State agencies; prepare  textbooks;

and  leave it to the State Governments
to adopt these as such, or prepare their
own books with local elements of cur-
ricula included wherever necessary. 

NCERT books should normally
not be accepted for every subject. Take
the example of environmental edu-
cation. Books must be different in
Tripura and Thiruvananthapuram, but
the NCERT textbook can offer guid-
ance in maintaining the level and stan-
dard. At this stage, even curriculum
developers and textbook writers
require regular in-service orienta-
tions on how things are being analysed
and included in an era characterised
by the advent of information and com-
munication technology (ICT). 

Textbook is no longer the only
source available to the student. While
it is universally acknowledged that in
spite of all that is now available to the
learner, courtesy ICT, Internet and
ever-improving gadgets, the critical-
ity of teacher-taught relationship shall
always be necessary to bring in the
human element in the growing up of
the learner. This is also the time for
every teacher to realise that life-long
learning must be put to practice to
remain relevant in the profession. Only
such teachers can impress upon the
child the real import of ‘life-long learn-
ing’. 

In the Indian tradition of the
knowledge quest, yavadjeevait adhiy-

ate viprah was propounded much ear-
lier. Teachers of today and tomorrow
would do well if they recall the wis-
dom of Socrates: “I cannot teach any-
body, I can only make them think.” Sri
Aurobindo had said it in very simple
but meaningful terms: “Nothing can
be taught” and that “mind must be
consulted in its own growth.”   Once
these simple-looking elements are
properly internalised by the teacher,
it would not be tough for him to visu-
alise his changed role. 

Only with such a vision, an alert
teacher would be in a position to give
wings to the nurturance of creativity
and curiosity that are the nature’s gifts
to every child. It is no longer implic-
it on him to transact everything in the
classroom, he could support the
learner to reach other sources of
knowledge, and in the process, learn
how to sift information and extract
knowledge and skills out of it. In the
process, the teacher is educating him
in ‘learning to learn’ a skill that has to
be a necessary acquisition during the
process of schooling. 

As the learner moves upwards on
the learning curve, the need arises for
flexible and individualised curriculum.
It helps self-learning, self-actualisation
and helps optimise their potential.
Motivation and inspiration for all this
must come from committed and
performing teachers. Essentially, a

teacher must be prepared to compre-
hend the imperatives of assisting the
learner in the development of total
personality and comprehensive abil-
ities to enable him to contribute cre-
atively in socio-economic, cultural,
political and technological sectors.
This would be feasible only when
teacher preparation institutions realise
their transformed role to help student-
teachers acquire the skills of develop-
ing, what is now known as ‘multiple
intelligence’. 

At every stage, the role of the
teacher educator and teacher remains.
Changes in education, though envi-
sioned and incorporated at various lev-
els of expertise, must include teacher
participation and his inputs.  A
teacher’s role is no longer limited to
that of a mere transactor of textual
material within the classrooms. He/she
encourages the learner to ask ques-
tions, acts as an appreciator, guide,
counselor, moulder, instructor and
much more. In fact, he/she is the first
icon after parents, he/she is an exem-
plar. Only such teachers shall succeed
in the future who realise the critical-
ity of their persona in the life of the
learners. 

What could be more critical to a
community than the availability of a
functional school nearby? Textbooks,
teachers, Internet and other aspects
come only afterwards. It is indeed

intriguing that teacher preparation and
recruitment leaves much to be desired.
The situation has deteriorated grad-
ually and has reached rather disturb-
ing proportions. Several State
Governments are now ‘merging’
thousands of schools situated mostly
in far-flung, rural, tribal and hilly areas
with nearby schools to make them
viable. When a school has an enrol-
ment of less than 10 or 20, its contin-
uation may not be considered viable
in the routine economic consideration
but should that be the only criterion?
How demoralising and demotivating
it would be for the community and
children whose school is shifted to
another place? 

Traditionally, India has success-
fully experimented with various
models of schooling during initial
years. Now that educated and liter-
ate persons are available in almost
every habitation and village, models
other than what is demanded in the
RTE Act could also be tried to
ensure that no child drops out of
school because of merger and assim-
ilation of ‘their’ school. Good edu-
cation requires good teachers,
dynamic curriculum and an emo-
tional bond between teachers, learn-
ers and their school.

(The writer is the Indian
Representative on the Executive Board
of UNESCO)
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Leo Tolstoy (September 9, 1828-
November 20, 1910) is an all-time
genius to the entire literary world, cut-

ting across all borders. At the same time, it
is worth remembering that for Mahatma
Gandhi (October 2, 1869-January 30, 1948)
our Father of Nation, distinctly more than
above, Tolstoy remained his spiritual guru.
A moral philosopher, and one of the great-
est authors of all time, he was noted for his
non-violent resistance through his work, The
Kingdom of God is Within You. 

No doubt, Gandhiji was profoundly
inspired and influenced by Tolstoy. The two
giants never met personally in their life-time
but both were close in their hearts and minds.
Outstanding Russian writer-philosopher
and social activist, Tolstoy was a major influ-
ence in the major development of Christian
anarchism and pacifism, non-violent resis-
tance movements, such as those of Mahatma
Gandhi, Martin Luther King and political
strategies of Nelson Mandela. Tolstoy’s place
in India’s socio-political, cultural, historical
context is unique and significant.  The impos-
ing monument of Leo Tolstoy, installed in the
premises of the State Trading Corporation
building in the national Capital on Tolstoy
Marg, the road named after him, is a clear
manifestation of the profound reverence the
people of India showered on him. 

Only the other day, floral tributes were
paid to the great Russian writer under the
auspices of the Russian Centre of Science
and Culture, New Delhi, which was followed
by a photo exhibition, showing different
facets of the writer’s life and career at its
premises while celebrating his 190th birth
anniversary. 

With due recognition and exalted hon-
our given to great masters of Russian liter-
ature, such as Maxim Gorky, Alexander
Pushkin, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Fyodor
Dostoevsky, Anton Chekhov, Nikolai Gogol,
Ivan Turgenev, and others, it is to be borne
in mind that, in real fact, Tolstoy distin-
guishes himself in precise, perfect and flaw-

less humaneness, social justice and moral
philosophy in his writings. His widely
acclaimed works, such as The Kingdom of
God is Within You, Anna Karenina, War and
Peace, The Resurrection and The Death of
Ivan Ilych, to name a few, are some his mas-
terpieces, creating vibrant impact on read-
ers across the world. 

His craftsmanship as a writer, as also his
creativity and imagination, still shines in the
brilliance of some of his formulations. This
writer once requested the Oxford-returned
English professor during his college days to
suggest some noted classics to improve the
language. He, without a second thought,
leaving aside Western classics, mentioned
Anna Karenina, asking the writer thereon
to read it over and over again. 

Though I could not grasp much on my
first reading, repeated reading in my later life
proved how strong is the moral that the novel
conveys, and which is still haunting my
memory. Gandhiji was deeply moved by
Tolstoy’s book, The Kingdom of God is Within
You, which he read on October 1, 1904, dur-
ing a train journey from Johannesburg to
Durban in South Africa. 

The Mahatma stated in his autobiogra-
phy that the book changed his life. Soon after
reading the book, he changed his way of life
by establishing the Phoenix settlement.
Here, he and his co-workers, practised
many of his ideals put forth by Ruskin.

Gandhiji was so deeply impressed with the
book that he wrote a letter to Tolstoy on
October 1, 1909, and maintained corre-
spondence with him thereafter. 

He wrote in his autobiography that this
book made a deeper impression on him,
and opened his vision to the infinite pos-
sibilities of universal love. The correspon-
dence between Tolstoy and Gandhiji
became epoch-making in the golden chap-
ter of Indo-Russian relations. 

Tolstoy took care to make a unique
blend of Indian works and motifs, which
was effectively understood and assimilated
by Russian readers. He carefully adopted
Indian fables and fairy tales to the Russian
perception and sensibilities. The Tolstoy
Farm (1910-1913), Gandhiji established
near Johannesburg, South Africa, was an
ideal laboratory for Gandhiji’s educational
experiments.

The literary enlightenment, coupled
with the philosophic and spiritual emanci-
pation, exemplified by Leo Tolstoy was also
eloquently expressed by Jawaharlal Nehru,
who in one of his memorable letters written
from a jail to his daughter, Indira Gandhi in
1930 said: “Leo Tolstoy is perhaps the great-
est of them all...not only a genius at writing
novels, but also a religious and spiritual
leader, whose influence was far-reaching”.

(The writer is media advisor, Russian
Centre of Science and Culture, New Delhi)

The Mahatma’s Russian guru

INDEPENDENT
SCIENTISTS AND

RESEARCHERS HAVE
LONG WARNED

REGULATORY BODIES
AND THE BIOTECH

INDUSTRY THAT GMO
GENES CAN BE

TRANSFERRED FROM
DAIRY AND ANIMAL

PRODUCTS TO 
PEOPLE OVER TIME

Elements of educational change

The foundation for a new education system must rest on several factors that influence learning deeply — good teachers, dynamic

curriculum and an emotional bond between teachers, learners and their school

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Goodness is the key to mankind’s evolution

M
artin Luther King Junior had once
said, “There is within human nature
an amazing potential for goodness.”

If we are in doubt as to whether all of us
have natural fountain of goodness within
ourselves then we must see the smile of
an infant. Indeed, each and every baby's
face bears a testimony to it. This natural-
ly comes to a baby without an obstruction
as it does not calculate the balance sheet
of being good. 

Spiritual collaborator of Sri Aurobindo

Mirra Alfassa (referred to as “The Mother”)
said, “I have very often heard people say-
ing, Oh! Now that I am trying to be good,
everybody seems to be bad to me! But this
is precisely to teach you that one should
not be good with a motive — one must be
good for the sake of being good.”

Indeed, if our goodness is laced with
a motive, it will certainly block the natural
flow of our potential for goodness.
Goodness always gives two instant returns.
First, it gives immense satisfaction to a per-

son. It helps induce positive energy and har-
mony. Second, it gives a person an oppor-
tunity to see a radiant face of whom she
or he is showing goodness to. 

If we start treating everyone with equal
respect then we can feel that happiness is
emerging from within us and also from the
person who happens to be in front of us.
As a matter of fact, goodness is the key to
evolution. 

Sujit De
Kolkata
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The death of five manual scavengers in the Capital as also
in Odisha, which takes fatalities to 10 in just about a
week, makes it amply clear that Swachchata is not for this
dispossessed class. While existing laws remain unimple-
mented, basic workplace infrastructural facilities for them
like machinery are either inadequate or non-functional.
Our scavengers deserve a life of dignity. Not asphyxiation.
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Swachch life please!
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Though Leo Tolstoy and Gandhiji never crossed each other’s path, their shared

values and understanding have helped India and Russia bridge gaps

Invest in IPO but 
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QUOTE OF THE DAY 

Without mathematics, there’s

nothing you can do. Everything

around you is mathematics.

Everything around you is

numbers

—  Shakuntala Devi

AIR HOSTESS/CABIN CREW 
The Flying Queen Air

Hostess Training Institute,
New Delhi, invites application
for admission to its one-year
diploma and three months
certificate course in Air
Hostess and Cabin Crew
Training. The course offers an
opportunity to aim a chal-
lenging career in the aviation
industry. It covers all aspects
of grooming the candidate’s
skills and personality. The
main attractions of the course
are personality development,
swimming, first-aid, mock
aircraft training, in-flight
training and much more.

After completion of the
course, the eligible students
can get huge opportunities to
travel and explore all over the
world for free, and can have a
great  chance for meeting and
assisting people all over the
world. 

Eligibility : Minimum
qualifications for securing
admission in this course is
Class XII pass in any stream
from a recognised board. 

How to apply: Admission
forms can be obtained by fill-
ing the institute’s application
forms available at Flying
Queen Air Hostess Institute,
FD-8, second floor, pitampu-
ra, New Delhi.

Important dates: Last
date to apply is September 28,
2018. For more information,
log on to www.flyingqueen.in.

MSC IN MANAGEMENT 
The Sheffield University

Management School, UK, is
inviting applications for MSc
international Management
course starting in September

2019. The degree is accredited
by the Association of MBAs.

This 12-month pro-
gramme combines academic
rigour with practical skills and
unique research to give stu-
dents a world-class interna-
tional business education.

Students will gain a critical
understanding of the chal-
lenges and opportunities facing
both multinationals and SMEs
in a rapidly evolving and
dynamic global economy.

The MSc in International
Management is taught full-
time over two semesters fol-
lowed by a project dissertation,
though a combination of lec-
tures, seminars, case studies
and group work to develop
intercultural collaboration.
Students will also have the
option to undertake an organ-
isational project, giving them
real-world work experience
within a company.

Eligibility: An honours
degree of minimum of 60 per
cent. Overall IELTS grade of 6.5
with a minimum of 6.0 in all
components.

Fee: The fee for overseas
students for 2019 entry is yet to
be confirmed. For 2018, it was
£22, 450.

For more information, log
on to   https:// www.sheffield.
ac.uk /management/ study/
msc/ courses/ msc_internation-
al_mana. 

With more and more spe-
cialised MBA courses com-
ing up in various BSchools,

the requirement for professionals,
who have done  MBA in AgriBusiness
and Energy and Environment, is
increasing. 

AGRIBUSINESS
AgriBusiness is a growing field

today and is India’s primary employ-
er which is largely unregulated and
still comes under the unorganised sec-
tor. There is a huge demand of pro-
fessionals with MBA in AgriBusiness
who can evolve the sector from unor-
ganised to organised, fix the loopholes
in the logistics, warehousing, post-
harvest sectors, and communicate
effortlessly with the Government due
to their heavy involvement with the
sector.

MBA in AgriBusiness possess
knowledge about management, mar-
keting, and finance when it comes to
seed grain, pre and post-harvest,
warehousing and supply chain,
exports and imports amongst other
things. These programmes qualify stu-
dents to develop new marketing ideas
for agricultural products, innova-
tions in existing logistics, infrastruc-
ture, and managing the agri input sec-
tor, along with crucial management in
the microfinance field. 

JOB PROFILES
Graduates can choose to work in

both the private and Government sec-
tor. Those who would prefer to work
in the private sector can choose to
work with various argo based organ-
isations like: 

l ITC ABD
lRallis India Limited
lExcel Crop Care Limited
lGlobal AgriSystem Private Limited
lGodrej Agrovet Limited
l Synthite Industrial Chemicals
Limited
lMFI’s
lAdventa
lRasi seeds

On the other hand, if an individ-
ual wants to work in the Government
sector, there are various types of
career opportunities they can pursue.
Some Government organisations that
actively seek out MBA graduates in
AgriBusiness are:
lNational Bank for Agriculture and
Rural Development 
lFood Corporation of India 
lFertilisers and Chemicals Travancore
Limited
lMinistry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare

lFood and Health Department of a
Government

The various roles they can occu-
py in these organisations are:
lMFI Bankers
lAgri Input Management
lConsultancy
lProduct Manager
lResearch Analyst 
lBusiness Manager

ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT
Energy is the foundation of every

economic development effort and is
intrinsically linked with environ-
ment. A management degree in
Energy and Environment Studies
comprises of planning and operating
energy related production and con-
sumption. It also includes resource
conservation, climate protection, cost
saving, and managing the delicate rela-
tionship between energy and the
ecosystem. An MBA in Energy and

Environment teaches students to
effectively execute all these activities
and understand energy and environ-
ment on a global level to tackle the
present needs of the industry. 

JOB PROFILES
MBA graduates in Energy and

Environment can seek jobs in pro-
duction management, energy and
power management companies like: 
lNHPC
lNTPC
lNeyveli Lignite Corporation
lDamodar Valley Corporation
lAdani Power
lReliance Power
lTata Power

The different job roles that grad-
uates can undertake are:  
lEnergy Markets Reporter
lEnvironment Officer/ Engineer
lHealth Safety Environment
lProduct Manager
lResearch Analyst 
lBusiness Manager

If you are aspiring to do an MBA,
you could choose to specialise in an
unconventional subject. This will
open up to you job opportunities in
upcoming sectors that are looking for
highly knowledgeable professionals. 

You could choose to pursue a
niche MBA programme through
Symbiosis National Aptitude (SNAP).
It is the key to seeking admission in
one of the top business schools under
Symbiosis International (deemed uni-
versity). 

The writer is assistant professor, Department
of Energy and Environment, Symbiosis

Institute of International Business 

PNS n NEW DELHI 

The JK Lakshmipat University has launched the
JKLU Innovation Challenge, a competition that

encourages the school students with different
ideas to think in the wake of problem solving and
innovation. Themed as Finding solutions for tomor-
row, today. The challenge is open to Class XI and
XII students of schools across India. 

The participants must provide innovative solu-
tions to achieve for the any one or more of the 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) defined by
the United Nations Development Programme for
the year 2030, to make a difference in the world abd
at national, state, city or community level.

The format of the competition is such that stu-
dents, guided by their teachers and mentors, will

describe, conceptualise, and build on an innovative
idea in selected areas of social importance. Students
can further give shape to their ideas through pro-
totyping and by demonstrate them.

After being sieved through an eminent jury
from renowned organisations and institutions, the
best teams will get awarded with prizes worth `5
lakhs. Along with this, the enthusiastic participants
get to attend workshops on problem-solving and
innovative 21st-century technologies. The partici-
pants can also get incubated JKLU’s Incubation
Centre. 

The University intends this Challenge to also
be a platform to bring to life several ideas and inno-
vation that will transcend this initiative and may well
lead to social and commercial start-ups spurring
community-benefitting entrepreneurship.

PNS n NEW DELHI 

Tata Communications, a leading digital
infrastructure provider, has partnered with

Shanmugha Arts, Science, Technology &
Research Academy (SASTRA), Tamil Nadu, to
fund and establish a cyber security lab at the
university. The aim is to create an ecosystem to
address cyber-security challenges while build-
ing the skills and capabilities for tomorrow.

The new cyber security lab was officially
inaugurated at the university on September 15th,
a day celebrated as Engineer's Day to give a trib-
ute to the renowned Indian Engineer Sir
Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya. 

Through this association, Tata
Communications and SASTRA have built a cur-

riculum in cyber security with a focus on train-
ing, developing and strengthening the practi-
cal application of cyber security, encompassing
the process and technology elements of cyber
threat detection and mitigation.

“This lab will act as a catalyst to spark stu-
dent’s interest in cyber security. The new facil-
ity will help our students gain hands-on knowl-
edge with access to mentors and guest lectur-
ers from senior Tata Communications staff, and
real life case studies on how to mitigate cyber
security risks with the latest cutting edge tech-
nologies. As a result of this launch, we have
already begun to see huge interest among our
graduate and post-graduate students,” Dr
Vaidhyasubramanian, dean – planning and
development, SASTRA said. 

VUE test centre launched

PNS n NEW DELHI 

T
he Flame University, one of the
pioneers in liberal education in

India, has signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) with the
IE University, Spain, to collaborate
on academic and student
initiatives, share best practices and
generate cutting edge research
studies. 

This collaboration, which is
for the period of five years,
comprises of joint educational,
cultural and research activities;
new initiatives, faculty and student
exchange programmes; joint
executive execution programmes
and co-hosted conferences and
academic meets. 

As a part of its international
outreach, Flame University
encourages and funds its faculty to
take part in international

conferences, network with
academics, work on joint research
projects, and hone their
understanding of global best
practices in teaching and research.
It also supports its students
undertaking study, research and
internship with international
institutions and organisations.

María-Eugenia Marín, general
director, International Relations, IE
University, said: “The collaboration
between IE and Flame University is
firmly grounded on a common
vision of the role of higher
education institutions in
developing global leaders equipped
with an entrepreneurial mindset, a
holistic perspective of the world,
and an understanding of the
importance of a life-long learning
journey. We look forward to
developing joint activities that will
showcase these shared values.”

Tie-up on student initiatives

Cyber security lab for varsity
PNS n NEW DELHI 

Pearsons, the world’s learn-
ing company, has

announced the launch of a
new Pearson VUE test centre
which will offer Pearson Test
of English Academic (PTE
Academic) tests in New Delhi.
The establishment of the new
test centre supports Pearson
India’s aim to increase the
reach of PTE Academic cen-
tres across India and offer
easy, local access to a global-
ly-recognised, fast and reliable
English language proficiency
test for immigration and study

abroad opportunities.
PTE Academic is a com-

puter-based language test and
is gaining immense popular-
ity for providing the most
accurate and impartial scoring
results.

To provide test score valid-
ity, all Pearson Professional

Centres use state-of-the-art
and industry-leading security
measures such as incorporat-
ing palm-scanning, secure
paperless results, randomized
test formats and CCTV, there-
by ensuring aspirants test in a
controlled and secure envi-
ronment. 

MANAGEMENT
GETS SPECIFIC
Many BSchools offer niche MBA programmes in AgriBusiness and Energy and
Environment to encourage students gain extensive knowledge and hands-on
experience of a particular field, says DIPEN PAUL

An MBA degree in
AgriBusiness would
give you knowledge

of management,
marketing and

finance in seeds,
grains, pre and

post-harvest and
warehousing

JKLU innovation challenge

Primary Olympiads

PNS n NEW DELHI 

The registration deadline for Primary
Olympiad’s has been set for October 15.

The Olypiad’s Season 9 is scheduled to be held
in India. The exam is designed to help both
students and parents understand the areas of
improvement and national-level academic
preparedness.

Primary Olympiad runs as a national-level
certification programme and competition for
young learners along with their teachers from
Class I – V. The competition has five levels and
the students studying in respective classes can
opt for the respective levels. The Olympiad
consists of Language, Mathematics and Science
sections. The Language Olympiad focuses on
spelling and grammar, Maths Olympiad focus-
es on Arithmetic & Geometry and the Science
Olympiad focuses on science and environ-
mental studies. The last date for registration
is October 15, 2018. 

“In our education system, the National
Level examinations are best held at only X or
XII standard level, which hampers the educa-
tional outcomes. This situation needs to be
addressed urgently, as lack of early trans-
parency eliminates the system’s knack to rec-
tify itself. There are tremendous contentions
among academicians on measuring student’s
learning from younger grades. 

“Some believe that the damage done to
young children through exam stress out-
weighs the benefits of actual learning, and oth-
ers contend that the examination results are
not the actual reflection of true learning,”
Hemant Bisht, National Product Head,
Primary Olympiad, says.

Students enrolled in the Primary Olympiad
receive books as study materials which are

aligned with their school curriculum and
hence can also be utilised as an additional prac-
tice material. 

A teacher’s guide is also provided to the
teachers of the participating schools to enable
them for effective preparation assistance to the
students. A team of master trainers also assist
the teachers of the enrolled schools on teach-
ing methodology and easy ways to understand
the subjects better.

“In parallel to the issue of not having annu-
al exams, students in primary classes are devoid
of exposure to non-academic and in-school
activities as well. While the Government
makes systematic yet gradual progress towards
improving the education system, the approach
that the Non-Profit Organisations have under-
taken is to highlight the above issues and sup-
port the Government initiative by either cre-
ating a content of International standard or
raise their exposure by conducting competi-
tive exams,” Bisht adds.

Winners from each grade will be award-
ed a scholarship of up to `10,000 along with
certificates and recognition. For students not
making it to the finale, in addition to awards,
certificates and recognition, a detailed score
card that analyses their performance in a vari-
ety of competency dimensions is given.
Schools also receive a confidential score card
that shows how the school performed relative
to other schools.

With Alumni bases in over 20 cities and
associations with the best schools, the services
provided are niche in the segment. Successfully
implementing with the State Governments and
public sector undertakings (PSUs) to support
their quality education drive, Primary
Olympiads continuously proves to have a sub-
stantial impact on effective learning.

Mega sports event

PNS n NEW DELHI 

The SRM University,
Delhi-NCR, recently
conducted Samavesh

2018 — the fourth annual
inter-department mega sports
event at the University Sports
Complex, where approxi-
mately 600 students partici-
pated with great zeal and
enthusiasm. After the invoca-
tion and exchange of greet-
ings, Sonia Bathla, assistant
director, Sports, welcomed
the august presence and
emphasised the purpose of
conducting this event. 

Chief guest of the event
Dr P Prakash, vice chancellor,
in his presidential address,
eulogised the efforts of the
Sports Department, and artic-
ulated the fervour and spirit of

the youngsters in participating
the sports with a competitive
spirit. He also praised the
commendable efforts on the
sports activities of the uni-
versity, and added, sports has
become an indispensable and
unavoidable part of human
life. 

The sports event, which
was kick-started on

September 11, had competi-
tions on athletics, basketball,
badminton, chess, cricket,
table tennis, tug of war, vol-
leyball and seven-a-side soc-
cer for both men and women. 

The university depart-
ments were divided into six
teams — CSE Firestones, Dark
Horses,  Legal  Knight,
Spartans, Scorpions, and Fire
Blades who with a competitive
spirit of winning participated
in different sports. 

Dr Prakash gave away the
awards and certificates to the
winners and runner-ups of
competitions organised. The
function was attended by the
registrar, deans and directors,
many senior functionaries of
the university, faculty mem-
bers and students of different
departments. 

Students of SRM University, Delhi-NCR, at an inter-department mega sports event — Samavesh 2018

A big STEP for model schools
PNS n NEW DELHI 

The Sikshana Foundation, in
association with Dell and

the Government of Karnataka,
has launched Sikshana’s
Technology in Education
Programme (STEP) in 57
model schools — Karnataka
Public Schools. As per the
MoU, Dell will be providing
necessary hardware for imple-
mentation of the programme
along with other inputs which
would be developed by
Sikshana Foundation.

STEP aims at motivating
schools to engage and integrate
technology in their daily teach-
ing and learning processes.
The model employs a dual
approach which builds the
basic Information
Communication Technology
skills and 21st-century skills in
students and empowers teach-
ers to leverage technology in
the classrooms in an experi-
ential manner. The same is
enabled through the hardware

provided by Dell and the
offline content package and
other inputs developed by
Sikshana.

STEP was officially
launched by the chief minister
of Karnataka, HD
Kumaraswamy, and Minister
of Education of Karnataka N
Mahesh along with Rudramuni
B, VP and Head, Dell R&D
India Center & Prasanna
Vadayar, CEO, Sikshana
Foundation. As a part of the
association, Dell laptops have
been gifted to the Karnataka
Public Schools to train teach-
ers and the students. 

Rajeev Kapoor, India VP
and CSR Campion at Dell,
said: “Dell is committed to sup-
porting scalable and self-sus-
taining programmes that use
technology to address some of
society's biggest challenges.
Through this partnership, we
aim to help the underprivi-
leged children learn the use of
technology and new-age skills,
thus enabling a brighter future”.



A
s per recently released comprehensive
report on the Ease of Living 2018 (by
Housing and Urban Affairs Ministry of

Government of India), 111 cities across India
were assessed on 79 indicators grouped
under 4 broad parameters — institutional,
social, economic and political. Whatever the
relevance of rankings may be, the report
succeeds in highlighting the fact that we
need to address environmental challenges to
step up in social progress indicators. This
essentially means that we need to structure a
robust and sustainable community that can
combat pressing needs of the populace.

Sustainability, the latest buzzword that
has been dissected by at various conventions

and congregations, is not

an alien concept to the Indian ethos and
culture. India, a country known for its
diversity and contradictions, has been
nurturing a sustainable ecosystem.

In fact, sustainable and environment
friendly practices such as hoarding and
thriftiness have long been an integral
component of the lifestyle and culture of
Indians. Have we ever we paused and
pondered over the core idea of
sustainability? What makes us preserve
certain products over generations, while
discarding some.

Emotional sustainability is a concept that
stems from the value of a product and what
it means to the consumer or end-user.
Sustainability stretches beyond the realm of

going green and a holistic approach to the
subject would indeed include emotional
sustainability as an integral aspect.

Designers by trade are trained to identify
problems, critically analyse and view
situations from multiple perspectives, and
above all use logic, intuition and empathy to
devise impactful solutions. Products with a
heightened probability of emotional
sustainability share the uniqueness of utility
and time spent on the design. They
strategically strike the perfect balance
between aesthetics and functionality. 

In fact, it is important for design
professionals to go beyond products and
systems, sustainable as they may be, and act
on social challenges like increased stress
levels, anxiety, depression and the like. This
can be done by designing innovative
mechanisms that will help inculcate a more
inclusive society. 

Design has a crucial role to play in
furthering the cause of sustainability. Thus,
the need of the hour is to groom the next-
gen designers who can seamlessly adapt
themselves to the demands of the society

and leverage expertise of cross-functional
teams to arrive at environment-friendly
solutions while being sensitive to the social
challenges people battle in the real world.

The time is right for us to internalise
emotional sustainability in a world that is
struggling to drastically reduce carbon
emissions while developing sophisticated
technologies of the future. However, while
doing so, we must respect indigenous
knowledge, cultures and traditional practices
that eventually contribute to sustainable and
equitable development. It is important that
stakeholders of design education in India
take a leaf out of our dynamic Indian culture
and ensure sustainability permeates
effortlessly through the entire design process

rather than seem like an afterthought. We
must build an ecosystem where more and
more consumers establish an emotional
attachment to the product, thereby, reducing
the prospects of it being disposed off.

Sustainable development is a collective
responsibility and therefore, skilled minds
from all facets and holding varied expertise
must brainstorm together towards building
emotionally sustainable communities.
Therefore, design schools must essay their
role as ‘providers’ and build a stimulating
ecosystem that triggers conversations
around sustainable design solutions in the
holistic sense.

— Dr Jitin Chaddha, IIAD founder
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The Villa I Tatti, The
Harvard Centre for Italian
Renaissance Studies invites
applicants for its David and
Julie Tobey Research
Fellowship. The fellowship is
available for international
students.

Eligibility: Applicants
must be conversant in
English and have familiarity
with Italian. At the time of
application, a PhD is
required. Priority will be
given to early and mid-career
scholars. Projects should rep-
resent advanced research in
the Italian Renaissance. The
selection committee aims to
assess the ability of candi-
dates to contribute in a colle-
gial way to the intellectual
life of the Harvard Center.
Short-term Fellowships at I
Tatti can be held only once
and cannot be deferred.
Short-term Fellowships are
intended for scholars who
have not previously held
appointments at I Tatti (with
the exception of Graduate
Fellows). English language
requirements: Applicants
must be fluent in English and
Italian.

How to apply:
Applications can be written
in English or Italian and
must be submitted electroni-
cally by midnight
(Cambridge, MA time) on
November 15, 2018. Scholars

can
apply for only one

fellowship at I Tatti per
academic year.

Application deadline:
November 20, 2018

Manchester Met is mak-
ing a limited number of Vice-
Chancellor scholarships
available, each to the value of
£5,000. These scholarships
are open to international stu-
dents who enroll on a full-
time undergraduate or post-
graduate taught programme.

Eligibility: Must have
accepted an unconditional or
a conditional firm offer for a
course at Manchester
Metropolitan University; If a
student holds a conditional
offer and applies for the
VCInternational Scholarship,
the scholarship can only be
awarded once the offer con-
ditions have been met;
Applicants who defer their
studies will not be eligible for
the 2018/2019 scholarship;
The scholarship award is lim-
ited to UG and PG taught
course applicants only.
Scholarships are only avail-
able for new Manchester
Metropolitan University stu-
dents who are classed as
overseas students and are
required to pay full overseas
tuition fees. English lan-
guage requirements: Must
have IELTS score for under-
graduate 6.0 and for post-
graduate students 6.5.

How to apply: Online
process.

Application deadline:
The deadline for receipt of
applications is October 18.

R
ural management is the study of
planning, organising, directing and
controlling of co-operatives, agri-

business and allied fields. Recently,
there is a lot of talk about rural devel-
opment as it impact on the economic
growth of India. The fact that the
Government is taking part in upgrading
rural sector, by investing huge amounts
for the development of the people living
in rural areas means that there will be
several job opportunities opening up in
the next few years. Hence rural man-
agement as a career has great
prospects. A few more colleges to
study are:
n Institute of Rural Management
(IRM), Jaipur. Course: Post Graduate
Diploma in Rural Marketing
nSri Krishnadevaraya University
Centre for Distance Education,
Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh. Course:
PGD Programme in Rural Development
Management
nKakatiya University School of
Distance Learning and Continuing
Education, Warangal. Course: PGD
Programme in Rural Development
Management
nUniversity of Calcutta: Centre for
Urban Economic Studies, Kolkata.
Course: PGD Programme in Rural
Development Management
nNational Institute of Rural
Development, Hyderabad. Course:
PGD Programme in Rural Development

Management

STUDY CENTRES BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (SALES) AT OSEIO
Location: Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore
Stipend: `2,500-`7,500 per month
Link: internshala.com/i/14415
Application deadline: September 27, 2018

DIGITAL MARKETING AT UBICUE MARKETING
Location: Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore
Stipend: `10,000-`15,000 per month
Link: internshala.com/i/14416
Application deadline: September 27, 2018

DATA ENTRY (MS-EXCEL)
AT FEVER ENTERTAINMENT
Location: Delhi
Stipend: `3,500 per month
Link:
internshala.com/i/14417
Application deadline:  September,
27, 2018

FINANCE AT QUALITY COUNCIL OF
INDIA
Location: Delhi
Stipend: `19,000 per month
Link: internshala.com/i/14418
Application deadline: September 26, 2018

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (SALES) AT
BESTSELLER RETAIL
Location: Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore
Stipend: `8,000 per month
Link: internshala.com/i/14419
Application deadline: September 26, 2018

HUMAN RESOURCES (HR) AT DEN
NETWORKS 
Location: Delhi
Stipend: `6,000 per month
Link: internshala.com/i/14420
Application deadline: October 15, 2018

WEB DEVELOPMENT AT INDIA'S WORLD
CHAMPION ACADEMY
Location: Work From Home
Stipend: `2,000-`7,000 per month
Link: internshala.com/i/14421
Application deadline: September 27, 2018

QUERY: My name is
Sambhavika Garg. My date of
birth is February 23, 1993.
Please suggest the right career
option for me according to
astrology? 

BHATT: You are a Piscean
and the element is Water. Your
ruling planet is Neptune. You are
artistic and this helps you think

o u t - o f - t h e - b ox ,
which will make you
stand out in the
crowd.

Pisceans are
highly sensitive by
nature and try to
maintain equilibrium

between financial goals and ful-
fill their dreams. They are intu-
itive and the metaphysical nature
can lead them into careers in
sales, copywriters, marketing
creative and advertising execu-
tives. You are committed to work
and master the art so that you can
excel in whatever you do. 

Team Leader: Pisceans are
always ready to lend a helping
hand. They are creative beings
and can think out of the box.
Hence the contribution of Pisces
is important to accomplish the
team’s work that makes them
stand out in the crowd making
them excellent leaders.

Artist: You can make a suc-
cessful career in art as you are cre-
ative. You love bringing the vivid
landscapes of your imagination
into material form.

Psychologist: As you are
sensitive by nature, you can sense
the problem of others. Hence, a
career as a psychologist is apt. It’s
difficult for you to keep a nine-
to-five job. Visions and impres-
sions will be helpful for you in
this career, unlike working as an

accountant or
executive. 

You are
also emotional
and intuitive and have
a way with animals as well as peo-
ple. You could really enjoy work-
ing as a trainer, school counselor
or a social worker. Do take care
if you are in an emotionally
intense job. This might prove to
be too heavy for you to handle.

Finance: The Pisceans has
the ability to maintain the prop-
er financial management. Your
stars show that you know the
how to handle finances. Thus,
you can do well in finance relat-
ed job because you never cross
your limit. If you want to make
a career in this sector, you will
do well.

Pharmacist: As per astro-
logical calculation Pisces love to
be around and dispense drugs.
They have a fascination with the
properties and qualities of sub-
stances and their effect on the
human body. Either way they
will make good money, while
using their natural compassion
and concern for others’ well-
being. 

Filmmaker: Pisceans excel
at anything that involves a vivid
imagination. In films they can
create another world. This is
very much what you excel at. 

Physical Therapist: Physical
therapists must embody adapt-
ability and compassion, both of
which is second nature to you.
Thus, in this role you can do well
and the patients will also look
forward to the therapy.

— Vinayak Bhatt is a cosmic
counsellor at Vedic Grace and can be
reached at either pavenues@yahoo.com
and/or info@vedicgrace.com 

FORTUNER/VINAYAK BHATT

A
n education research has found
that Indian students are not
eager to leave their State to go

to college. Google search volumes
show how much more interest there
is in attending colleges in
Rajasthan, Gujarat and Kerala. The
SEMrush study found that there are
about 22,200 Indian Google
searches per month related to
colleges in India. This is followed by
a much smaller number of searches
for colleges in Canada (8,100),
Australia (1,900), Germany (1,300),
the US (1,300) and New Zealand
(1,000). 

The study also discovered, that
colleges are much more popular in
terms of Google searches than
universities. But when it comes to
the last ones, India takes only the
4th place in ranking, following
Germany, Singapore and Canada.
And these choices are pretty
understandable and coincide with
the overall world state of education.

A
shoka University’s Centre for
Entrepreneurship hosted the
inaugural edition of the Ashoka

Pillar Award, to select and award
young talent for their innovative
solutions to tackle the worsening air
quality in India on September 18,
2018 at the campus in Sonepat.

The award creates a platform for
young minds by crowd sourcing
ideas, which then leads to
crowdsourcing funds for the winning
idea, all of which uses the global
network to solve problems for those
living on the margin.

This year entrepreneurs were
asked to propose innovative and
cost-effective solutions for air
pollution. 

HOMELY STUDENTS

ASHOKA PILLAR AWARDS

IN BRIEF

The popular adage, don’t judge
a book by its cover, does not
really hold true in the business

arena. Rather in this highly compet-
itive world, the saying that we suggest
you keep in mind is that you get no
second chances to make a first
impression. Your appearance
becomes the mirror through which
the world looks at you and for any
budding professional looking to
make his mark in the business land-
scape, it is imperative to make it
count from the moment he or she
enters the room. Young profession-
als often look for assistance and ideas
when it comes to personal styling for
either reworking the personal image
or to enhance their personality. So, we
have brought here some of the ideas
on how you can create the right
impact in the professional world
with your work wear.

Dress the image you want to
portray: The dress that you put on
depicts the image that you want to
portray and the fact that you need to
dress for the occasion rings true in
this scenario. For instance, imagine
a situation where you are addressing
a group of young and driven team
members and you want them to feel
that you are one of them rather than
someone they need to cower from.
However, when you are going for the
board meeting with the CEOs of
companies, go for sharp suits that
symbolize power dressing.

Leverage your persona: The
attire that you wear should speak for
yourself and not suppress who you
are. Make your unique allowances for
the context but also ensure that you
put in elements that stand out. For
instance, the men need not always
stick to black suits and they can
always explore the possibilities of light
grey, navy, charcoal, and brown with
ties in interesting patterns. Women
can make even fuchsia suits work if
they pair it up with the right acces-
sories.

Create a subtle and refined
statement: Making a refined and sub-
tle statement is essential when you are
deciding on your workwear. When
choosing the right attire for the cor-
porate world, it is important to
understand the cultural undertones,
and especially so, when you are

meeting the associates from different
backgrounds. The things that are
appropriate to you in your culture
might not be taken in its right sense
by a person from a different cultur-
al background. In some cultures,
going for a casual dress to a workplace
is taken as an insult and so, keep in
mind your routine for the day when
you select your attire. A good exam-
ple of making a subtle statement is the
wearing of the colour white by the
politicians as it is a neutral shade that
denotes trust.

Spend on the essentials: There
is no excuse for wearing non-ironed
and ill-fitting clothes to the office. If
you want to dress to make an impact,
we suggest that you build up the
wardrobe one piece at a time. You can
wait for the sale and get genuine
products to last you for years. You can
get two to three bespoke suits in clas-
sic colours, comfortable and smart
shoes, and if you are a lady, definite-
ly go for a good leather bag. Besides,
spending money on a good watch is
always a great idea.

Ask for assistance or advice: We
can assure you that every new entre-
preneur or new joiner in the office
ends up making a few mistakes
when it comes to selecting work wear.
There is nothing to feel shameful
about in looking for some assistance
and advice. If you are a new entre-
preneur, you can take a cue from the
other people in your field of work and
if you are a new employee, take point-
ers from your seniors and colleagues
to know what should be your attire.

Professionalism

on your sleeve

Dr Kulneet Suri
Senior Director, IMS, Noida

The IT sector is evolving at a rapid pace
with the advent of cutting-edge tech-
nologies like Artificial Intelligence,

Internet-of-Things and Blockchain. Such
technologies have automated countless busi-
ness operations transforming the tradition-
al business landscape into modern. IT com-
panies now realising the need for educated,
dynamic, and young IT talents who can get
the firm hold of every nut and bolt of indus-
try requirements and accordingly cater to
them.

For businesses, acquisition of new clients
epitomises the need for ingenious recruit-
ment. As the client base expands with one
step, the urge for talent recruitment doubles
up to pacify the business growth. However,
IT staffing trends are also changing, making
it important for both companies and job seek-
ers to stay aligned with. Companies no longer
intend to entertain the long-term employees
who are unable to upgrade their skill sets in
the volatile environment. What skills and
expertise an employee possesses might
become outdated with ultra-modern devel-
opments. This has given rise to increasing
demand for contract-based jobs. 

Social Networking
Over the years, it has been observed that

a majority of the businesses rely on their exist-
ing clients and employees for revenue gen-
eration. As tapping on potential job seekers
and expanding the client base is a tough job,
businesses prioritise it less in their business
growth strategy. Instead, they choose to train
the existing employees for advanced roles
regardless of the investments it would call for.

Ideally, SMBs and MSMEs must focus on
recruiting the skilled candidates capable of
managing the innovative projects, expand-
ing the client base and eventually boosting
the business growth. For this, they must work
hard on brand-building and promotion to
ensure the greater visibility for both clients
and the job-seekers in the niche market.
Social media and professional platforms are
proven effective tools for brand management
and market the vacancies. Extensive net-
working is the trend in IT staffing industry. 

Flexible Staffing
Many firms juggle with recruiting and

terminating the full-time employees.
Recruiting full-time employees is, no doubt,
expensive for every organisation. But, the
expenses are truly paid off when the new tal-
ent (full-time or temporary) leads the busi-
ness innovation and uplifts the growth of the
company. Since the world runs on uncer-
tainty and ideating before which employee
would be a misfit is impractical, the staffing
companies are embracing flexible-staffing
model with open hands. Flexible staffing
enables the organisations to hire the candi-
dates on the basis of workload and projects.
It saves the company both time and costs of
initiating the recruitment process.

Passive candidates
The best of IT talents are employed in

the industry. While there are innumerable
employed people who are satisfied with their
jobs, the majority of them would not miss
the new and profitable opportunities. Such

candidates are called passive candidates who
may not be actively searching for new
avenues, but if sought after, can avail the offer.
Hiring passive candidates with exciting
compensation packages encourages them to
work more dedicatedly. Unluckily, the thriv-
ing IT firms lack sufficient time to skim
through the pool of talent and spot the pas-
sive candidates. However, passive staffing is
becoming the first choice for many busi-
nesses as the experienced job seekers need
lesser time and efforts to get trained while
working with a new firm.

Challenges
Lack of skilled and loyal candidates:

One of the biggest challenges that IT indus-
try faces is the inadequate staffing and dis-
loyalty of skilled resources. A lot of times,
despite hiring more and more resources the
output produced are disappointing for the
companies. The ones who are not fit for the
job role in terms of skills and expertise are
kicked off by the companies themselves.
Those who are accomplished in work are
often found unable to stick to the company
Disloyalty of skilled workforce often become
the primary reasons for companies hiring
again and again for the same job positions.

Employee retention strategies: A
CareerBuilder study and Sologig.com study
highlighted the fact that nearly 34% of the
total hiring firms are concerned with small
team size and retention of existing employ-
ees. They fear of being used as a stepping
stone by the existing employees to grab the
better career opportunities. This not only
reduces the team size but also disrupts work.

Thus, companies must devise actionable and
effective employee retention strategies.

Changing role of HR as a marketer:
The upshots of rising social media popularity,
IT companies are creating a competitive
environment to get hands on the tech-savvy
candidates. Instead of posting jobs on por-
tals, recruiters have to master marketing and
advertising skills to lure the qualified and
experienced candidates. They should know
how to reach the target candidates.

Standing distinct and high in the
market: Long past the days when recruiters
used to have a myriad of candidates CVs and
they had to choose one from many. Now, the
privilege has been shifted to well-informed
candidates. Being young, talented and expe-
rienced, the candidates have excellent job
offers in hand. Calling it a candidate-driven
market, companies must strive to emerge as
the distinctive firm where the candidates will
want to work. For this, HR teams must focus
on work culture, work space and the work-
load. 

The IT industry holds uncountable
opportunities for both job seekers and the
staffing firms. The expectations, expertise,
and experience that both parties require
should match suitably for mutual growth.
Where companies should identify and hire
the potential candidates, the candidates
should also stay loyal to the company by
being a good resource. Companies should
come up with retaining strategies by creat-
ing a cordial work environment, whereas,
employees should focus and contribute sig-
nificantly to the companies’ growth. 
The writer is senior vice-president global professional

services firm Judge Group

The IT sector is evolving at a rapid pace with the advent of cutting-edge technologies. Hence, there is a
need for young and dynamic talent, says ABHISHEK AGARWAL

In the corporate world, it is important to
dress appropriately to make an
impression, says DR KULNEET SURI

Go for ITGo for IT
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B U S I N E S S  C O R N E R
STOCK INVESTORS LOSE `2.72L CR IN TWO DAYS OF
MARKET FALL

New Delhi: Stock investors became poorer by `2.72 lakh crore in
two days of market fall which saw the BSE benchmark index diving
almost 800 points. Market benchmark BSE Sensex Tuesday tumbled
by about 295 points or 0.78 per cent to close at 37,290.67 due to increas-
ing crude oil prices and mounting trade tension. It had lost 505.13 points
or 1.33 per cent on Monday as rupee woes and trade war worries
spooked investors. Led by the sharp fall in stocks, the market capi-
talisation (m-cap) of BSE-listed companies plunged `2,72,549.15 crore
to Rs 1,53,64,470 crore since Friday. “Selling pressure increased on the
bourses due to spike in oil prices,” said Vinod Nair, Head of Research,
Geojit Financial Services Ltd.  Flaring up of trade tariff tensions between
the US and China and weakness in the rupee have also added to weak
investor sentiment. From the 30-share basket, 24 stocks ended with
losses led by SBI, Tata Motors, Bajaj Auto and Axis Bank.  At the BSE,
1,805 stocks declined, while 881 advanced and 162 remained
unchanged Tuesday. As many as 140 stocks hit their respective 52-week
low levels. 

RBI PENALISES 2 UP-BASED COOPERATIVE BANKS
Mumbai: Reserve Bank of India Tuesday said it has imposed Rs

2 lakh penalty on National Sahkari Bank, Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh
for violation of Know Your Customer (KYC) norms. Besides, a penal-
ty of `2 lakh too has been slapped on National Urban Co-operative
Bank, Bahraich (Uttar Pradesh) for non-filing of a return on asset and
liabilities. “The Reserve Bank of India has imposed a monetary penal-
ty of `2,00,000 on National Sahkari Bank Ltd, Gorakhpur, Uttar
Pradesh...for violation of RBI Instructions/Guidelines on Know Your
Customer Norms,” the central bank said in a statement. Earlier, the
RBI had issued a show cause notice to the bank, in response to which
the bank had submitted a written reply. After considering the facts of
the case, the RBI came to the conclusion that the violations were sub-
stantiated and warranted imposition of penalty. 

INDIAN HOTELS CO INKS PACT FOR NEW TAJ HOTEL IN DUBAI
New Delhi: Tata group’s hospitality arm Indian Hotels Company

Ltd (IHCL) said Tuesday it has inked a partnership with Ithra Dubai
LLC for a new Taj hotel at the Deira Creek in Dubai. Ithra Dubai LLC
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Investment Corporation of Dubai
(ICD). “The Middle East is a significant market for IHCL. We are hon-
oured to partner with Ithra Dubai for this new hotel in Deira - the
historical and cultural centre of Dubai,” IHCL MD and CEO Puneet
Chhatwal said in a statement. The new Taj hotel is a greenfield pro-
ject slated to open in early 2022 and would be part of Deira Waterfront
Development.

Market rout continues as US-China 

PTI n MUMBAI

The BSE benchmark Sensex
Tuesday tumbled by about

295 points to close at an over
one-month low of 37,290.67 due
to hectic selling in realty, PSU,
power and banking counters
amid flaring up of trade tariff
tensions between the US and
China and weakness in the
rupee. The broader Nifty also
cracked below the 11,300-mark.

The domestic currency after
remaining range-bound was
quoting lower by 27 paise at
72.78 (intra-day) against the US
dollar in late afternoon trade.

Market sentiments were

further dampened after US
President Donald Trump
Monday announced imposi-
tion of new tariffs on an addi-
tional USD 200 billion worth of
imports from China, escalating
the trade war with the Asian
giant. Alleging that China has
been unwilling to change its

unfair trade practices, Trump
said the new additional tariff
structure would be effective
September 24 from when it
would be at 10 per cent until the
year end, but would increase to
25 per cent level from January
1. The 30-share Sensex opened
on a somewhat better note at
37,660.19 and advanced to
touch a high of 37,745.44 but
turned choppy and hit a low of
37,242.85 as selling pressure
gathered momentum towards
the fag-end, before settling
294.84 points, or 0.78 per cent,
down at 37,290.67. This is the
lowest closing since August 2
when it had settled at 37,165.16.

It had lost 505.13 points on
Monday as rupee woes and
trade war worries spooked
investors despite the govern-
ment announcing measures to
stem a steep fall in the domes-
tic currency. Also, the 50-share
NSE Nifty plunged 98.65 points,
or 0.87 per cent, to end at
11,278.90. During the session, it
moved between 11,411.45 and
11,268.95. Domestic institu-
tional investors (DIIs) sold
shares worth `180.36 crore,
while foreign portfolio investors
(FPIs) also offloaded shares to
the tune of `106.54 crore on
Monday, provisional data
showed. 

trade war intensifies; Re woes worsen 

Govt eyes record 285.2 MT
foodgrain output in ’18-’19
PTI n NEW DELHI

The government has set a target of record 285.2 mil-
lion tonne (MT) foodgrain production in the 2018-

19 crop year despite deficit rains so far this monsoon.
India harvested a record 284.83 MT of foodgrain in the
2017-18 crop year (July-June). The target for 2018-19 crop
year was set at a conference called today for preparing
strategies for Rabi (winter-sown) crop.

“Despite patchy monsoon rains, we are expecting
higher production in Kharif season,” Minister of State for
Agriculture Parshottam Rupala said at the conference
here. 

Harvesting of Kharif (summer-sown) crops will begin
from end of this month and sowing of Rabi crops will
start thereafter.

As per the India Meteorological Department (IMD),
rain deficit in the current monsoon season beginning June
is 9 per cent below the normal. According to a senior agri-
culture ministry official, the target for rice has been set
at 113 MT in 2018-19 crop year as against record 112.91
MT last year. Wheat output target has been set at 100 MT
from record 99.7 MT in 2017-18. 

The Centre has set a target of 46.7 MT of coarse cere-
als production as against 46.99 MT last crop year. Pulses
production target has been kept at 25 MT from an all-
time high output of 25.23 MT in 2017-18. Among non-
foodgrain crops, the target of oilseeds has been fixed at
36 MT from 31.31 MT in the 2017-18 crop year. 

Cotton production target has been fixed at 35.5 mil-
lion bales (170 kg each) while that of sugarcane at 355
MT. In the last crop year, cotton production stood at 34.89
million bales (of 170 kg each) and sugarcane at 376.91
MT. At the conference, Agriculture Secretary S K
Pattanayak said the government has set a target of dou-
bling farmers' income by 2022. He highlighted the steps
taken by the government in the last four years to achieve
this target.

Talking about the new procurement policy
announced by the government last week, the secretary
said states and private players have an important role to
play in the new scheme while the FCI and cooperative
NAFED would continue to procure foodgrain. 

SBI to sell 8 NPAs to recover dues 

PTI n NEW DELHI

The country’s largest lender
State Bank of India will sell

eight non-performing assets
to recover dues worth over Rs
3,900 crore and has invited bids
from asset reconstruction com-
panies (ARCs) and financial
institutions (FIs).

“In terms of the bank's
revised policy on sale of finan-
cial assets in line with the reg-
ulatory guidelines, we place
these accounts for sale to
ARCs/banks/NBFCs/FIs, on
the terms and conditions indi-

cated,” the bank said in the bid
document on its website.

Of the eight accounts on
the block, Kolkata-based Rohit
Ferro Tech has the highest
loan outstanding against it at
`1,320.37 crore, followed by
Indian Steel Corporation Ltd at
`928.97 crore; Jai Balaji
Industries at Rs 859.33 crore
and Mahalaxmi TMT Pvt Ltd
at `409.78 crore.

The remaining accounts
belong to Impex Ferro Tech
(`200.67 crore), Kohinoor Steel
Pvt Ltd (Rs 110.17 crore),
Modern India Concast (Rs

71.16 crore) and Ballarpur
Industries (`47.17 crore).

SBI has asked the interest-
ed ARCs/FIs to conduct the
due diligence of these assets
with immediate effect after
submitting expression of inter-
est and executing a non-dis-
closure agreement with the
bank. The e-bidding for these
accounts will take place on
September 26.

Earlier in August, the
lender had put two non-per-
forming assets (NPAs) worth
Rs 2,490  crore for sale to
ARCs/FIs.

The two accounts on sale
were — Bombay Rayon
Fashions Ltd which owed
`2,260.79 crore to the bank.
The second account, Shivam
Dhatu Udyog Pvt Ltd, had to
repay `229.32 crore.

In April, SBI had invited
bids to sell 12 sour accounts to
recover dues worth `848.54
crore. SBI’s gross NPAs rose to
10.69 per cent of the total
advances at the end of June this
year, as against 9.97 per cent a
year ago. In value terms, they
increased to `2,12,840 crore,
from `1,88,068 crore.

Market sentiments
were further

dampened after
Donald Trump on

Monday announced
imposition of new
tariffs on imports

from China

Script Last Abs Change
Traded Price Change %
3MINDIA 25416.45 192.75 0.76
8KMILES 248.85 -13.05 -4.98
AARTIIND 1311.75 -25.35 -1.9
ABB 1441.3 -3.35 -0.23
ABBOTINDIA 8426 -20.25 -0.24
ABFRL 188.05 -2.45 -1.29
ACC 1569.8 -15.1 -0.95
ADANIPORTS 377.55 -3.9 -1.02
ADANIPOWER 29.55 -1.05 -3.43
ADANITRANS 183.05 -3.75 -2.01
ADVENZYMES 207.75 -0.1 -0.05
AEGISLOG 216.8 2.65 1.24
AIAENG 1745.3 -13.25 -0.75
AJANTPHARM 1187.6 -18.15 -1.51
AKZOINDIA 1709.7 -4.4 -0.26
ALBK 39.85 -0.8 -1.97
ALKEM 2035.3 -38.15 -1.84
ALLCARGO 112.2 -2.25 -1.97
AMARAJABAT 788.7 5.15 0.66
AMBUJACEM 223.35 -2.4 -1.06
ANDHRABANK 30.85 -1.65 -5.08
APARINDS 630 0.4 0.06
APLAPOLLO 1533.45 -21.55 -1.39
APLLTD 632.05 -10.55 -1.64
APOLLOHOSP 1120 -1.15 -0.1
APOLLOTYRE 238.7 -4.7 -1.93
ARVIND 383.3 -5.45 -1.4
ASAHIINDIA 331.55 -6.4 -1.89
ASHOKA 116 0.85 0.74
ASHOKLEY 126.4 -1.05 -0.82
ASIANPAINT 1291.15 -14.15 -1.08
ASTRAL 1089.6 -18.2 -1.64
ATUL 3205.55 -24.85 -0.77
AUBANK 673.95 -8.6 -1.26
AUROPHARMA 776.6 -13.3 -1.68
AVANTI 454.7 -9.9 -2.13
AXISBANK 608.45 -17.6 -2.81
BAJAJ-AUTO 2775.9 -81.2 -2.84
BAJAJCORP 456.65 30.6 7.18
BAJAJELEC 530.75 -11.35 -2.09

BAJAJFINSV 6507 -47.15 -0.72
BAJAJHLDNG 3068.75 -29.2 -0.94
BAJFINANCE 2570.25 -35.7 -1.37
BALKRISIND 1128.6 -12.6 -1.1
BALMLAWRIE 204.5 -0.05 -0.02
BALRAMCHIN 84.9 -10.85 -11.33
BANKBARODA 113.45 -21.65 -16.03
BANKINDIA 89.7 -3.65 -3.91
BASF 1856.3 -25.95 -1.38
BATAINDIA 1003.05 7.25 0.73
BAYERCROP 4349.5 -44.25 -1.01
BBTC 1674.9 6.05 0.36
BEL 83.85 -3.25 -3.73
BEML 748.3 -21 -2.73
BERGEPAINT 299.1 -5.25 -1.72
BHARATFIN 1144.65 -14.75 -1.27
BHARATFORG 629.85 -23.9 -3.66
BHARTIARTL 373.55 -8.85 -2.31
BHEL 73.7 -2.4 -3.15
BIOCON 677.55 21.5 3.28
BIRLACORPN 711.4 9.3 1.32
BLISSGVS 184.8 2.4 1.32
BLUEDART 3127.95 -45.5 -1.43
BLUESTARCO 650 -10.95 -1.66
BOMDYEING 237.45 -5.5 -2.26
BOSCHLTD 20736.65 -240.75 -1.15
BPCL 354.95 -9.3 -2.55
BRITANNIA 6060.8 32.35 0.54
CADILAHC 407.4 -5.45 -1.32
CANBK 246.95 -20.5 -7.66
CANFINHOME 311.05 -11.95 -3.7
CAPF 594 -6.2 -1.03
CAPPL 494.7 -10.55 -2.09
CARBORUNIV 377.25 -2.25 -0.59
CARERATING 1264.4 -1 -0.08
CASTROLIND 152.75 -3.3 -2.11
CCL 271.25 6.25 2.36
CEATLTD 1343.35 -27.2 -1.98
CENTRALBK 65.95 -1.35 -2.01
CENTRUM 45.25 -1.25 -2.69
CENTURYPLY 205.45 -5.9 -2.79
CENTURYTEX 904.55 -22.15 -2.39
CERA 2575.4 -9.05 -0.35
CESC 981.65 -17.35 -1.74
CGPOWER 53.2 -1.5 -2.74
CHAMBLFERT 161.8 1 0.62

CHENNPETRO 287.9 -14.65 -4.84
CHOLAFIN 1318.2 3.6 0.27
CIPLA 662.25 -0.75 -0.11
COALINDIA 273.45 -1.35 -0.49
COCHINSHIP 412.55 -8 -1.9
COFFEEDAY 310.15 2.45 0.8
COLPAL 1117.65 6.65 0.6
CONCOR 614.5 -21.1 -3.32
COROMANDEL 403.7 -6.7 -1.63
CORPBANK 28.3 1.65 6.19
COX&KINGS 215.3 -1.6 -0.74
CRISIL 1740.1 -7.45 -0.43
CROMPTON 227.3 6.55 2.97
CUB 179.35 -3.1 -1.7
CUMMINSIND 718.5 -19.55 -2.65
CYIENT 705 -27.5 -3.75
DABUR 469.5 9.6 2.09
DALMIABHA 2579.15 -59.5 -2.25
DBCORP 216.05 -1.4 -0.64
DBL 747.95 -8.65 -1.14
DCBBANK 165.3 -1.05 -0.63
DCMSHRIRAM* 422.65 7.2 1.73
DEEPAKFERT 245.7 4.65 1.93
DEEPAKNI 268.5 1 0.37
DELTACORP 242.25 -17.6 -6.77
DENABANK 19.1 3.15 19.75
DHANUKA 537.7 4.4 0.83
DHFL 611.05 0.85 0.14
DISHTV 65.85 -1.15 -1.72
DIVISLAB 1381.25 17.5 1.28
DLF 202.85 -10.15 -4.77
DMART 1535.6 13.9 0.91
DRREDDY 2586.95 17.55 0.68
ECLERX 1118 -53.2 -4.54
EDELWEISS 259.05 -8.05 -3.01
EICHERMOT 28910.6 -756.45 -2.55
EIDPARRY 234.4 -2.05 -0.87
EIHOTEL 161.35 -1.8 -1.1
ELGIEQUIP 282.9 -5.25 -1.82
EMAMILTD 544.05 -3.8 -0.69
ENDURANCE 1384.85 -46.75 -3.27
ENGINERSIN 128.6 -7.45 -5.48

ENIL 650 11.55 1.81
EQUITAS 140.15 -4.3 -2.98
ERIS 737.7 -28.4 -3.71
ESCORTS 760.65 -16.6 -2.14
ESSELPRO 113.75 -0.4 -0.35
EVEREADY 230.9 -1.55 -0.67
EXIDEIND 269.05 -1.2 -0.44
FCONSUMER 47.1 -1.65 -3.38
FDC 242.45 -0.5 -0.21
FEDERALBNK 75.3 -2.4 -3.09
FINCABLES 543.05 -4.65 -0.85
FINOLEXIND 572.6 -3.45 -0.6
FLFL 415.55 4.3 1.05
FORBESCO 2481.3 -70.7 -2.77
FORCEMOT 2201.85 -26.85 -1.2
FORTIS 141.85 -3 -2.07
FRETAIL 538.55 -15.05 -2.72
FSL 72.1 -1.8 -2.44
GAIL 374.7 2.2 0.59
GDL 166.45 -0.6 -0.36
GEPIL 735.35 -8.5 -1.14
GESHIP 294.4 -2.45 -0.83
GET&D 282.4 4.15 1.49
GHCL 251.05 -1.8 -0.71
GICHSGFIN 302.6 -4.25 -1.39
GICRE 354.3 7.65 2.21
GILLETTE 6848.05 6.4 0.09
GLAXO 1661.9 -41.9 -2.46
GLENMARK 681.1 1.45 0.21
GMDCLTD 112 -1.6 -1.41
GMRINFRA 17.7 -0.8 -4.32
GNFC 399.6 4.45 1.13
GODFRYPHLP 924.35 -40.25 -4.17
GODREJAGRO 564.3 -14.6 -2.52
GODREJCP 859.3 5.65 0.66
GODREJIND 567.65 -9.35 -1.62
GODREJPROP 639.85 -14.95 -2.28
GPPL 104.45 -2.9 -2.7
GRANULES 111.6 -5.1 -4.37
GRAPHITE 985.8 -6.3 -0.64
GRASIM 1067.2 5.35 0.5
GREAVESCOT 156.6 -0.65 -0.41
GREENPLY 187.7 -2.85 -1.5
GRINDWELL 516.55 -6.3 -1.2
GRUH 330.65 0.05 0.02
GSFC 111.75 -2.4 -2.1

GSKCONS 7590.75 -3.5 -0.05
GSPL 179.4 -0.25 -0.14
GUJALKALI 603.9 22.8 3.92
GUJFLUORO 848.35 8.45 1.01
GUJGAS 708.9 -9.7 -1.35
GULFOILLUB 761.9 -10.15 -1.31
HATSUN 731.5 0.65 0.09
HAVELLS 647.1 -19.15 -2.87
HCC 14.2 -1.1 -7.19
HCLTECH 1082.2 4 0.37
HDFC 1856.15 -22.45 -1.2
HDFCBANK 1993.35 0.9 0.05
HDFCLIFE 409.65 -3.2 -0.78
HDIL 29.15 -1.1 -3.64
HEG 3990.2 -19.5 -0.49
HEIDELBERG 157.65 -1.75 -1.1
HERITGFOOD 569.1 -0.7 -0.12
HEROMOTOCO 3111.65 -20.55 -0.66
HEXAWARE 462.35 -2.7 -0.58
HFCL 22.25 -0.75 -3.26
HIMATSEIDE 267.05 -4.7 -1.73
HINDALCO 234.25 -7.3 -3.02
HINDCOPPER 60.8 0.3 0.5
HINDPETRO 249.65 -8 -3.1
HINDUNILVR 1666.15 62.1 3.87
HINDZINC 297.5 -1.1 -0.37
HSCL 122.05 -3.4 -2.71
HSIL 296.4 -3.65 -1.22
HUDCO 55.55 -0.8 -1.42
IBREALEST 144.4 -5.9 -3.93
IBULHSGFIN 1162.5 -37.7 -3.14
IBVENTURES 730.7 1.65 0.23
ICICIBANK 318.7 -6.75 -2.07
ICICIGI 872.1 -12.5 -1.41
ICICIPRULI 358.55 -5.9 -1.62
ICIL 75.8 -3.35 -4.23
ICRA 3667.2 -28.75 -0.78
IDBI 56.25 -1.75 -3.02
IDEA 46.2 -1.45 -3.04
IDFC 49.05 -0.95 -1.9
IDFCBANK 43.8 -0.5 -1.13
IEX 1696 5.3 0.31
IFBIND 1106.2 11.15 1.02
IFCI 15.3 -0.4 -2.55
IGL 261.05 -9.35 -3.46
IL&FSTRANS 25.05 -2.2 -8.07
INDHOTEL 128.5 -1.2 -0.93
INDIACEM 114.25 -5.75 -4.79
INDIANB 292.55 -26.6 -8.33
INDIGO 861.5 -28.2 -3.17
INDUSINDBK 1861.45 -15.85 -0.84
INFIBEAM 237.55 -1.65 -0.69
INFRATEL 266.95 -0.45 -0.17
INFY 719.15 -7.4 -1.02
INOXLEISUR 234.6 -0.7 -0.3
INOXWIND 102.2 -2.25 -2.15
INTELLECT 258.85 -13.25 -4.87
IOB 15.4 0.75 5.12
IOC 152.6 -3.9 -2.49
IPCALAB 768.1 5.3 0.69
IRB 171.6 -2.6 -1.49
ISGEC 5850.55 -88.7 -1.49
ITC 302.6 0.7 0.23
ITDC 384.5 -3.1 -0.8
ITDCEM 134.55 -1.2 -0.88
ITI 97.6 -1 -1.01
J&KBANK 53.25 0.05 0.09
JAGRAN 119.1 -1.85 -1.53
JAICORPLTD 146.5 -4.4 -2.92
JAMNAAUTO 82 0.05 0.06
JBCHEPHARM 324.55 -11.1 -3.31
JCHAC 1810.9 -52.6 -2.82
JETAIRWAYS 253.55 -10.6 -4.01
JINDALSAW 93.45 -3.55 -3.66
JINDALSTEL 229.4 -8.6 -3.61

JISLJALEQS 80.1 -3.05 -3.67
JKCEMENT 791.45 2.75 0.35
JKIL 245.55 -7.25 -2.87
JKLAKSHMI 310.7 -1.6 -0.51
JKTYRE 114.35 -1.5 -1.29
JMFINANCIL 106 -3.7 -3.37
JPASSOCIAT 9.8 -0.42 -4.11
JSL 65.9 -3.45 -4.97
JSLHISAR 138.65 -11.35 -7.57
JSWENERGY 69.5 -0.05 -0.07
JSWSTEEL 406.7 -4.35 -1.06
JUBILANT 773.2 -15.85 -2.01
JUBLFOOD 1386.2 32.2 2.38
JUSTDIAL 493.05 -32.6 -6.2
JYOTHYLAB 214.1 10.6 5.21
KAJARIACER 427.95 -5.65 -1.3
KALPATPOWR 327.8 2.85 0.88
KANSAINER 471.8 -1.15 -0.24
KEC 303 -0.3 -0.1
KEI 377.9 -13.2 -3.38
KIRLOSENG 254.75 -3.85 -1.49
KNRCON 199.35 -4.3 -2.11
KOTAKBANK 1216.25 -13.65 -1.11
KPIT 299.05 -3.65 -1.21
KPRMILL 680.85 -4.8 -0.7
KRBL 383.9 2.05 0.54
KSCL 618.65 -25.7 -3.99
KTKBANK 113.7 -1.95 -1.69
KWALITY 18.8 -0.7 -3.59
L&TFH 150.7 -5.35 -3.43
LAKSHVILAS 92.9 -1.05 -1.12
LALPATHLAB 959.05 -13.2 -1.36
LAOPALA 233.55 -0.8 -0.34
LAURUSLABS 435.05 -3.8 -0.87
LAXMIMACH 7019.95 -50.15 -0.71
LICHSGFIN 466.35 -10.7 -2.24
LINDEINDIA 418.65 -15.9 -3.66
LT 1328.7 -15.55 -1.16
LTI 1846.25 -16.85 -0.9
LTTS 1700.35 18.95 1.13
LUPIN 929.7 -19.05 -2.01
LUXIND 1846.15 -20.15 -1.08
M&M 947.3 0.1 0.01
M&MFIN 443.2 1.2 0.27
MAGMA 132.05 -4 -2.94
MAHABANK 12.78 0.12 0.95
MAHINDCIE 276.4 -5.35 -1.9
MAHLIFE 471.85 2.2 0.47
MANAPPURAM 83.75 -1.2 -1.41
MANPASAND 129.95 -6.55 -4.8
MARICO 344.45 1 0.29
MARUTI 8400.1 -133.4 -1.56
MAXINDIA 81.15 -3.45 -4.08
MCX 783 -28.05 -3.46
MEGH 88.6 0.05 0.06
MFSL 461.95 -12.65 -2.67
MGL 837.4 -5.35 -0.63
MHRIL 242.65 -2.35 -0.96
MINDACORP 151.3 1.55 1.04
MINDAIND 386.05 -6.65 -1.69
MINDTREE 1145.65 -6 -0.52
MMTC 32.7 1.25 3.97
MOIL 189.9 -6.8 -3.46
MONSANTO 3014 -114.55 -3.66
MOTHERSUMI 286.4 -1.15 -0.4
MOTILALOFS 773.45 -9.4 -1.2
MPHASIS 1213.65 -11.25 -0.92
MRF 68811.05 -943.7 -1.35
MRPL 73.65 -4.95 -6.3
MUTHOOTFIN 443.5 -5.7 -1.27
NATCOPHARM 798 -15.35 -1.89
NATIONALUM 68 -1.95 -2.79
NAUKRI 1534.55 -37.6 -2.39
NAVINFLUOR 728.75 -9.9 -1.34
NAVKARCORP 102.65 -3.2 -3.02

NAVNETEDUL 120.6 -2.45 -1.99
NBCC 67.05 -1.45 -2.12
NBVENTURES 130.55 -4.75 -3.51
NCC 88.6 -3.05 -3.33
NESTLEIND 10280.25 114.75 1.13
NETWORK18 52.6 -2.1 -3.84
NH 250.85 -1.1 -0.44
NHPC 24.3 -0.35 -1.42
NIACL 248.8 -1.2 -0.48
NIITTECH 1307.65 -35.7 -2.66
NILKAMAL 1804.35 -14.45 -0.79
NLCINDIA 69.9 -2.55 -3.52
NMDC 118.8 -1.75 -1.45
NOCIL 163.5 -3.15 -1.89
NTPC 169.7 -2.9 -1.68
OBEROIRLTY 459.5 -8.75 -1.87
OFSS 4261.85 -241.2 -5.36
OIL 207.55 1.7 0.83
OMAXE 218.75 -0.6 -0.27
ONGC 173.35 1.6 0.93
ORIENTBANK 73.05 -3.15 -4.13
ORIENTCEM 104.65 -2.85 -2.65
PAGEIND 32792.95 -235.1 -0.71
PARAGMILK 273.9 -9.5 -3.35
PCJEWELLER 81.15 -2.5 -2.99
PEL 2929.35 -31.7 -1.07
PERSISTENT 833.15 -15.9 -1.87
PETRONET 231.3 -6.45 -2.71
PFC 82.1 -2.8 -3.3
PFIZER 3310.75 -138.8 -4.02
PFS 16.8 -0.8 -4.55
PGHH 9849.75 -74.8 -0.75
PHILIPCARB 227.65 -5.1 -2.19
PHOENIXLTD 592.7 -10.95 -1.81
PIDILITIND 1114.85 3.65 0.33
PIIND 772.9 -1.75 -0.23
PNB 79.3 -3.7 -4.46
PNBHOUSING 1246.65 -34.2 -2.67
PNCINFRA 154.3 -7.05 -4.37
POWERGRID 198.65 -2.85 -1.41
PRESTIGE 232.15 -7.85 -3.27
PRSMJOHNSN 103.35 -3.35 -3.14

PTC 81.6 -2.1 -2.51
PVR 1340.15 -57.8 -4.13
QUESS 887 -26.5 -2.9
RADICO 406 -3.55 -0.87
RAIN 194 -1.3 -0.67
RAJESHEXPO 728.55 6.9 0.96
RALLIS 198.05 -4.9 -2.41
RAMCOCEM 642.8 -2.95 -0.46
RATNAMANI 881.8 2.8 0.32
RAYMOND 785.2 -12.9 -1.62
RBLBANK 595.3 -1.25 -0.21
RCF 70.25 -2.1 -2.9
RCOM 16.15 -1.05 -6.1
RECLTD 111.25 -2.95 -2.58
REDINGTON 104.2 -2.7 -2.53
RELAXO 839.9 -5.95 -0.7
RELCAPITAL 392.1 -17.85 -4.35
RELIANCE 1217.2 -9.05 -0.74
RELINFRA 427.9 -19.3 -4.32
REPCOHOME 510.45 -19.1 -3.61
RNAM 214.15 -5.35 -2.44
RNAVAL 14.7 -0.25 -1.67
RPOWER 33.35 -1.55 -4.44
SADBHAV 265.75 -2 -0.75
SAIL 76.05 -2.05 -2.62
SANOFI 6425.9 -99.35 -1.52
SBILIFE 623.05 -22 -3.41
SBIN 274 -11.6 -4.06
SCHAEFFLER 5476.9 -11.65 -0.21
SCHNEIDER 125.35 -0.1 -0.08
SCI 50.25 -0.15 -0.3
SFL 1668.4 -2.25 -0.13
SHANKARA 1250.6 -28.25 -2.21
SHARDACROP 368.3 -2.6 -0.7
SHILPAMED 508.8 -15.75 -3
SHK 219.4 0.2 0.09
SHOPERSTOP 606.85 -8.9 -1.45
SHREECEM 16896.55 -605.65 -3.46
SHRIRAMCIT 1876.65 -38.6 -2.02
SIEMENS 965.85 -13.3 -1.36
SIS 1039.1 -10.9 -1.04
SJVN 27.8 -0.4 -1.42
SKFINDIA 1755.45 -14.55 -0.82
SOBHA 428.7 -10.5 -2.39
SOLARINDS 1085.25 -17.1 -1.55
SOMANYCERA 421.75 -8.7 -2.02

SONATSOFTW 404.65 -4.6 -1.12
SOUTHBANK 15.95 -0.3 -1.85
SPARC 388.7 -9.2 -2.31
SPICEJET 77.9 -1.75 -2.2
SREINFRA 46.85 -2.2 -4.49
SRF 1992.05 -33.55 -1.66
SRTRANSFIN 1185.45 -10.4 -0.87
STARCEMENT 103.75 -0.65 -0.62
STRTECH 341.65 0.85 0.25
SUDARSCHEM 422 -5.45 -1.28
SUNCLAYLTD 3939.65 -32.35 -0.81
SUNDRMFAST 615.75 -17 -2.69
SUNPHARMA 642.3 -3.85 -0.6
SUNTECK 462.55 -14.25 -2.99
SUNTV 672.65 -2.35 -0.35
SUPPETRO 249.05 -6.2 -2.43
SUPRAJIT 239.55 -3.65 -1.5
SUPREMEIND 1127.15 -5.7 -0.5
SUVEN 302.35 -12.4 -3.94
SUZLON 7.25 -0.38 -4.98
SWANENERGY 148.5 -4.05 -2.65
SYMPHONY 1012.2 -27.35 -2.63
SYNDIBANK 37.05 -2.3 -5.84
SYNGENE 637.5 8.95 1.42
TAKE 195.35 -2.75 -1.39
TATACHEM 739.6 -10.35 -1.38
TATACOFFEE 110.3 -1.15 -1.03
TATACOMM 517.45 -7.05 -1.34
TATAELXSI 1326.85 -34.7 -2.55
TATAGLOBAL 234.65 -1.3 -0.55
TATAINVEST 767.65 -7.85 -1.01
TATAMETALI 726.05 3 0.41
TATAMOTORS 251.45 -8.75 -3.36
TATAMTRDVR 137.55 -3.45 -2.45
TATAPOWER 74.45 -3.4 -4.37
TATASTEEL 612.45 -3.2 -0.52
TCS 2070 -1.6 -0.08
TEAMLEASE 2520.7 5.65 0.22
TECHM 754.95 -12.15 -1.58
TEJASNET 292.9 -8.3 -2.76
TEXRAIL 74.05 -1.65 -2.18
THERMAX 982.1 -3.95 -0.4

THOMASCOOK 240.75 -3.65 -1.49
THYROCARE 649.95 0.05 0.01
TIFHL 572.5 -6.8 -1.17
TIMETECHNO 152.55 -3.85 -2.46
TIMKEN 640.45 -11.35 -1.74
TITAN 824.5 0.4 0.05
TNPL 285.35 -2.1 -0.73
TORNTPHARM 1734.7 -48.05 -2.7
TORNTPOWER 242.8 -6.5 -2.61
TRENT 353.7 -6.2 -1.72
TRIDENT 64.3 -0.55 -0.85
TRITURBINE 117.8 -1.25 -1.05
TTKPRESTIG 6807.85 -18.6 -0.27
TV18BRDCST 40.1 -1.1 -2.67
TVSMOTOR 593.2 4 0.68
TVSSRICHAK 2793.35 -31.45 -1.11
TVTODAY 433.05 10.85 2.57
UBL 1306.7 -14.95 -1.13
UCOBANK 20.7 1.35 6.98
UFLEX 329.7 -15.25 -4.42
UJJIVAN 317.45 -13.95 -4.21
ULTRACEMCO 4061.4 -44.35 -1.08
UNICHEMLAB 219.55 -1.8 -0.81
UNIONBANK 74.85 -7.5 -9.11
UPL 708.35 -15.9 -2.2
VBL 790.5 -18.65 -2.3
VEDL 230.1 -4.55 -1.94
VENKYS 2710.4 -93.75 -3.34
VGUARD 190.9 -10.1 -5.02
VIJAYABANK 56.4 -3.4 -5.69
VINATIORGA 1336.5 14.6 1.1
VIPIND 541.45 -4.95 -0.91
VMART 2637.45 -77.75 -2.86
VOLTAS 578.8 -19.95 -3.33
VSTIND 3074.4 -104.9 -3.3
VTL 1031.65 0.35 0.03
WABAG 382.75 -3.15 -0.82
WABCOINDIA 6835.1 -165.1 -2.36
WELCORP 169.1 -1.7 -1
WELSPUNIND 69 -2.55 -3.56
WHIRLPOOL 1569.95 -34.95 -2.18
WIPRO 332.5 3.35 1.02
WOCKPHARMA 639.4 -29.65 -4.43
YESBANK 323.15 4.55 1.43
ZEEL 463.2 -10.25 -2.16
ZENSARTECH 303.7 -14.8 -4.65
ZYDUSWELL 1579.75 -11.6 -0.73

NIFTY 50

SCRIP OPEN HIGH LOW LTP CHANGE
HINDUNILVR 1,622.00 1,670.95 1,618.00 1,664.90 59.45
YESBANK 319.35 328.95 319.1 324.6 6
ONGC 172.35 174.6 171.75 174 2.3
DRREDDY 2,579.90 2,637.00 2,570.00 2,598.90 30.4
ITC 302.2 304.9 299.3 304.5 2.5
WIPRO 329.4 333.55 325 332.35 2.45
HCLTECH 1,080.00 1,091.00 1,078.40 1,084.95 6.55
GAIL 372.7 378.3 372.6 374.75 2.2
TITAN 819 843.95 818.65 824.5 1.05
TCS 2,073.00 2,078.80 2,057.60 2,074.00 -0.15
HDFCBANK 1,994.90 2,009.85 1,980.95 1,991.00 -1.2
SUNPHARMA 646.4 655.7 640.5 645.6 -0.6
INFRATEL 268 268 265 266.45 -0.4
ADANIPORTS 383.6 388 377.1 380.15 -0.65
COALINDIA 274.6 276 268.7 274.4 -0.55
CIPLA 665 673 660.6 663.3 -1.6
TATASTEEL 618 624.55 609.3 614.6 -1.8
GRASIM 1,066.50 1,074.00 1,054.05 1,061.60 -3.6
BAJAJFINSV 6,570.00 6,635.60 6,495.00 6,520.00 -29.95
M&M 949.45 961 940.4 945.9 -4.95
HEROMOTOCO 3,140.00 3,153.20 3,104.50 3,107.75 -20.15
INFY 730 730 717 720 -5.95
TECHM 769.85 769.85 750 761 -6.55
INDUSINDBK 1,867.25 1,889.30 1,856.05 1,861.00 -16.05
RELIANCE 1,226.00 1,239.40 1,214.35 1,215.40 -10.5
ASIANPAINT 1,306.00 1,331.75 1,285.00 1,295.70 -12.95
LT 1,343.80 1,350.15 1,325.25 1,330.00 -14.75
ULTRACEMCO 4,102.00 4,112.90 4,027.35 4,057.80 -45.7
NTPC 173.2 174.45 169.1 170.05 -2.2
KOTAKBANK 1,227.95 1,233.85 1,210.50 1,213.00 -17.4
POWERGRID 201.5 203.9 198.15 199 -2.9
HDFC 1,877.25 1,888.75 1,847.05 1,850.00 -28.85
BAJFINANCE 2,610.00 2,627.45 2,559.00 2,563.40 -41.2
MARUTI 8,537.70 8,596.50 8,380.20 8,395.00 -142.8
BPCL 365 369.25 352.2 357 -7
LUPIN 953.5 963.15 926.4 931.55 -18.65
ICICIBANK 324.25 328.05 317.7 319.15 -6.55
VEDL 235 235 228 230.1 -4.8
UPL 727 738.15 704.65 708.5 -15
BHARTIARTL 380.2 384.8 372.55 374.15 -7.9
EICHERMOT 29,601.00 29,800.00 28,572.10 29,031.25 -632.45
HINDALCO 242.4 243.2 233.5 235.2 -6.15
IOC 157.4 157.7 152 152.55 -4
ZEEL 474 477.3 461.3 462.55 -12.7
AXISBANK 624 633.05 606.15 609 -16.95
BAJAJ-AUTO 2,850.00 2,869.00 2,762.25 2,776.00 -84.65
HINDPETRO 258.5 261.65 248.1 250.45 -7.9
TATAMOTORS 257.75 259.8 250.6 251.25 -9
IBULHSGFIN 1,195.00 1,204.05 1,149.80 1,158.00 -42.85
SBIN 285 286.9 272.4 273.6 -11.7

SE 500B

VITAL STATS

GOLD SILVER
Mumbai 32064 39800 
Delhi 32032 39800
Kolkata 32363 39800

BSE: SENSEX

Open

High

Low

Current value

Previous close 

Change (Pts) 

Change (%)

72.38

95.29

84.77

0.65

NIFTY NEXT 50

SCRIP OPEN HIGH LOW LTP CHANGE
DABUR 462.85 475.15 461.85 471.7 9.85
GICRE 347.3 358.55 339.4 354.5 6.95
COLPAL 1,119.95 1,136.80 1,107.95 1,126.15 11.9
EMAMILTD 548 555.3 543 552 4.85
BRITANNIA 6,022.50 6,155.40 6,002.45 6,075.00 53.25
PIDILITIND 1,111.00 1,131.60 1,110.65 1,116.85 7.35
DMART 1,525.00 1,549.90 1,520.50 1,533.90 9.1
OIL 206 208.9 203.6 207.25 1.1
MARICO 344.1 352.6 343 344 1.15
GODREJCP 853.45 877.5 850 856.3 2.55
HINDZINC 299 306.45 295.65 298.5 0.4
ABB 1,431.50 1,459.00 1,429.05 1,441.00 -0.6
SUNTV 678.55 685.45 670.25 673.9 -0.95
SIEMENS 980.2 986.75 958.95 978.2 -4
MCDOWELL-N 571.2 581.4 565 568 -2.4
PGHH 9,926.70 9,926.70 9,770.00 9,849.50 -44
MOTHERSUMI 287.75 288.75 284.1 286.2 -1.55
AMBUJACEM 226 227.85 223.1 224.65 -1.25
NMDC 120.3 121.4 117.7 119.45 -0.85
CADILAHC 413.8 420 405.65 410.05 -3.1
ASHOKLEY 127.75 128.8 125.8 126.4 -1.05
ICICIPRULI 362.8 362.8 357.05 359.25 -3.2
JSWSTEEL 412.75 415.7 404.7 408.2 -3.65
SRTRANSFIN 1,200.00 1,217.70 1,180.60 1,186.00 -11.2
PEL 2,974.50 2,996.55 2,915.15 2,929.95 -30.6
NHPC 24.6 24.8 24.25 24.3 -0.3
AUROPHARMA 793.7 800 772.45 779 -10.45
ACC 1,581.00 1,595.00 1,560.05 1,564.20 -22.55
BOSCHLTD 20,986.10 21,150.00 20,601.10 20,650.00 -336.1
MRF 69,782.30 70,119.00 68,500.85 68,632.90 -1,149.40
ABCAPITAL 132 133.4 129.5 130 -2.2
LICHSGFIN 478 480.15 465 468 -8.45
CUMMINSIND 737 737.8 712.5 722 -15.7
RECLTD 114 115.5 110.45 111.65 -2.45
SAIL 78.25 79 75.5 76.2 -1.9
PETRONET 238.65 240.75 229.6 231 -6.4
INDIGO 894.4 897.4 856 863.5 -25.4
IDEA 48.35 48.45 46.05 46.25 -1.45
BHEL 76.25 76.75 72.8 73.8 -2.35
HAVELLS 663.4 668 645.1 646 -20.9
CONCOR 633.9 636.55 612 613.5 -20.45
L&TFH 155.5 157.2 150.1 150.5 -5.3
SBILIFE 642 642 619.9 620.5 -22.15
PFC 84.75 85.6 81.05 82.2 -2.95
BEL 87.1 87.55 83.7 84 -3.1
SHREECEM 17,680.00 17,750.00 16,800.00 16,870.45 -664
PNB 82.2 82.6 78.6 79.35 -3.65
DLF 213 214 201.6 202.95 -10.25
OFSS 4,514.95 4,531.95 4,230.15 4,267.00 -222.7
BANKBARODA 121.75 126.45 111.85 112.2 -23.05

37660.19

37745.44

37242.85

37290.67

37585.51

-294.84

-0.78

BSE: GAINERS

DENABANK          19.10  (19.75)

BAJAJCORP 456.65  (7.18)

UCOBANK 20.70  (6.98)

CORPBANK 28.30  (6.19)

JYOTHYLAB       214.10  (5.21)

Current (Chng %)
NSE: GAINERS

HINDUNILVR     1,664.90  (3.70)

YESBANK            324.60  (1.88)

ONGC 174.00  (1.34)

DRREDDY 2,598.90  (1.18)

ITC 304.50  (0.83)

Current (Chng %)
BSE: LOSERS

BANKBARODA 113.45  (16.03)

BALRAMCHIN    84.90  (11.33)

UNIONBANK 74.85  (9.11)

INDIANB             292.55  (8.33)

IL&FSTRANS 25.05  (8.07)

Current (Chng %)
NSE: LOSERS

SBIN 273.60  (4.10)

IBULHSGFIN    1,158.00  (3.57)

TATAMOTORS    251.25  (3.46)

HINDPETRO       250.45  (3.06)

BAJAJ-AUTO   2,776.00  (2.96)

Current (Chng %)

SENSEX NIFTY
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Trump orders new tariffs 

on Chinese imports

PTI n WASHINGTON

US President Donald
Trump on Tuesday

slapped 10 per cent tariffs on
USD 200 billion worth of
Chinese imports and the duties
will rise to whopping 25 per
cent at the end of the year, trig-
gering a strong response from
Beijing which vowed to take
“countermeasures”. Escalating
the trade war with the world’s
second largest economy,
Trump alleged that China had
been unwilling to change its
unfair trade practices. He said
the new additional tariff struc-
ture would give fair and reci-
procal treatment to American
companies.

The tariffs on USD 200 bil-
lion worth of products comes
on top of the USD 50 billion
worth already taxed earlier
this year.  The next wave of tar-
iffs, which are scheduled to go
into effect on September 24,
will start at 10 per cent before
climbing to 25 per cent on
January 1. The staggered
increase will partially reduce
the toll of price increases for
holiday shoppers buying
Chinese imports in the coming
months. 

“Further, if China takes
retaliatory action against our
farmers or other industries, we
will immediately pursue phase
three, which is tariffs on
approximately USD 267 billion
of additional imports,” Trump
warned. After a thorough
study, the US Trade
Representative (USTR) con-
cluded that China is engaged
in numerous unfair policies
and practices relating to United
States technology and intel-
lectual property – such as
forcing United States compa-
nies to transfer technology to
Chinese counterparts, Trump
said.These practices plainly
constitute a grave threat to the
long-term health and pros-
perity of the United States
economy, he added.

“For months, we have
urged China to change these
unfair practices, and give fair
and reciprocal treatment to
American companies. We have

been very clear about the type
of changes that need to be
made, and we have given
China every opportunity to
treat us more fairly,” he said. 

“But, so far, China has
been unwilling to change its
practices,” he said.   

China, he said, has had
many opportunities to fully
address US concerns.  
“I urge China’s leaders to take
swift action to end their coun-
try’s unfair trade practices,”
Trump said. The US has
already levied tariffs on USD
50 billion worth of Chinese
products. 

Beijing responded with
measures targeting USD 50 bil-
lion on American goods, rais-
ing fears about damage to the
American farm industry.

Reacting to Trump’s
announcement, China said it
would “take countermeasures”
to safeguard its legitimate
rights and interests and the
global free trade order “China
has no choice but to take
countermeasures in lockstep,”
the commerce ministry said in
the statement in Beijing.

“The US insists on increas-
ing tariffs, which brings new
uncertainty to the consulta-
tions between the two sides,”
the ministry said. 

Some administration offi-

cials have pushed for addi-
tional talks with China. But
Trump contended last week
that the US was under “no
pressure” to reach an agree-
ment.   Economists warn the
tariffs could chip away at eco-
nomic growth in the US. 

A senior administration
official told reporters that
China has had many opportu-
nities to change those prac-
tices. By imposing such a tar-
iff, the official said, the US is
not trying to constrain China’s
growth.“We have no problem
with China trying to grow its
economy, trying to lift its peo-
ple out of poverty, that’s a good
thing. But, in doing so, they
can’t take actions that deliber-
ately discriminate against other
countries; actions that hurt
American workers. 

And they can’t take actions
that entirely flout the rules of
the international trading sys-
tem,” the official said. 

“But this is an effort to
work with China and say, it’s
time that you address these
unfair trading practices that we
have identified, that others
have identified, and which
have harmed the entire global
trading system,” the official
asserted. At the same time, the
official said, the US remains
open to negotiations.

China threatens ‘counter
measures’ to retaliate tariffs
pti n beijing

China on Tuesday threatened to
retaliate with “synchronised
counter measures” against
President Donald Trump’s third
round of tariffs on USD 200
billion worth of Chinese imports,
saying the US’ move will add
“new uncertainties” for future
talks between the world’s top two
economies.
President Trump on Tuesday
slapped 10 per cent tariffs on
USD 200 billion worth of Chinese
imports and the duties will rise to
whopping 25 per cent at the end
of the year, escalating the trade
war with the world’s second
largest economy. He alleged that
China had been unwilling to
change its unfair trade practices
and the new additional tariff
structure would give fair and
reciprocal treatment to American
firms. China’s Ministry of
Commerce said it would be
forced to take “synchronised
counter measures” against the
new tariffs. In a statement, the
ministry also said that the tariffs
announced by Trump had “added
new uncertainties” to trade talks
between the two sides.Trump
also warned China against any
retaliation, saying if Beijing
retaliated this time, the US would
impose further tariffs on another
USD 267 billion worth of
products virtually covering
almost all Chinese exports to the
US totalling about USD 522.9
billion.According to official
figures, US goods and services
trade with China totalled an
estimated USD 710.4 billion in
2017 of which US exports were
USD 187.5 billion and imports
were USD 522.9 billion.Trump
has been pressuring China to
reduce the trade deficit with the
US, totalling to USD 335.4 billion
in 2017. Last month, both sides
resumed trade talks but at a
lower level. 
Chinese Vice Minister of
Commerce Wang Shouwen held
talks in Washington but without
much results. Trump, who has
been demanding that China
should reduce trade deficit
immediately by USD 100 billion,
recently called for talks to resolve
the issue. In Beijing, Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Geng Shuang on Tuesday gave
no inkling about how China’s

plans to retaliate Trump’s new
round of tariffs and said it
brought more uncertainties to
future round of talks.
“I want to say that China has to
respond to uphold our legitimate
rights and interests, the order of
free trade,” Geng told reporters.
“This measure by US side added
more uncertainties to the talks
between the two sides,” he said.
Asked how the two sides plan to
end the trade war, Geng said “We
have been stressing that talks
need to happen on the basis of
equality and good faith so as to
resolve the issues between the
two sides. What the US has done
shows no sincerity, no good faith
at all,” he said. To another
question on whether China
viewed escalation of tariff war by
the US as an attempt to contain
Beijing’s rise, Geng said,
“regarding containment, I have
never heard of that from any US
official.
“We have been repeating that
sound and steady development of
China-US ties serves the
fundamental interest of the two
sides and what the international
community wishes to see”. Geng
said China would like to work
with the US to achieve that,
adding that “however the
protectionist and unilateral
measures taken by US were not
acceptable to us”.
He also declined to go into
specific measures on whether
Beijing would contemplate non-
trade measures like containing
visas to US citizens. “In the light
of the latest round of tariffs,
China has to counter act but what
kind of counter measures would
the Chinese side take will be
released in time. You made
assumption (about not granting
visas), I have no comment on
that,” Geng said. Hong Kong-
based ‘South China Morning
Post’ reported on Tuesday that
China is likely to cancel its
tentative plans to send President
Xi Jinping’s top economic adviser
Liu He to Washington after
Trump’s new tariff
announcement. According to the
source, who declined to be
identified , as the plans have not
been made public, China is
reviewing its earlier plans to send
a delegation, headed by vice-
premier Liu He to Washington
next week, the report said.

US announces sharp cut in
refugee intake for 2019
PTI nWASHINGTON

The Trump Administration on
Monday decided to take only

30,000 refugees next year in the
country, slashing the intake from
45,000 in 2018. “The United
States anticipates up to 310,000
refugees and asylum seekers in
Fiscal 2019. We propose resettling
up to 30,000 refugees under the
new ceiling,” the US Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo told reporters
at the Foggy Bottom headquarters
of the State department.

The US also anticipate pro-
cessing applications of “more
than 280,000 asylum seekers,” he
said. They will join over 800,000
asylum seekers who are already
inside the US and are awaiting
adjudication of their claims, he
said, asserting that these figures
testify to America’s “longstanding
record of the most generous
nation in the world when it
comes to protection-based immi-
gration and assistance.” Wary that
the decision to cap refugees intake
may face criticism, Pompeo said
the ceiling on the refugees num-

ber should not be viewed in iso-
lation from other expansive
humanitarian programs.“Some
will characterise the refugee ceil-
ing as the sole barometer of
America’s commitment to vul-
nerable people around the world.
This would be wrong,” he said.

“Other countries, when not-
ing their humanitarian protection
efforts, highlight their assistance
to both refugees and asylees. The
United States should do the same,”
he said. This year’s refugee ceiling
reflects the substantial increase in
the number of individuals seek-
ing asylum in US, leading to a
massive backlog of outstanding
asylum cases and greater public

expense.“The daunting opera-
tional reality of addressing over
800,000 individuals in pending
asylum cases demands renewed
focus and prioritisation. The mag-
nitude of this challenge is
unequaled in any other country,”
he explained. Pompeo said this
year’s refugee ceiling also reflects
US’s commitment to protect the
most vulnerable around the world
while prioritizing the safety and
well-being of the American peo-
ple, as President Donald Trump
has directed.  “We must contin-
ue to responsibly vet applicants to
prevent the entry of those who
might do harm to our country,” he
said. Democrats and human rights
bodies were quick in opposing the
decision. 

“Outrageous,” said Senator
Jeane Shaheen.“The decision to
reduce an already all-time low
refugee admissions is the opposite
of what we stand for as a nation.
It harms vulnerable families who
face near-certain dangers and
weakens our hand on the world
stage,” she said.

Moon and Kim hold summit talks

AFP n SEOUL

South Korea’s president and
the North’s leader Kim Jong

Un drove together through the
streets of Pyongyang Tuesday past
thousands of cheering citizens
before opening a summit where
Moon Jae-in will seek to reboot
stalled denuclearisation talks
between his hosts and the United
States. Kim and Moon embraced
at Pyongyang’s international air-
port — where the North Korean
leader had supervised missile
launches last year as tensions
mounted. The North’s unique
brand of choreographed mass
adulation was on full display as
hundreds of people waved North
Korean flags and another depict-
ing an undivided peninsula —
while the South’s own emblem
was only visible on Moon’s Boeing
747 aircraft.Thousands of resi-
dents, holding bouquets and
chanting in unison “Reunification
of the country!”, lined the streets
as Kim and Moon rode through
the city in an open-topped vehi-
cle, passing the Kumsusan Palace
where Kim’s predecessors — his
father and grandfather — lie in
state.

“I am acutely aware of the
weight that we bear,” Moon told
Kim as they opened two hours of
formal talks at the headquarters
of the ruling Workers’ Party,
adding that he felt a “heavy
responsibility”. “The entire world
is watching and I would like to
show the outcome of peace and
prosperity to the people around
the globe,” said Moon - whose
own parents fled the North dur-

ing the Korean War that left the
peninsula divided by the impen-
etrable Demilitarized Zone
(DMZ) and technically in a state
of conflict.

Addressing his visitor in
respectful terms, Kim praised him
for brokering his historic
Singapore summit with US
President Donald Trump in June,
adding: “This has led to stability
in the region and I expect more
progress.” At the time, the North
Korean leader declared his back-
ing for the denuclearisation of the
peninsula. But no details were
agreed and Washington and
Pyongyang have since sparred
over what that means and how it
will be achieved. The US is press-

ing for the North’s “final, fully ver-
ified denuclearisation”, while
Pyongyang wants a formal dec-
laration that the 1950-53 Korean
War is over and has condemned
“gangster-like” demands for it to
give up its weapons unilaterally.

A commentary in the
Rodong Sinmun, the mouth-
piece of the North’s ruling party,
repeated the criticism Tuesday,
saying Washington was “totally to
blame” for the deadlock and
adding: “The US is stubbornly
insisting on the theory of ‘dis-
mantlement of nukes first’.” Moon
will hold another round of formal
talks with Kim on Wednesday as
he tries to convince him to make
substantive steps towards disar-

mament that he can present to
Trump, whom Moon is due to
meet later this month on the side-
lines of the UN General Assembly
in New York. “I wish this will be
a summit that produces abundant
results as a gift to the 80 million
people of this nation for
Chuseok,” the South Korean
leader said, referring to the tra-
ditional holiday that falls on
Monday. The dovish South
Korean president is looking to tie
the inter-Korean process and the
US-Northern talks closer togeth-
er to reduce the threat of a dev-
astating conflict on the peninsu-
la. At the same time Kim will look
to secure closer inter-Korean co-
operation as Seoul and
Washington move at increasing-
ly different speeds in their
approaches to Pyongyang. The
meeting “will probably generate
rosy headlines but do little to
accelerate efforts to denuclearise
North Korea”, Eurasia Group
said in a note. Kim would focus
on “areas that promise econom-
ic benefits for the North”, it
added. “Progressives inside and
outside Moon’s government will
have strong incentives to inflate
the summit’s accomplishments,
initially obscuring what will like-
ly be a lack of major deliverables.”   

There have been many pre-
vious rounds of negotiations with
the North, but deals have subse-
quently fallen apart —
Wednesday will mark 13 years to
the day that Pyongyang agreed to
abandon all of its nuclear weapons
and return to the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty.

A huge screen shows South Korean President Moon Jae-in, left, and North Korean
leader Kim Jong Un at a press center for the inter-Korean summit in Seoul, South
Korean on Tuesday. AP

‘Iran still very
important as
US sanctions
loom’
Fujairah (UAE): The head of
OPEC said Tuesday that Iran
remains “a very important
member” of the oil cartel, as
Tehran braces for a new round
of US sanctions partially tar-
geting its crude exports.  “Iran
is a very important member of
OPEC... and we have no choice
but to continue working with
all parties,” Mohammad
Barkindo said at the Gulf
Intelligence Energy Forum in
the emirate of Fujairah.

Iran remains “a very
important exporter of oil,” said
the chief of the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting
Countries. He did not specify

how crude producers would
compensate for declining
exports from Iran, with new US
sanctions due to hit the Islamic
republic’s oil industry on
November 4.

Iran’s OPEC governor
Hossein Kazempour Ardebili
said Saturday that OPEC had
“not much credit left” and
slammed Gulf powerhouses
Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates for turning it
into a “tool for the US”. Output
from Iran has now hit its low-
est level since July 2016, accord-
ing to the International Energy
Agency, as top buyers India and
China have distance them-
selves from Tehran.

US President Donald
Trump has called for OPEC
members, primarily US ally
Saudi Arabia, to raise their pro-
duction, and warned importers
to stop buying oil from Iran or
face American sanctions. 

In 2016, major producers
both within and outside OPEC
agreed to slash production in
an attempt to boost prices fol-
lowing the 2014 oil market
crash. 

AP n MOSCOW

ARussian reconnaissance
aircraft was brought down

by a Syrian missile over the
Mediterranean, killing all 15
people on board, the Russian
defense ministry said Tuesday.
It blamed Israel for the crash,
saying the plane was caught in
the crossfire as four Israeli
fighters attacked targets in
northwestern Syria.

The Russian military said
that the Il-20 reconnaissance
aircraft was hit 35 kilometers
off the coast late Monday as it
was returning to its home base
nearby.“The Israeli pilots were
using the Russian aircraft as a
shield and pushed it into the
line of fire of the Syrian
defense,” Ministry spokesman
Maj. Gen. Igor Konashenkov
said in a statement.

Russian state television
quoted a Defense Ministry
statement as saying that
Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu
told his Israeli counterpart,
Avigdor Lieberman, that Israel
is “fully to blame” for the
deaths.The military said Israel
did not warn it of its operation
over Latakia province until
one minute before the strike,
which did not give the Russian
plane enough time to escape.

A recovery operation in
the Mediterranean Sea is
underway, Konashenkov said.

Russian news agencies

later in the day quoted the
ministry as saying that a rescue
team has located the wreckage
in the sea and has retrieved
some bodies and some frag-
ments of the wreckage. Both
the Israeli military and Israel’s
Foreign Ministry declined
comment on the Russian
claim.

For several years, Israel
and Russia have maintained a
special hotline to prevent their
air forces from clashing in the
skies over Syria. Israeli military
officials have previously
praised its effectiveness. Russia
has been a key backer of Syrian
President Bashar Assad and it
has two military bases in the
country, including one close to
the Mediterranean coast.

Russia’s dramatic entry
into the Syrian civil war in
2015 in support of the Syrian
government, after a year of
airstrikes by the U.S. and its
coalition partners against the
Islamic State group, increased
the specter of dangerous con-

frontations in the skies over
Syria.

Turkey’s troops are also on
the ground in northern Syria
and are patrolling the skies
over the region as Ankara
seeks to ramp up its influence
there and curb the expansion
of Syrian Kurdish-controlled
territory.

Israel has refrained from
taking sides in the Syrian civil
war. But it has acknowledged
carrying out scores of airstrikes
against archenemy Iran and its
Shiite proxy Hezbollah. Israel
has also acknowledged attack-
ing Iranian targets some 200
times. Israel has warned that it
will not allow Iran to establish
a permanent military pres-
ence in postwar
Syria.Throughout the fight-
ing, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu has
maintained continuous contact
with Russia. Netanyahu fre-
quently travels to Russia for
talks with President Vladimir
Putin to discuss the Syria issue.

Sima Shine, a former
senior Mossad official and ex-
deputy director-general at the
Strategic Affairs Ministry, told
Israel’s Army Radio station
that the shooting down is
problematic both militarily
and internally from a Russian
perspective. “I think it will
impose very serious restriction
on Israel’s freedom of activity,”
she said.

Russia blames Israel for shooting
down of plane off Syria

PTI n LONDON

India-born Nobel Prize win-
ning biologist Venkatraman

(Venki) Ramakrishnan has
called for a “sensible” post-
Brexit immigration system to
ensure that mobility of scien-
tists is maintained when Britain
leaves the European Union
(EU) next year. Prof Venki,
who as president of the UK’s
Royal Society is the country’s
key advocate for science,
warned that Britain is in dan-
ger of losing its position as a
leading scientific hub in the
event of a no-deal or bad-deal
scenario in the ongoing nego-
tiations on the country’s future
ties with the EU.

In a referendum in June
2016, a majority of British vot-
ers supported leaving the 28-
member EU. The UK will for-
mally exit from the EU on

March 29, 2019.
“We in the Royal Society

and the rest of the scientific
community are working very
hard to have a new sensible sys-
tem for immigration that
would be fast, transparent, effi-
cient and with proportionate
costs,” said Prof Venki.

“We plan to fight very,
very hard to make mobility
straight forward, regulations
transparent and efficient so
that this is less of an issue. This

is a political fight, but we
intend to do our best,” he said
at a Royal Society event in
London on Monday. 

Sir Venki, who was knight-
ed by Queen Elizabeth II in
2012 for his contribution to sci-
ence, was joined by two former
Royal Society presidents –
geneticist Sir Paul Nurse and
astronomer Lord Martin Rees
– to warn that the political
aspects of the Brexit debate
threatened to drown out the
interests of the scientific com-
munity.

Venki, who was born in
Chidambaram, Tamil Nadu,
and went on to study biology
in the US before moving to the
UK 19 years ago, recalled a
“fairly simple” process he
underwent at the time.

“The requirements today
are so onerous that they act as
a barrier,” he said. 

India provides relief supplies
to Bangladesh for Rohingyas
Dhaka (PTI): India has hand-
ed over its third consignment
of relief supplies to Bangladesh,
including over 1 million litres
of kerosene oil and 20,000
stoves, for the hundreds of
thousands of Rohingya Muslim
refugees in the country, who
fled an army crackdown in
neighbouring Myanmar. 

Bangladesh, which faced a
big influx of Rohingyas from
Myanmar, has called on the
international community to
intervene and put pressure on
Myanmar to address the issue.
Over 700,000 Rohingya
Muslims fled Myanmar’s vio-

lence-hit Rakhine state to
neighbouring Bangladesh since
August last year when the mil-
itary intensified crackdown
against alleged militant outfits
of Rohingya Muslims.

India’s High Commissioner
to Bangladesh Harsh Vardhan
Shringla on Monday handed
over 1.1 million litres of super
kerosene oil and 20,000
kerosene multi wick stoves to
Minister of Disaster
Management and Relief
Mofazzel Hussain Chowdhury
at Cox’s Bazar. The kerosene oil
and stoves will address the
energy needs of the displaced

persons and contribute to envi-
ronmental conservation in
Bangladesh by reducing
demand for locally sourced
firewood.

This is as per the require-
ment of assistance expressed by
Bangladesh, the High
Commission of India said in a
statement.The relief supplies
were then distributed to dis-
placed persons at Kutupalong
camp in Cox’s Bazar. 

Vikram Doraiswami, Joint
Secretary (Bangladesh,
Myanmar) of the Ministry of
External Affairs was also pre-
sent on the occasion.

Washington: Insufficient sleep
can dramatically increase a dri-
ver’s risk of being involved in car
crashes, a study has found.  The
study, published in the journal
SLEEP, showed that those who
have slept for less than seven of
the past 24 hours have higher
odds of being in an accident. 

The risk is greatest for dri-
vers who have slept fewer than
four hours, researchers said.
While the dangers of driving
drowsy were already well known,
the study is the first to quantify
the relationship between how
much a driver has slept and his
or her risk of being responsible
for a crash.  Researchers from
AAA Foundation for Traffic

Safety, a US-based non profit,
analysed data from in-depth
investigations of a sample of
5,470 crashes, including inter-
views with the drivers involved.
They found that drivers who
reported fewer than four hours
of sleep had 15.1 times the odds

of responsibility for car crashes,
compared with drivers who slept
for the recommended seven to
nine hours in the preceding 24-
hour period.  This is compara-
ble to the crash risk of a driver
with a blood alcohol concentra-
tion roughly 1.5 times the legal
limit. Researchers involved in the
study also discovered that drivers
who reported six, five, and four
hours of sleep in the past 24
hours had 1.3, 1.9 and 2.9 times
the odds of responsibility for a
crash, respectively, compared
with a driver who slept for seven
to nine hours.  Drivers who
reported less than four hours of
sleep had particularly elevated
risk of single-vehicle crashes,

which are more likely to result in
injury or death.  Drivers who had
changed their sleep or work
schedule in the past week and
drivers who had been driving for
3 hours or longer without a break
were also found to be at
increased risk.

“Being awake isn’t the same
as being alert. Falling asleep
isn’t the only risk,” said Brian
Tefft, from AAA Foundation for
Traffic Safety.  “Even if they man-
age to stay awake, sleep-deprived
drivers are still at increased risk
of making mistakes — like fail-
ing to notice something impor-
tant, or misjudging a gap in traf-
fic — which can have tragic con-
sequences,” Tefft said. PTI

Sleep-deprived drivers more likely to have crashes

In this Aug. 29, 2018 photo, a man works in an auto parts factory in Liaocheng in
eastern China's Shandong province. The Trump administration announced Monday,
Sept. 17, 2018, that it will impose tariffs on $200 billion more in Chinese goods
starting next week, escalating a trade war between the world's two biggest economies
and potentially raising prices on goods ranging from handbags to bicycle tires. AP

Indian-origin Nobel laureate calls
for ‘sensible’ immigration system
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AFP n MESTALLA

No player owns as many Champions
League titles as Cristiano Ronaldo but
a sixth with Juventus would surely be

his best of the lot.
Ronaldo played the lead role in all of

those five previous triumphs, from his tow-
ering header for Manchester United against
Chelsea in 2008 to the tie-clinching, 97th-
minute penalty against Juventus last season
in the quarters.

In between, there were the 17 goals he
scored in every game but one en route to the
trophy in 2014, the title-winning penalty
against Atletico Madrid in 2016 and the hat-
trick against the same opposition, this time
in the last four, a year later. He would also
score twice against Juventus in the final.

It was to become the beneficiaries,
rather than victims, of these match-winning
moments, that Juve seemingly decided last
summer the only way to win the Champions
League before Ronaldo retires is to have
Ronaldo on your team.

They begin that assault on Wednesday,
when the 33-year-old will kick a ball com-
petitively in Spain for the first time since his
dizzying 100 million-euro move from
Madrid.

Valencia are the obstacle at the Mestalla,
where he scored twice, both penalties, for his
former team last term.

Many were shocked when Ronaldo
drew a line under his time in the Spanish cap-
ital, with most believing his complaints to be
the latest round of posturing aimed at those
higher at the club. They were, but this time
he meant it.

There is merit and romance in Messi
sticking with his boyhood Barcelona but even
he must find it hard not to admire Ronaldo's
gumption.

More trophies and records would
inevitably have followed at Madrid but
instead he started again, risking his reputa-

tion for somewhere new.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EDGE
There is risk too for Juventus, who have

shelled out the first three-figure sum ever paid
for a player in their thirties, and one that rep-
resents a very different model to the free-
flowing forward that used to terrorise
defences left, right and centre.

The Ronaldo who Real Madrid decided
could be sold is a predator, a throw-back
number nine, that limits his exertions to the
penalty box, with the caveat he can still run
fast, jump high and shoot with both feet.

His first Juve goal against Sassuolo on
Sunday was a tap-in from a yard out, his sec-
ond a driven left-footed shot into the corner.
After three games without finding the net,
even Ronaldo had been feeling the pressure.

"I was a little tense with all the talk after
my move from Real Madrid and not scor-
ing," he said afterwards. "I'm happy, I'm work-
ing hard and my teammates are really help-
ing me to adapt to this league."

The real pressure, however, will come in
Europe where Juventus' investment will be
judged. The club's pursuit of a first
Champions League success since 1996 has
become an obsession and Ronaldo is sup-

posed to be the
last piece in the
puzzle.

Real Madrid
may claim to be more
of a team without him
but so, perhaps, were
Juve and it was only
enough to reach two
finals in four years, and
lose them both.

There is also perhaps a psychologi-
cal edge to be gained.

Madrid made a habit of prevailing
last season without dominating games,
owning the decisive moments rather
than matches as a whole. A player like
Ronaldo can quickly spread a winning
mentality.

Messi is in no doubt about the
direction of credit. "Real Madrid are
one of the best teams in the world and
they have a great squad but it's obvi-
ous the departure of Ronaldo makes
them less strong while Juve have
become a clear favourite for the
Champions League," he said.

"They already had a good team
and now they have Cristiano."

PTI n ULAN BATOR 

The "extreme" weather conditions are proving
to be a tougher challenge than their opponents,

as India geared up to take on Pakistan in the AFC
U-16 Women's Qualifiers here on  Wednesday.

The Indian girls started their campaign on a
winning note, breezing past Hong Kong 6-1 and
as the team looked forward to the next game,
coach Firmin D'Souza said, "We are ready for the
test".

Firmin guided India to the SAFF U-15
Women's Championship title in Bhutan last
month. Pakistan lost to hosts Mongolia 0-8 in their
opening encounter before going down 0-3 against
Laos.

Although the Girls in Blue are leading the
group at the moment, the coach said that the
extreme weather condition is taking a toll on the
players.

"With temperature averaging at close to 2-
degree centigrade and constant chilling winds hov-
ering around, it's a heavy challenge for the girls

to come up with their best. But we are trying our
best to get accustomed with that," he said.

"However, the girls have fared well so far and
they're putting in 100 percent in every training
session."

Incidentally, a heavy rain and snowfall are
expected on Wednesday.

Barring the inaugural edition which was host-
ed by the Korea Republic in 2005, India haven't

been able to qualify for the finals until now.
The legendary Bembem Devi, currently the

assistant coach of the team warned that "com-
placency must not creep in".

"We have kicked-off well but that's the most

dangerous thing in football. Complacency must
not creep in and we should continue our job in
our next few games. Only one team will qualify
and we are eyeing nothing but the top spot to seal
a berth in the finals next year," she quipped.

PTI n CHANGZHOU 

Olympic and world champi-
onship Silver-medallist P V

Sindhu Tuesday progressed to
the pre-quarterfinals but Saina
Nehwal bowed out after a nar-
row loss at the $ one million
China Open World Tour Super
1000 tournament here.

The third-seeded Sindhu,
who had clinched the China
Open title in 2016, defeated
World No 39 Saena Kawakami
of Japan 21-15, 21-13 in the
opening round at the Olympic
Sports Center Xincheng
Gymnasium.

However, two-time
Commonwealth Games Gold
medallist Saina, who was the first
Indian to win the China title in
2014, lost 22-20, 8-21, 14-21 to
Korea's Sung Ji Hyun in a 48-
minute opener.

Men's doubles pair of Manu
Attri and B Sumeeth Reddy, the
national champions, defeated
Chinese Taipei's Liao Min Chun
and Su Ching Heng 13-21, 21-
13, 21-12in 39 minutes to enter
the second round.

The women's singles match
between Sindhu and Saena start-
ed out as a close contest before
the Indian broke off to grab a 13-
7 lead at one stage.

PNS n NEW DELHI

India's newest sprint sensation Hima
Das on Tuesday said she didn't expect

to be nominated for the Arjuna award
this year, despite her stunning season in
international athletics.

The 18-year-old from Assam was
among the 20 sportspersons recom-
mended for the Arjuna Award on
Monday.

"I didn't expect to win the Arjuna
this year. I was thinking may be next year,
I will be considered," said Hima, who
clinched the Gold medal at the U-20
World Championship in Finland, on the
sidelines of a promotional event organ-
ised by Adidas.

Hima was alos announce as the
brand ambassador of the sports manu-
facturing giant.

Nicknamed the "Dhing Express",
after her school, Hima has been a sen-
sation this year as she added three
medals — a Gold and two Silvers from
the 18th Asian Games — to her World
Championship Gold.

The star sprinter won yellow metal
in Women's 4×400m and Silver medals
in mixed 4x400m and 400m individual
event.

Asked when she will start training,
Hima said: "The season is over now. Next
year, there is South Asian Games, Asian
Championship and World

Championship, so how to approach the
different events and how to prepare I will
do it during training."

Asked which race she holds close to
her heart, Hima said: "The Finland
(World Junior Championship) race
remains one of my favourites and also the
semifinal at Asian Games when it had
started raining."

Hima had produced her personal
best timing of 50.79 secs to win Silver at
the 400m race.

"There are few targets in my mind.
I will do that one by one. People expects
a lot for me now and I will achieve that.
I scored 50.79 at Asian Games, so even
50.78 is a step ahead," she said.

"I thrive in competition, it feels
good to improve timings and create
records."

PTI n NEW DELHI

Senior weightlifters including defending cham-
pion Mirabai Chanu, Sathish Sivalingam and

Venkat Rahul Ragala will miss this year's World
Championship opting to continue their rehabil-
itation program instead.

The World Championship is one of the ten
qualifying events for the 2020 Japan Olympics.
India will be fielding its B team, consisting junior
lifters, in the event scheduled to be held in
Ashgabat, Turkmenistan from November 1.

"Senior players have not had the time to rest
since the Commonwealth Games in April. After
the CWG, they were supposed to attend a reha-
bilitation camp but things didn't go as per plan,"
National coach Vijay Sharma said.

"We need to focus on qualifying for the
Olympics. It is important to set the team well. The
lifters need to go through proper rehab before par-
ticipating in any event," Sharma said.

The senior players will be seen in action at
the Asian C’ship in China in April next year. 

"We are required to participate in any six of
the 10 qualifying events. World c’ship is just one
of them. After the World C’ship, the next event
will be the Asian C’ship in China next year. We
are targeting that event now."

JUVE START
DREAM CHASE
Eyeing first European glory in 22 years, The Old Lady face Valencia
challenge, defending champions Real Madrid play host to Roma

caption

Mirabai Chanu in action during Commonwealth Games PTI

Hima Das during the event on Tuesday 

Manchester United players celebrate after scorng against Watford in PL AP

Juventus vs Valencia

Live from 12:30am IST

SONY TEN 1

AFP n LONDON

Jose Mourinho is fac-
ing an unsettling

new reality in the
Champions League as Manchester United launch their cam-
paign at Young Boys of Bern on Wednesday.

Mourinho was once the Champions League's pre-eminent
force, winning the tournament twice and making the latter
stages virtually every year.

But it is four years since the Portuguese coach last man-
aged a victory in the knockout stages of Europe's elite club com-
petition.

In that time, the 55-year-old has been surpassed by
Liverpool's Jurgen Klopp, Atletico Madrid's Diego Simeone and
former Real Madrid boss Zinedine Zidane as the tournament's

most innovative and successful coaches.
In Mourinho's past 10 knockout games

with United and Chelsea in the Champions
League he has just two wins and five draws
— his last away victory in the knockout
stages came at United's expense in 2013
when he was still at Real Madrid.

Mourinho's decline as a Champions
League force mirrors the
fading challenge of
United, who reached
three finals in four sea-
sons from 2008 but have
struggled to make an
impact since.

The club are prepar-
ing for the match against
the Swiss champions in
Bern after an unsettling
start to the season but
might feel they have
turned a corner after a
hard-fought 2-1 win
against Watford in the
Premier League.

Mourinho, in an
upbeat mood after
Saturday's second straight
win, will be desperate to
erase the memory of
United's spineless last-16
exit against Sevilla last
season, during which
frustrated United fans
chanted "attack, attack,
attack" at their own play-
ers.

The limp defeat was a far cry from the days when free-flow-
ing United sides won two European Cups under Alex Ferguson
and regularly reached the sharp end of the tournament.

The desperate message from the stands that night left
Mourinho looking a forlorn figure on the same turf where he had
announced his arrival on the Champions League stage with a jubi-
lant touchline jig during Porto's shock win 14 years previously.

Back then, Mourinho had the world at his feet and he would
go on to win the competition for the first time as Porto demolished
Monaco in the 2004 final.

Mourinho found the magic again at Inter Milan, knocking out
Chelsea and Barcelona and beating Bayern Munich 2-0 in the final
to deliver the club's first European Cup for 45 years.

The Portuguese was just the third manager to win the com-
petition with two clubs and, joining Real Madrid just days later,
he appeared to be in the ideal place to add to his personal collec-
tion. But a semi-final loss to Pep Guardiola's Barcelona in 2011 was
followed by a painful penalty shootout defeat at the same stage
against Bayern Munich 12 months later.

And now with memories of that Sevilla capitulation still fresh,
Mourinho will head to Bern looking for a positive start to his
redemption tour.

Man Utd vs BSC YB

Live from 12:30am IST

SONY ESPN

Euro woes add
pressure on
Manchester Utd

U-16 GIRLS GEAR UP FOR PAKISTAN

NEW DELHI: The India U-19 team suffered yet
another defeat to hosts Serbia, going down 1-3 in
the second match during its exposure tour to
Europe to prepare for next year's U-19 Asian
Championship.
Coach Floyd Pinto's boys had earlier lost 0-2 in first
of the two friendly matches.
India started off on the positive foot, putting some
early pressure on the Serbians. But despite that, it
was the Serbians who broke the deadlock via a
brilliant solo effort from Bojic Bojan, who
intercepted the ball in the attacking third, dribbled
past three defenders and slotted it past India
goalkeeper Prabhsukhan Gill.

Gill was in action again in the 30th-minute when he
carefully smothered a corner but his pass to
Jeakson was intercepted by Ognjenovic Marko, who
coolly proceeded to slot the ball into the net.
This was followed by a third Serbian goal, following
yet another defensive lapse by India.
After a couple of failed attempts, the Indians finally
managed to get on the scoresheet via a Rahim Ali
strike on the stroke of half-time. Advancing down
the right wing, Aman played Abhijit through, in
between the Serbian defenders.
Abhijit then crossed it into the box, where Rahim Ali
was lurking. The latter grabbed the opportunity and
slotted it into the net. PTI

COLTS LOSE 1-3 TO SERBIA IN 2ND FRIENDLY

Mirabai to miss

World C’ship

Didn't expect Arjuna

this year: Hima Das

Sindhu in 

pre-quarters,

Saina out

PNS n LUCKNOW

It was a sad day for chess players in
Lucknow as the Senior Open district tour-

nament was interrupted for three hours.
As per reports,  Lucknow District Chess

Sports Association is organising a senior
open selection district tournament at Shivani
Public School. After the completion of
round one,  Devendra Bajpai, who was said
to be linked with Chess Association of India,
a body banned by FIDE, came with a lawyer
and few officials of CAI and interrupted the
tournament saying that he has the orders of
Competition Commission of India and will
also play in the tournament. 

Meanwhile, LDCSA president Sudhir
Dubey and secretary AK Raizada conveyed
to them that All India Chess Federation has
banned him from the tournament. They
even showed the AICF's letter regarding the

particular case. Both sides kept on arguing
and things took an ugly turn as the organ-
isers called the police in order to continue
the tournament. With the intervention of
police the tournament began again but only
after a halt of three hours.

SK Tiwari, who was accompanying
Bajpai, said that as per CCI ruling AICF
could not bar any player from any tourna-
ment. "We have given them a day's time to
provide us the valid reason to bar Devendra,
otherwise we will lodge a police com-
plaint." he added. 

KULDEEP SHANKAR LEADING
Kuldeep Shankar (2 points) is leading the

13th Lucknow District Open Chess
Tournament underway at Shivani Public
School on Tuesday.  He was closely followed
by David Yung, Arjun Singh, Pawan Batham
and Kuldeep Srivastava with 1.5 points each. 

Sad day for Lucknow chess

Kuldeep Shankar making amove against Skand Tripathi
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AFP n DUBAI

Rival captains Sarfraz Ahmed and
Rohit Sharma played down the

hype surrounding the much-awaited
India-Pakistan clash in Dubai on
Wednesday, insisting that the Asia Cup
is much more than a contest between the
arch-rivals.

But despite their claims, millions of
fans across the border and elsewhere in
the world will be watching the Group A
clash, with a sold out 25,000-crowd
expected at Dubai Stadium.

The game is the first between the
sub-continent rivals since Pakistan
thumped India by 180 runs in the final
of the Champions Trophy at The Oval
in June last year.

The two teams are facing each
other for the first time in the United Arab
Emirates since 2006, the last of their reg-
ular matches which were also held in
Sharjah between 1984-2000.

Sarfraz, who led Pakistan in that
memorable Champions Trophy tri-
umph, denied that his team will have a
psychological advantage.

"We will not take that Champions
Trophy win in our minds," said Sarfraz
on Monday, a day after his team
thumped qualifiers Hong Kong in their
first match of the tournament.

"That was a different atmosphere (in
London) and conditions. It was a year
ago so that's history so we will enter the
ground with a new strategy and passion."

- India without Kohli -
India's regular captain and world-

class batsman Virat Kohli has been rest-
ed for the competition to help his
aching back after a gruelling tour of
England.

But Sarfraz refused to accept Kohli's
absence will make much difference.

"No doubt he (Kohli) is their cap-
tain and a world-class batsman but I
think they (India) have a good team even
without Kohli.

"They have good players who have
done well for India. So I don't think it
will make much difference to India.
Their batting is very strong so I can say
that it will be a good match."

Sarfraz has told his players just to
enjoy the occasion.

"My message to the players is not to
bother about the result and do (their)
best and when you do that you get a pos-
itive result in all matches because there
are five other teams as well," he said.

Five-time Asia Cup champions Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh and Afghanistan

are in Group B.
India have won the event — which

started in 1984 — six times, while
Pakistan have been champions twice.

Two teams from each group will
qualify for the Super Four stage, with the
top two to reach the September 28 final.

So barring any upsets against Hong
Kong, India and Pakistan will also face
off again in the Super Four on September
23.

India skipper Sharma said his team
will be looking beyond Pakistan.

"It's always exciting to play Pakistan,
but it's not about one team as well. There
are other teams also eyeing the title," said
Sharma, who has the rare record of scor-
ing three one-day international double
hundreds.

All six teams have to endure extreme
hot conditions in the UAE, with the tem-

perature scaling to over 40 degrees
Celsius and expected to rise further in
the coming days.

Sharma said his side will get a
chance to assess the conditions in their
match against Hong Kong.

"Once we finish the first game we
will look at Pakistan, what their strengths
and weaknesses are. Looking at the pitch,
I think we have the perfect combination
and the guys to do the job.

"We have been here for the last four
days so I can probably say we are very
much used to the conditions.

"It's game time, so we have to focus
on the game rather than the conditions."

SQUADS
India: Rohit Sharma(Captain), Shikhar
Dhawan, Lokesh Rahul, Ambati
Rayudu,  Kedar Jadhav, MS Dhoni,
Dinesh Karthik, Manish Pandey,
Hardik Pandya, Kuldeep Yadav,  Axar
Patel, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Jasprit
Bumrah, Yuzvendra Chahal, Shardul
Thakur, K Khaleel Ahmed.
Pakistan: Sarfraz Ahmed(Captain),
Fakhar Zaman, Imam-ul-Haq, Babar
Azam, Shan Masood,  Shoaib Malik,
Haris Sohail, Shadab Khan, Faheem
Ashraf, Hasan Ali, Junaid Khan,
Usman Khan, Mohammad Nawaz,  i,
Asif Ali, Mohammad Amir, Shaheen
Afridi.

PTI n DUBAI

India edged past Hong Kong by 26 runs in Asia Cup group
league opener on Tuesday.

Shikhar Dhawan struck a hundred in familiar sur-
roundings of white ball cricket on a flat deck as India scored
285 for seven. In reply, Hong Kong openers Nizakat Khan
(92) and skipper Anshuman Rath (73) added 174 for the
first wicket in 34.1 overs to give India some scare. But with
the departure of Rath and Nizakat in quick succession , India
got the hold of the match.

Shikhar Dhawan struck a hundred in familiar sur-
roundings of white ball cricket on a flat deck as India scored
285 for seven against Hong Kong in their Asia Cup group
league opener on Tuesday.

Left-handed Dhawan,
who had a horrendous tour to
England due to serious tech-
nical deficiency on seaming
tracks, cashed in on the
chance against a weaker
opposition on a low and slow
continental pitch, smashing
127 off 120 balls. Dhawan hit
as many as 15 boundaries and
two sixes en route his 14th
ODI century but the slowness
of the track meant that India
failed to cross the 300-run
mark against the minnows.

Together with comeback
man Ambati Rayudu (60),
Dhawan stitched 116 runs for
the second wicket off 130 deliveries, to lay the foundation
for India's total after the early dismissal of skipper Rohit
Sharma (23). Sent into bat India lost Rohit with the score-
board reading 45 in 7.4 overs but then Dhawan and Rayudu
joined hands and shared a century stand during their chance-
less knocks. Returning to the side after clearing the YoYo
test, Rayudu grabbed the opportunity with both hands and
hit three boundaries and two sixes during his 70-ball knock.

But just when it seemed the duo would smash the oppo-
sition to cleaners, Rayudu edged a Ehsan Nawaz bouncer
to Scott McKechnie behind the stumps, trying an upper cut.

After the end of Dhawan-Rayudu partnership, the Indian
batsmen found the going tough against slow bowlers of Hong
Kong, especially in a relatively slow pitch, where shot mak-
ing is not easy for a new batsman.

Dhawan and next man Dinesh Karthik (33) then shared
79 runs for the third wicket to take the side forward before
Hong Kong picked up three quick wickets to put brakes on
India's scoring rate. Dhawan himself wasted a golden oppor-
tunity to score a big hundred, holing out to Tanwir Afzal
off off-spinner Kinchit Shah's (3/39) bowling in the 41st over.

Talismanic Mahendra Singh Dhoni's stay at the crease
was limited to three deliveries as he failed to gauge the slow-
ness of the pitch and edged one to McKechnie off off-spin-
ner Ehsan Khan (2/65) in the next over.

As if that was not enough, Karthik too gave away his
wicket while trying to go for a big shot on a slow wicket,
caught at deep mid-wicket to Babar Hayat off Shah. Towards
the end, Kedar Jadhav made a 27-ball 28 but he too found
shot-making difficult because of the the slow nature of the
pitch. 

PTI n MELBOURNE

Regarded as one of the most
successful Australian skip-

pers, Ricky Ponting said cap-
taincy is about 60 per cent off
the field preparation and 40
per cent on the pitch.

Ponting made the com-
ment in reference to India cap-
tain Virat Kohli's leadership
skills in the context of India's
recently-concluded Test tour of
England, which the visitors lost
1-4.

"I didn't watch every sin-

gle ball of the Test series. For
me what happens off the field
is more important," the former
Australian said.

"On the field part like
bowling changes or field place-
ment is highly overrated. It is
only about 30 or 40 per cent
and the rest of the preparations
takes place behind close doors
before a match," he added.

In the aftermath of the dis-
astrous England series, the
focus now has shifted to India's
upcoming tour of Australia
and Ponting said the visitor's

success would largely depend
on how well they adapt to the
conditions Down Under.

"It's about adapting to the
conditions here. Most of the
visiting teams find it difficult
to win here and that's the way
Test cricket has been for long
time in Australia. South Africa
experienced the same.
Similarly we find it difficult to
win in India and South Africa,"
Ponting said.

"We know in last 50 years
India have struggled to win
Test series away from home.

For any team travelling to UK
playing against a team as good
as England, it is going to be dif-
ficult."

India will tour Australia
from November 2018 to
Janaury 2019 to play four
Tests, three ODIs and three
T20 matches.

"For the upcoming series
as far as India is concerned a
lot will depend upon the wick-
ets. If the ball seams a lot they
will find it difficult in Australia.
But if the wickets are flat like
we saw some last year then it

can bring India right into the
contest," Ponting said.

Meanwhile, Ponting
refused to compare Kohli with
Tendulkar and said the India
captain still has a long way to
go in his career.

"Comparisons are hard to
make at this stage of Kohli's
career. You are being compared
with someone who has played
200 Tests. What you remem-
ber about Sachin is when he
was finishing off. You don't
remember when he was in mid
20s," he said.

PTI n DUBAI

Pakistan captain Sarfraz Ahmed on Tuesday said
he is concerned at the wicket-less spell of his strike

bowler Mohammad Aamir, as his side geared up to
take on arch-rivals India in the Asia Cup.

Left-arm pacer Aamir has not been amongst the
wickets in recent times and his skipper was asked
about it in the pre-match press conference.

"I am concerned but I don't think wickets itself
are a reflection of performance. Take for example,
India pacer (Mohammad) Shami's case in England.
He bowled well but couldn't get wickets. I have spo-
ken to him (Aamir) and told him that he is our strike
bowler and has to pick wickets too. Hope he does that
tomorrow," Sarfraz told reporters.

When asked about the challenge of playing in the
extreme weather conditions, he said, "It is difficult
in this weather and it should have been even for all
the teams. I don't know what the ACC thought behind
the schedule. I have not spoken to anyone about it."

Pakistan kicked off their campaign with a com-
prehensive win over Hong Kong, but India are going
to be a different ball game altogether.

"Pressure is always there but we deal with it by
telling ourselves that we should have the same inten-
sity for every match. We take these matches normally
but there is hype everywhere else, it does affect but
we play it as just any other match."

Sarfraz refused to call the game India's batting
versus Pakistan's bowling. "India might have prepared
for our bowling, we have planned for their bowling

too. We are prepared and will execute our plans in
match. I don't think it's India's batting versus our
bowling, we have good batting too.

"They have got back-to-back matches but their
schedule has started later than others. They would
be under pressure because their performance com-
ing into this tournament was not good."

Pakistan defeated Hong Kong by eight wickets
to make a positive start to their campaign. Pakistan
have played a lot in Dubai and Abu Dhabi in recent
years. "People say it's our home ground but condi-
tions are even for all the teams, the whether is like
that of the sub-continent. It's a home ground for
everyone. We are very clear about the team, I have
discussed with the coach. We will field our best team."

PTI n NEW DELHI

Brimming with confidence after his
maiden Test hundred in England,

young Rishabh Pant is now aiming to
fine-tune his wicket-keeping skills at
the NCA ahead of the two-Test series
against the West Indies, starting
October 4.

Pant is likely to do simulation
training in Bengaluru by keeping on
tracks that offer turn in order to get
ready for the decks that will be on offer
in Rajkot and Hyderabad.

"In India, the wickets are expect-
ed to be different from England or
may be like the one at the Oval. I plan
to to visit NCA before the series and
keep on tracks where there will be
roughs," Pant said during an interac-
tion on the sidelines of the Vijay
Hazare Trophy.

Chairman of selectors MSK
Prasad, in a recent interview, said that
they are trying to arrange for an exclu-
sive keeping session for the youngster.

"I am very happy that he (MSK
Prasad) wants to help me out with my
keeping. As a youngster, it is my duty
to keep learning, improve at every
given opportunity. That should be my
endeavour," he said.

Having kept against
Ravichandran Ashwin, Ravindra
Jadeja in the last three Test matches,
Pant has got an idea as to what he
needs to do while keeping up to spin-
ners. "I have kept up to senior spin-
ners (Ashwin and Jadeja) in the nets
apart from the Tests in England. Like
Oval strip, where Jaddu bhai was
bowling, it felt like an India pitch. The
ball was turning and on fourth and
fifth day, there were spots," the 20-

year-old recalled.
Keeping in England wasn't easy

but Pant said that he can't fight the
perceptions that a scorecard can cre-
ate by showing 76 byes against his
name. To be fair to Pant, some of those
deliveries bowled by the Indian pac-
ers were way off target and no keep-
er in the world could have stopped
those.

"Obviously, you can get frustrat-
ed as a wicketkeeper. May be (all those
byes) was not my fault but if someone
is not watching the match, he would
look only at the scorecard. Only
those who saw the match would know
that some of those were out of my
reach.

"Now on this issue, I can't debate
or even reason with people whether
I conceded those byes or not. It was
part of the game," he said.

PTI n MUMBAI

On the eve of India-Pakistan
clash in the ongoing Asia

Cup, former pacer Zaheer Khan
has said veteran Mahendra Singh
Dhoni should bat at the crucial No
4 position given his vast experi-
ence.

The former left-arm speedster
also felt that the hundred struck by
K L Rahul in the last and the fifth

Test against England last week will
bolster his confidence in the con-
tinental showpiece being held in
the UAE.

"At No 4, I do feel someone
like MS Dhoni needs to give a go
ahead because keeping the World
Cup in mind, it's a very crucial
position to soak in pressure and
play according to the situation,"
Zaheer, a Star Sports Select Dugout
expert, said in a statement Tuesday.

"So far, the Indian team has
been winning matches when they
have had a great start, but in situ-
ations where they do not have a
good start, experience is required
to control the situation," noted the
39-year-old, a veteran of 92 Tests
and 200 one day internationals.

India, who started their Asia
Cup campaign against minnows
Hong Kong Tuesday, will take on
arch rivals Pakistan Wednesday.

AFP n SYDNEY

Australian cricket needs disgraced ex-
captain Steve Smith and he is like-

ly to be welcomed back with open arms,
former skipper Steve Waugh forecast on
Tuesday, although it might be tougher
for David Warner.

The pair are serving one-year sus-
pensions from international and state
cricket over their part in the ball-tam-
pering scandal against South Africa in
March, while opener Cameron Bancroft
was banned for nine months.

"We need him back in Australian
cricket," Waugh told Fox Sports Australia
of 29-year-old Smith, who has played 64
Tests.

"You can't lose someone of his qual-
ity overnight
and expect to
replace it and
he's still only
r e l a t i v e l y
young." All
three players
a c c e p t e d
responsibility
for the scandal
that rocked the
sport,  with
Smith's tearful
apology on his
arrival back in Australia tugging at the
heartstrings.

Waugh said fans "still adore him".
"The Australian public, they are for-

giving," he said. "He (Smith) made a mis-
take and he's paid a heavy price for it.

"But if he gets back out there and
plays with the same enthusiasm and pas-
sion, he loves playing cricket, he loves
scoring runs, he wants to get back
playing for Australia, I think Australians
will move past what happened before.

"They obviously remember it, but
they're big enough to realise you can
make a mistake and grow from that and
be stronger." Warner, a dynamic bats-
man but a divisive figure in the game,
may find it harder to earn acceptance
again.

He was charged by Cricket Australia
with developing the plot to use sand-
paper to alter the ball. Despite this,
Waugh said he hoped Warner would
also get a second chance.

"I hope so, you have to give guys an
opportunity to redeem themselves.
They've apologised and paid a heavy
price," he said, but warned it would not
be easy for any of them to bounce back
to the top.

"It's going to be a challenge for all
of them to come back, it's not going to
be as easy as people think," he said.

India vs Pakistan

Live from 5:00pm IST

STAR SPORTS 1

IND-PAK SHOWDOWN
Indian will face tough challenge from arch rivals Pakistan in high voltage Asia Cup clash 

Karachi: Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan is expected to watch his
country's Asia Cup group league
encounter against India Wednesday,
according to media reports here.

Imran, a legendary former Pakistan
cricket captain, is also the patron-in
chief of Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB).

"Prime Minister Imran Khan will watch
the Pakistan-India Asia Cup clash in
Dubai on Wednesday, diplomatic
sources said," GEO TV reported.

The Pakistan PM left for his first
foreign visit to Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates.

The arch rivals are facing each other
for the first time in the United Arab
Emirates since 2006.

Incidentally, Imran was the captain of
Pakistan for the better part of the
Indo-Pak duels in Sharjah from the
mid 80's to early 90s. PTI

Pak PM Imran Khan

to watch clash 

India survive

Hong Kong scare

Pant aims to work harder behind wkts Sarfraz concerned over Aamir’s form

DHONI SHOULD BAT AT 4: ZAHEER

‘Australian

cricket needs

Smith back’

Captaincy is about 60% off field homework, Ponting’s advice to Kohli 

PTI n LUCKNOW

An all-round performance by AS
Sandhu, 36 runs and four wick-

ets, helped India B upset India A by
10 runs, lifting Quadrangular U-19
One-Day Series at Ekana
International Stadium on Tuesday.

Batting first, India B were
bowled out for 141 runs in 42.2
overs with AS Sandhu (36) and
Vamsi Krishna (37) being the main
contributors. In reply, India A were
bundled out for 131 runs in the 39.3
overs. Sandhu claimed four scalps.
BRIEF SCORES:
India B: 141 (Vamsi Krishna 37, AS
Sandhu 36, Sameer Rizvi 18; Rajesh
Mohanty 36/3, SA Desai 17/3)
India A: 131 (Sameer Chodhary 22,
Ajay Dev Goud18; AS Sandhu 35/4,
Sabir Khan 32/3)

India B stun India A to lift trophy
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